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S u m m a r y
Network operators desire effective, pragmatic solutions to instances of the cell 
planning problem in order to improve their quality of service, enhance network 
coverage and capacity capability, and ultimately increase company profits. Previ­
ous cell plans have been constructed manually but these methods do not produce 
the best network configuration. More reliance has since been placed on automated 
cell planning to produce effective solutions. The introduction of the Universal 
Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) emphasizes the need for high perfor­
mance planning tools.
Motivated by a discussion of the literature concerning cell planning, an existing 
model for Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) is modified to take 
account of the requirements of UMTS networks. A suite of test cases is created 
using a purpose-built problem generator, including problems with a range of site 
and traffic distributions for rural, suburban and urban markets.
Traditionally, cell planning has been seen purely as an optimisation problem, 
neglecting the pre-optimisation stage of network dimensioning. This thesis inves­
tigates the effect of network dimensioning as a precursor to optimisation demon­
strating the benefits of cell planning in three stages consisting of site estimation, 
site selection and optimisation. The first stage, site estimation, utilises previously 
published lower bounding techniques to provide a means of approximating the 
number of sites required to meet capacity targets in the uplink and downlink. Site 
selection compares random selection to three newly developed algorithms to make 
effective automatic selections of sites from a candidate set. The final optimiza­
tion phase presents a framework based on the tabu search meta-heuristic capable 
of optimising the dimensioned network designs with respect to the representative 
operational scenarios. Multiple traffic snapshot evaluations are considered in the 
optimisation objective function.
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C h a p t e r  1
In t r o d u c t i o n
W ith the proliferation and development of cellular radio networks effective and 
pragmatic solutions to instances of the cell planning problem are desired by net­
work operators who aim to improve quality of service, enhance the network’s cover­
age and capacity capabilities, and ultimately increase company profits. To improve 
their chances of commercial success, they need to place more emphasis on ensuring 
tha t informed decisions are made with respect to the design of cellular networks.
The engineering of a cellular network is comprised of several related tasks in­
cluding the selection and configuration of a set of sites from a candidate list of 
locations th a t have been identified by the network operator as potential sites for 
deployment. Site locations have associated costs resulting from restrictions in ac­
quiring property at key locations tha t are normally affected by high prices and 
local demand. The selected sites form the basis of a cellular network tha t will 
need to satisfy certain performance and quality requirements at roll-out and for 
the duration of the network’s deployment.
Network designs are often developed manually by network planners aided by 
network planning tools, but these methods rarely produce the best network config­
uration. More reliance has since been placed on automated cell planning solutions 
in order to produce more effective solutions to this computationally hard problem 
and the introduction of Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS) 
networks emphasizes the need for high performance planning tools.
Traditionally the cell planning problem has been seen purely as a single stage 
optimisation problem, however the pre-operational stage of cell planning also in-
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eludes network dimensioning which involves deciding how many sites axe required 
to meet subscriber service demands. The network dimensioning stage precedes 
the next two stages of site selection optimisation and network configuration opti­
misation. This thesis takes an alternative approach to the existing literature by 
investigating for the first time the cell planning problem in three distinct stages 
consisting of network dimensioning, site selection optimisation and network con­
figuration optimisation. In general the approach involves analytically assessing the 
cell planning problem to determine the required number of sites this reduces the 
number of network design solutions considered thereby increasing prospects for 
tractability.
The main contribution of the thesis is to determine if network dimensioning 
techniques can be effectively applied as a precursor to optimistation, specifically 
addressing the application of lower bounding techniques to provide an estimate of 
the number of sites for selection. Recommendations are made with regards to using 
the first stage independently (as part of a stand-alone analytical dimensioning tool) 
or as the first stage of a complete cell planning process (as illustrated in Figure 
1.1). The research continues by applying a number of methods to make effective 
site selections, using the estimate, from the available candidate sites. The third 
stage involves the development of an optimisation framework capable of optimising 
the dimensioned networks produced from the preceding stages. Finally, after a 
specified time optimising the network’s configuration it is possible to determine 
if networks formed from less effective site selections can be significantly improved 
during optimisation and possibly surpass any initial advantage in making more 
sophisticated site selections.
Network dimensioning
Network configuration optimisation
Site selection optimisation
Figure 1.1: Cell planning in three stages.
The remainder of the chapter defines the cell planning problem along with its 
objectives and discusses the differences between manual and automated network
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1.1 T h e  c e l l  p l a n n in g  p r o b l e m
design. The planning process for cellular networks is discussed specifically for 
Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM) and UMTS networks highlight­
ing the added challenges of third generation cellular network planning required 
for UMTS. The chapter concludes by explaining the structure of the remaining 
chapters.
1 .1  T h e  c e l l  p l a n n i n g  p r o b l e m
The cell planning problem is also known as the network design problem, the net­
work planning problem, the antenna positioning problem and the radio coverage 
problem. Formally, solutions to the cell planning problem attem pt to design a 
network, composed of sites selected from the set of all candidate sites such that 
certain objectives such as coverage, capacity and quality of service, can be met 
with respect to a given subscriber traffic demand.
Fundamentally, the aim of the cell planning is to select a subset of sites from 
a specified candidate set and for each selected site determine a suitable number 
and configuration of antennae. The signal transm itted by each antenna is received 
by a number of mobile station users located within the antenna’s coverage area. 
Normally, a mobile station will select the site at which an antenna is located that 
transmits the strongest signal. The region of the service area for which an antenna 
provides the strongest signal is called a cell The cell area of each antenna in the 
network is calculated and the set of regions produced is called the cell plan and 
thus the process of planning cellular networks is called cell planning.
As previously stated the selection and configuration of sites form the basis of a 
cellular network th a t must satisfy certain network design objectives. To design a 
good network a number of competing objectives could be considered include:
o maximising quality of service provided to subscribers; 
o maximising coverage; 
o maximising capacity; 
o minimising infrastructure outlay; 
o maxmising revenue;
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1.2 M a n u a l  c e l l  p l a n n in g
o minimising expenses.
Network coverage is determined by the proportion of area that receives signal 
above the operator’s specified threshold. This can be determined, for example, by 
operator drive tests that record the penetration level of signals in different regions 
of the network, however some regions will be too difficult to reach preventing 
signal measurement. Propagation conditions affect coverage, especially in urban 
areas where there may be many high rise buildings that can significantly attenuate 
the signal. It is important that network planning is undertaken to ensure that high 
coverage networks are produced.
Network capacity is determined by the number of subscribers that can receive 
and make a call when required for both voice and data services. Methods to 
improve network capacity can involve introducing new sites to the network or 
altering the infrastructure configuration at existing sites. If the signals received 
from simultaneous calls are too strong, then there is the potential for interference. 
This corresponds to multi-coverage of regions of the service area and will affect the 
potential quality of reception in addition to increasing the number of configured 
sites tha t are deployed in the network.
The primary outlay for an operator is acquiring, deploying and maintaining 
sites. Along with these financial constraints, increased public health fears pro­
vide network operators with increased motivation to reduce the number of sites 
deployed. Selecting good locations for sites is a key factor in the design of cel­
lular networks. This can be especially difficult in cities where buying or renting 
property is subject to high prices and competition from other prospective buyers. 
Sometimes operators specify the reuse of existing site locations when rolling out a 
new network and this provides an added planning constraint. Solving the problem 
and meeting each of the objectives is difficult and it is left to the network operator 
to define each of the objectives and their relative importance.
1 .2  M a n u a l  c e l l  p l a n n i n g
Traditionally networks have been designed manually by a network planner. Usually 
the network planner is assisted by a planning tool tha t contains a computerised 
model of the network and allows the planner to determine the affect of adjusting the
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configuration of a number of the network’s antennae. As there are so many different 
parameters tha t could be adjusted the number of network design possibilities that 
can be considered by the planner, in a reasonable time, is very small.
A network design can be altered in a number of different ways, some of which 
include:
o antenna power settings can be increased or decreased within a predefined 
range;
o antenna tilt settings can be increased or decreased within a predefined range; 
o antenna azimuths can be rotated; 
o antennae can be activated and deactivated; 
o antenna models can be changed.
To illustrate the complexity involved there are typically 10,800 possible settings 
available to a network designer when configuring a single antenna with 10 possible 
power settings, 15 tilt settings and 72 possible azimuth settings. Consider a net­
work that required 20 antenna, the number of possible network designs available is 
approximately 1080. Network planners need to consider networks with many more 
sites, in order to model the network in detail and meet the planning objectives. 
Solving the cell planning problem via exhaustive search is clearly intractable and 
this emphasizes the need for high performance automated cell planning tools based 
on heuristic methods.
1 .3  A u t o m a t i c  c e l l  p l a n n i n g
As previously stated manual planning already involves the use of computerised 
planning tools thus automatic cell planning does not simply constitute using a 
computer to help plan a network. Instead automatic cell planning goes a stage 
further using a computer system, which contains a model of the network, to auto­
matically evaluate many possible network configurations with respect to a certain 
traffic scenario. The user is then presented with the best of all the network designs 
considered by the automated cell planning tool. Therefore the use of computers 
to help provide automated solutions is conducive to cell planning.
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Modelling cell planning often presents a trade off between abstraction and detail. 
Abstract models have previously been used to model cell planning mathematically 
using techniques from graph theory, set theory and integer linear programming. 
A network planner working for an operator may take a detailed approach to mod­
elling the network as the results have to be accurate, but a more abstracted ap­
proach could be useful for estimating the number of sites required or the process 
of evaluating a network. Either way, a planning tool must be capable of accurately 
modelling the cellular network when provided with network design parameters and 
traffic demand scenarios.
Many approaches to automated cell planning have been addressed in the lit­
erature [10, 11, 22, 42, 56, 59, 65] and these along with others are reviewed in 
Chapter 2. Typically, cell planning solutions incorporate only an optimisation 
stage. Network optimisation in autom ated cell planning is concerned with pro­
viding a process to improve the performance of a network, using desired quality 
of service targets to measure the network’s performance and assist in finding the 
best possible network design. Sophisticated techniques can be applied to network 
optimisation through the use of heuristic and meta-heuristic solution techniques 
such as genetic algorithms, hill climbing algorithms, simulated annealing and tabu 
search. However, approaches to autom ated cell planning should not only consider 
an optimisation stage, but also consider developing useful techniques for determin­
ing the infrastructure requirements when establishing new and developing existing 
networks. This preceding stage is often referred to as network dimensioning. The 
main objective of dimensioning is to simplify the complex task of network planning 
by making the necessary estimations and assumptions concerning the hardware or 
resources required to provide a satisfactory service. In this work network dimen­
sioning is defined as the process of determining an initial estimate of the number 
of sites required for site selection optimisation.
1.4 C e l l  p l a n n i n g  f r o m  GSM t o  UMTS
To date, three generations of mobile phone networks have been introduced [88]. 
First generation systems (1G) started in the 1980s and were based on analogue 
transmission techniques. In the early 1990s second generation networks were de­
ployed, with Europe introducing GSM with the aim of providing a unified standard.
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Initially, GSM provided a voice only service and later evolved to meet the require­
ments of data traffic and other services by producing the following enhancements: 
GSM and Value Added Services (VAS); GSM and General Packet Radio Services 
(GPRS); and GSM and Enhanced D ata rates in GSM Environment (EDGE).
As a result of not being designed for multimedia communication, GSM is limited 
in its ability to efficiently accommodate the increased demand for data services such 
as web browsing, picture messaging and video conferencing. Fortunately, in the 
early 1990s, the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) had the foresight 
to define a new standard for third generation (3G) mobile networks. The resulting 
wide-band code division multiple access (WCDMA) standard was designed from the 
outset to accommodate a wide range of services. This together with the continuing 
evolution of GSM networks will create new business opportunities for operators.
Since the introduction of second generation cellular systems significant expertise 
has accrued in network planning. The complexity of the network planning problem 
is increased when third generation networks are considered. Currently, operators 
are coming to terms with the new challenges involved in deploying UMTS networks 
in a cost effective manner. The downturn in the global economy, the large licence 
fees paid for spectrum and increased competition means tha t balancing financial 
constraints and quality of service is more im portant than ever. Radio network 
planners face a number of new challenges in the move from second generation 
networks to third generation networks. The differences between GSM and UMTS 
cell planning are discussed in detail by Berruto, Gudmundson, Menolascino, Mohr, 
and Pizarroso [12], Oliver, Hurley, and Allen [67], Santos Pinto [75], and Spilling 
and Nix [81].
To provide capacity by enabling sharing of the medium by multiple communica­
tions occurring in a network, and to do this without creating too many problems 
such as interference or call-blocking a multiplexing scheme is employed. GSM 
networks employ frequency time division multiple access (FTDMA) as the multi­
plexing scheme, which involves the discretization of the frequency spectrum and 
time. The use of FTDMA requires channel assignment [43] where frequencies are 
used to distinguish between the communications of different users. Network plan­
ning in GSM is therefore normally a two stage process with one stage involving 
coverage planning and the other involving capacity planning. In coverage plan­
ning, a frequency plan is subsequently generated to mitigate interference and hence
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reduce call blocking/dropping. That is, the frequency plan can improve the oper­
ational performance in light of interference that has not been accurately predicted 
during the initial design. The capacity of the network can also be increased via 
cell splitting, which involves reducing the cell sizes by adding extra transm itters 
to the service area.
UMTS networks employ WCDMA, the newest and most complicated of the 
multiplexing schemes. In WCDMA each user is assigned a unique code and these 
codes can be transm itted on the same channel. As such, WCDMA uses one fre­
quency, whilst FTDMA uses many. The codes are transmitted simultaneously, and 
each recipient can decode only the signal they require by using the mathematical 
properties of the code. Other recipients’ signals appear only as background noise. 
The large number of possible codes available means tha t this method has high 
security, with many communications occurring simultaneously.
As a frequency plan to reduce the interference does not exist in WCDMA net­
works, capacity and coverage objectives have to be considered simultaneously dur­
ing network planning and optimisation. In GSM networks a cell has a fixed size, 
however with the use of WCDMA technology in UMTS the size of a cell is de­
pendent on the traffic load at any moment in time; for example when a cell is 
highly loaded the coverage area of the cell will be much smaller than times when 
the cell is lightly loaded. This dynamic process is referred to as cell breathing and 
is the reason coverage and capacity have to be considered simultaneously when 
planning UMTS networks. Therefore balancing the traffic load amongst each cell 
and ensuring sufficient area coverage relies heavily on the adjustment of site po­
sitions, antenna configurations, power levels, radio resource management (RRM) 
algorithms and handover.
Handover occurs when a call has to be passed from one cell to another as the 
user moves between cells. In a traditional hard handover (use in GSM networks), 
the connection to the current cell is broken, and then the connection to the new 
cell is made. However, as a result of dynamically changing cells in WCDMA based 
systems it is important (for example if a cell suddenly becomes to heavily loaded) 
that there is an option to handover a number of calls to neighbouring cells. Since 
all cells in WCDMA use the same frequency, it is possible to make the connection 
to the new cell before leaving the current cell this is known as soft handover. Soft 
handovers require less power, which reduces interference and increases capacity.
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Handover is therefore an important planning objective in WCDMA based systems.
UMTS networks were developed for the high data-rate services they could offer 
over GSM, GPRS and EDGE networks. When designing a network the planner 
has to consider the different service types available as the type of traffic will not be 
homogeneous in UMTS. GSM has voice dominated traffic with a small proportion 
of data services. However in GSM networks, a data channel consumes the same 
capacity as voice and the network planning does not change subject to the type of 
traffic. The main feature of UMTS networks involves how new data rate service 
areas are introduced. The interference caused by data-rate users is dependent on 
where the user is located in the cell, for example a mobile station user on the edge 
of the cell could cause increased interference for other mobile stations. Therefore 
research into cell planning for UMTS must consider mixed service scenarios and 
design networks tha t can handle increased traffic loads.
1 .5  T h e sis  o b j e c t i v e s  a n d  s t r u c t u r e
Manually developed network design solutions rarely produce the best network con­
figuration. The aforementioned need to produce effective solutions for cell planning 
has led to a greater reliance on autom ated solutions. The introduction of UMTS 
networks further emphasizes the need for high performance planning tools. The 
added planning constraints mean th a t cell planning for UMTS is more complicated 
and as such network operators should place more emphasis on the benefits of de­
veloping automated cell planning tools. Traditionally cell planning has been seen 
purely as an optimisation problem and little attention has been paid to network 
dimensioning as a separate planning stage. This thesis aims to incorporate net­
work dimensioning into a solution framework that can be used to solve instances 
of the cell planning problem for UMTS networks. The remainder of the thesis is 
structured as follows
Chapter 2 looks at approaches to solving the cell planning problem specifically 
for UMTS networks. Discussion focuses on network modelling, network eval­
uation, availability of representative network and traffic data sets, network 
dimensioning and an overview of optimisation techniques which have previ­
ously been applied to cell planning.
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Chapter 3 introduces the network model and assumptions used and applied 
throughout the thesis. Representative network and traffic scenarios that 
are used in the remainder of the thesis are presented. A formal statement of 
the network evaluation process and network design objectives is also given.
Chapter 4 defines network dimensioning process, which involves a method for 
estimating the number of sites required. The application of a previously 
developed lower bounds tool is suggested and analysed.
Chapter 5 presents three techniques for initial site selection and provides an 
analysis of the effect of site selection optimisation on the model.
Chapter 6 presents a customised optimisation framework formed from techniques 
such as local search and tabu search.
Chapter 7 investigates the use of network dimensioning and site selection as a 
precursor to network configuration optimisation.
Chapter 8 consolidates the findings from the preceding chapters and provides 
suggestions for future development of the presented methods and techniques.
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C h a p t e r  2
L i t e r a t u r e  R e v i e w
In 1986 Whitehead [91] authored an article in the IEEE Communications Mag­
azine that highlighted cellular system design as an emerging engineering discipline 
stating:
“These methods are coming to form a distinct cellular engineering dis­
cipline that includes the theory and practice of frequency assignment, 
antenna sectors, power levels, traffic engineering, and so on.”
Amongst other observations W hitehead presented a number of fundamental cell 
planning objectives, defined the cell planning problem as an optimisation problem 
and commented on the need for practical computer aids and analytical techniques 
to improve the planning process.
In the 1990s a number of companies started to produce software for network 
design and optimisation for GSM networks. This software is still being developed 
for GSM networks with the recent addition of software solutions for planning 
UMTS networks. Examples of such software solutions for network planning include 
Marconi Planet DMS, Optimi Wizard, Aircom Asset and Forsk Atoll. Insight to 
the techniques, methods and solutions incorporated in commercial cell planning 
software is normally limited to white papers and a small number of conference 
papers.
One of the first published academic research papers containing techniques and 
results for cell planning dates back to 1994 and was authored by Anderson and 
McGeehan [11]. Since then the literature has developed with many authors pre­
senting a number of approaches for different planning scenarios, with particular
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focus on solutions for GSM networks [42, 44]. In 2001 Amaldi, Capone, and 
Malucelli [9] found that little research had been carried out for UMTS networks, 
with many of the early papers presenting simple models usually accompanied by 
a more detailed optimisation framework. The volume of research into UMTS net­
work planning has since increased and a variety of modelling and optimisation 
techniques have been developed and applied.
This thesis addresses UMTS network modelling, static network evaluation, net­
work dimensioning and network optimisation. The following sections discuss liter­
ature concerning:
o network modelling for UMTS; 
o availability of network and traffic data  sets; 
o network dimensioning; 
o optimisation techniques and applications; 
o network evaluation.
2 .1  A p p r o a c h e s  t o  n e t w o r k  m o d e l l in g
It is common practice to formulate mathematical models of real world problems to 
facilitate the implementation of automated solution techniques. Modelling tech­
niques aim to encapsulate the operation of a cellular network into computable 
methods and objectives. The translation from the real world to a mathematical 
representation can often result in the loss of elements present in the original prob­
lem, meaning that choices pertaining to this abstraction must be carefully made so 
that solutions remain valuable for application in the operational situation. Tech­
niques used to model and optimise a cellular network must be chosen in such a way 
that network infrastructure adjustments, suggested to solve the modelled situation 
and objectives, can be related back to the operational situation with reasonable 
accuracy and success.
The modelling of the cell planning problem has previously been split into two 
general approaches: abstract and direct. Abstract models tend to involve a m ath­
ematical approach, often relating the cell planning problem to set theory, graph
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theory or geometry, whilst direct modelling involves the representation of the cel­
lular network upon which dimensioning, simulation and optimisation techniques 
can be applied. Both approaches, if modelled to a high granularity, can present 
solutions that very closely approximate the real world, but this is often detrimental 
to the computational complexity and time involved in finding a suitable solution.
A mathematical model is likely to  produce a solution that is more elegantly de­
fined than a direct model and tends to promote application independent solutions. 
However, this achievement can be limited due to the pre-processing required to 
identify the constraints involved in reaching a solution. Furthermore, the approach 
considers a subset of possible network design configurations reducing the solution 
space and thus eliminating a vast number of potential network designs.
2 . 1.1  D o m i n a t i n g  s e t  p r o b l e m
One abstract modelling approach involves the application of the dominating set 
problem, which has been used to relate test point coverage to a set of candidate 
sites with pre-selected configurations. This problem has been well studied inde­
pendently of its application in cell planning and has been used to categorize the 
cell planning problem as NP-hard [17, 55]. W hitaker and Hurley [90] provide 
an overview of the dominating set problem along with other abstract and direct 
models for cell planning. One limitation of the dominating set approach which is 
inherent in abstract modelling, is tha t the solution found is only as good as the 
transm itter configuration set provided. M athar and Niessen [55] and Reininger 
and Caminada [72] successfully apply the minimum dominating set problem to 
cell planning.
2 . 1 .2  G r a p h  t h e o r y
An alternative approach to the dominating set problem involves the use of graph 
theory [32]. This allows a graph to  be built where an interdiction rule is specified. 
For example, sites are represented by vertices on a graph and if there exists an edge 
between two sites, a constraint is formed that prevents the two sites from being 
simultaneously included in the final solution. A solution corresponds to a set of 
sites where each pair of sites does not violate the interdiction rule; translated in 
terms of graph theory this means finding an independent set. This representation
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can be used to control interference and handover in a cellular network model. An 
example of this approach is provided by Chamaret, Josselin, Kuonen, Pizarroso, 
Salas-Manzanedo, Ubeda, and Wagner [20] whose planning objective is to provide 
adequate coverage. The difficulty with this approach is determining which sites 
can be found together when forming an independent set.
2 .1 .3  M a t h e m a t ic a l  p r o g r a m m i n g
Discrete mathematical programming approaches have been used as a direct mod­
elling approach to solving the cell planning problem and are often adopted by 
researchers with an interest in operational research and stochastic methods. M ath­
ematical programming involves the use of mathematical models, particularly opti­
misation models, tha t assist decision making. For cell planning using mathematical 
programming, discrete decision variables are used to represent components of the 
model and network. A branch of mathematical programming that is frequently 
used is linear programming, which involves linear relationships between decision 
variables.
A number of authors formalise the cell planning problem as integer programs 
[10, 52, 56, 92], considering it a mathematical optimisation problem. Direct models 
applying mathematical programming were developed for GSM by Mathar and 
Niessen [55] and were later adapted by M athar and Schmeink [56] for application 
in a UMTS network (although the model was still fairly general). M athar and 
Schmeink [56] assert that for large problems the integer linear programs are often 
too complicated to allow for a globally optimal solution to be found. To approach 
this problem they introduce a branch-and-bound algorithm [69] that calculates a 
feasible solution in acceptable running time.
2 .1 .4  C o m p o n e n t  b a s e d  a p p r o a c h
An alternative direct modelling approach is normally adopted by computer scien­
tists and electronic engineers. This type of direct modelling typically removes the 
need for pre-processing by involving the modelling of only the necessary compo­
nents of a cellular network, and tends to require the careful management of large 
data sets and derived results for analysis. This type of model is normally incorpo­
rated into an optimisation framework tha t addresses multi-objective optimsation
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by generating a cost or objective function that acts as a indicator of the quality 
of each considered potential network configuration. Heuristic and meta-heuristic 
approaches can then be employed to achieve suitable solutions and can be defined 
as follows:
o a heuristic is a method th a t seeks a near optimal solution from a set of 
solutions or solution space, at a reasonable computational cost, without be­
ing able to guarantee optimality, closeness to optimality or the solution’s 
feasibility in the real world.
o a meta-heuristic is a high-level algorithmic framework that can be customised 
to solve optimisation problems.
Meta-heuristic approaches can be applied to both abstract and direct models 
and are discussed along with exact and heuristic approaches in Section 2.4. Net­
work models developed according to this approach are demonstrated by Reininger 
and Caminada [73], Rawnsley and Hurley [70], and Hurley [42].
The main distinction between these two direct approaches, mathematical pro­
gramming and component based modelling, lies in the amount of effort involved 
to achieve a suitable solution. Mathematical programming can be problematic 
when trying to model the required dependencies between network and traffic com­
ponents. Bearing this in mind a meta-heuristic approach is likely to require less 
effort in adapting it to suit the approach taken by Reininger and Caminada [73] 
and Hurley [42]. Although adapting the meta-heuristics to suit the model is crucial 
to the effectiveness of this technique.
Reininger and Caminada [72] and Reininger et a l [74] provided a cell planning 
model for a general scenario, which was adapted and applied to a GSM network 
by Hurley [42] but nobody has taken this modelling approach for UMTS networks. 
The modelling approach employed in Chapter 3 is classified as a direct compo­
nent based approach. It involves the modelling of relevant physical components 
of a cellular network with the subsequent application of newly developed network 
dimensioning techniques allowing final incorporation into an optimisation frame­
work, as presented in Chapter 6.
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2 .2  D a t a  s e t s
Network and traffic data sets are in short supply within the public domain, as 
operators tend to keep confidential their configuration data and measured or pre­
dicted traffic scenarios. This makes research into automated cell planning more 
difficult, resulting in researchers having to develop their own data sets or modify 
available legacy data sets from GSM networks for UMTS network planning. As a 
result, many of the assumptions made in generating the data sets are not detailed 
in the literature making it difficult to  identify the author’s assumptions.
Recently the issue of network da ta  set availability was addressed by the EU- 
project Momentum [54], in which a collection of data concerning UMTS network 
design, covering environment, services and traffic, was developed and published by 
Eisenblatter, Geerdes, Koch, and Tiirke [25]. They published a number of traffic 
and network data* sets specific to UMTS networks and services. The data sets were 
subsequently used by Eisenblatter et al. for testing purposes with their UMTS cell 
planning tool. The data sets are comprehensive but although they are published 
in XML they are not easily adapted to existing model implementations. Evidence 
of the data sets being tried and tested by other authors is not yet available.
Many authors fail to state the origin of their network data sets or describe 
them incompletely [17, 58, 46]. The list below demonstrates the differences in 
information provided by various authors:
o Calegari, Guidec, Kuoen, and Wagner [17] consider a 70 by 70 kilometre 
square service area for a scenario consisting of 150 candidate base stations 
each configured with an omnidirectional antenna;
o Molina, Athanasiadou, and Nix [58] consider a 500 by 700 metre square ser­
vice area containing 70 control nodes for 7 candidate base station locations;
o Amaldi, Capone, and Malucelli [9] consider three differently sized service 
areas: 400 by 400 metre square, 1 by 1 kilometre square and 1.5 by 1.5 
kilometre square, each for 22 candidate sites with 95 test points.
* These data sets were released after model implementation and experimentation had com­
menced, which prevented them being utilised in this work.
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o Jamaa, Altman, Picard, Fourestie, and Mourlon [46] consider 45 and 115 
sectored sites in a dense urban environment.
As authors provide different scenario information and vary in their definitions 
and understanding of terminology it makes comparison of results very difficult and 
reproduction of exact scenarios impossible.
2 .3  T r a f f ic  m o d e l l in g
Traffic scenario data are as difficult to  obtain as network data and collectively this 
is a serious impediment to research. As a direct result it is very difficult for other 
researchers to challenge proposed solutions and concepts, and form benchmark 
data sets and solutions. However, there are a number of publicly available traffic 
data sets for UMTS networks and these are discussed in the following sections.
In 2000, Butt and Woodfield [16] presented the Guildford test network that was 
established by Ericsson Telecommunication Limited. The test network consists of 
three sites, each configured with three directional antennas that are required to 
serve a small number of mobile stations. The mobile station traffic data was real 
measured data gathered and collated by Ericsson. The size of the data set is a 
limitation and is considered to be too small for testing algorithms. Since then the 
Momentum project has published traffic data tha t includes three publicly available 
traffic scenarios recorded for Berlin, Lisbon and The Hague. This data set provides 
service and traffic data which is characterised by uplink and downlink data rates, 
link quality and a stochastic data  source model. Even though this network is 
available there is a need for more publicly available measured or predicted data 
sets.
When access to data sets or real-life test networks is limited, most authors turn 
to generating traffic data by making sensible decisions on the traffic distribution 
within the service area. A number of authors distribute their mobile stations across 
the service area uniformly, randomly or linearly [18, 35, 36, 48, 53, 56]. Tutschuka, 
Leibnitz, and Tran-Gia [85] claim tha t most network planning tools neglect design 
issues such as user behavior, demand distribution or core network design, and do 
not address the strong interaction between all the design factors. Indeed, many 
authors neglect to specify important information about the distribution in use, such
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as the user density or service demand. This information is likely to be available in 
an implicit sense but is rarely explicitly documented [5, 87, 94, 95].
Tutschuka et al. consider traffic modelling to be of equal importance to net­
work modelling in the cell planning process. Motivated by the lack of traffic 
modelling, they introduce the idea of demand nodes for quantitatively describing 
traffic [84, 85]. This concept involves traffic being represented by a finite number 
of demand nodes, each of which have the same traffic demand. This allows densely 
populated areas to be represented by clusters and less populated areas, such as 
rural areas, by sparsely positioned demand nodes. Tutschuka et al. present a 
pictorial example of the distribution and discuss the process for constructing the 
distribution pattern. A number of authors have adopted this notion of demand 
nodes for traffic representation [55, 58].
The availability of easily accessible data  sets is limited and careful considera­
tion needs to be applied to modelling and generating data sets based on informed 
assumptions. This motivates the generation of network and traffic data sets pre­
sented in Chapter 3.
2 .3 .1  S i t e  e s t im a t io n
In 1998 Reininger and Caminada [72] discussed the need for a network dimen­
sioning stage in cell planning pointing out tha t the dimensioning step supplies 
the amount of resources required for the design when taking a component based 
approach to network modelling. In 2002 Laiho, Wacker, and Novosad [50], who 
promote a practical approach to network design, stated that the target of net­
work dimensioning should be to provide a rough estimate of the number of sites 
required for selection. Although this viewpoint is often acknowledged in the lit­
erature, Laiho, Wacker, and Novosad’s recommended target is rarely achieved 
[3, 14, 15, 29, 79]. This provides the initial motivation to pursue more practi­
cal approaches to network dimensioning that are of immediate use to a network 
designer.
Traditionally, analytical techniques for estimating the number of sites have fo­
cused on coverage predictions involving link budget analysis [3, 41, 50, 82]. As 
this area has been reasonably well-studied, it is not considered further in this 
work, which instead turns its focus to capacity dimensioning. Capacity analysis
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has become a more popular often being performed for the uplink [14, 38, 68]. In 
2001, having previously concentrated on characterisation of uplink capacity in a 
WCDMA network, Burley [15] emphasized that downlink capacity estimation had 
largely been neglected (exceptions include [39, 51]) and tha t dimensioning of the 
downlink was more challenging compared to uplink. This observation was soon 
confirmed by both Kromer [48] and Molkdax, Burley, and Wallington [61], who 
suggested that capacity limitations within a UMTS network are often the result of 
the asymmetric nature of services, which are generally a higher rate in the down­
link e.g. web browsing. Since then a number of authors have chosen to look at 
capacity analysis for the downlink too [7, 48, 61, 64, 66]. Networks can be limited 
by the uplink or the downlink and this is largely scenario specific, highlighting the 
need to be able to dimension a network based on the capacity constraints of both 
links. A complete process for dimensioning both the uplink and the downlink has 
not previously been presented in the literature and this omission motivates the 
development of the network dimensioning process presented in Chapter 4.
Capacity dimensioning normally involves formulating pole capacity* equations 
to obtain the maximum capacity of a cell [15, 14, 48, 64, 79]. Authors who adopt 
this approach obtain the maximum capacity of a cell, but fail to take the extra 
steps required to meet Laiho, Wacker, and Novosad’s [50] dimensioning target by 
specifying an estimated number of sites for selection.
A good estimate of the number of sites required for deployment is likely to pro­
vide a useful starting point for further network planning and tuning. When this is 
one of the targets of network dimensioning it becomes homologous with techniques 
for determining lower bounds on the minimum number of sites required for use in 
an operational network. The only difference is that the result of determining lower 
bounds is to provide a minimum number of sites required to meet a desired net­
work performance target, whereas site estimation for network dimensioning simply 
looks to determine a reasonable estimate of the number of required sites. In light 
of the similarity between lower bounding techniques and site estimation in net­
work dimensioning, work in Chapter 4 considers the application of lower bounding 
techniques as a first stage in network dimensioning.
The only known published bounds for second generation systems, considering
*Pole capacity is the theoretical maximum capacity of an individual cell in the WCDMA 
network.
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both coverage and capacity, were initially given by Allen et al. [8] and improved 
upon in Whitaker and Hurley [89]. Hurley [42] went on to use the second generation 
lower bounding techniques to determine the minimum number of sites required 
and used this as an estimate of the number of sites required to generate an initial 
network.
Producing a lower bound for UMTS networks is made more difficult as the 
distribution, density and traffic demand for each mobile station user has to be 
considered for both the uplink and the downlink transmission channels. However, 
in 2002 Allen, Hodge, Hurley, and W hitaker [7] published, in collaboration with the 
UK’s Radiocommunications Agency* [4], lower bounding techniques for estimating 
the number of sites required to satisfy capacity and coverage targets in a UMTS 
cellular network. The capacity estimation process they developed uses uplink 
and downlink loading calculations to estimate the maximum cell size tha t can 
support the required traffic. Unlike other authors, Allen et al, having calculated 
the maximum capacity of a cell, go on to compute the number of sites and antennae 
required to provide adequate service. Thus the application of this lower bounding 
technique is considered as the first stage in network dimensioning process presented 
in Chapter 4. Allen et a l presented the technique as a stand-alone estimation 
tool, which has not been compared to results obtained from a network simulation 
therefore the usefulness of the lower bounding technique is undetermined. This 
will be investigated using the network model for representative network and traffic 
scenarios in Chapter 3.
2 .4  O p t im is a t io n
This section provides an overview of solution techniques frequently applied to cell 
planning and highlights the optimisation methods used later in the thesis. It is not 
an exhaustive survey of optimisation techniques, but highlights the more successful 
techniques that are available and how they have been previously applied. Whitaker 
and Hurley [90] provide a more detailed survey of solution techniques available for 
cell planning in general.
* Duties of the RA were assumed by the Office of Communication (OfCom) in Dec. 2003 [62]
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2 .4 .1  E x a c t  a p p r o a c h e s
A variety of algorithms exist th a t are capable of searching for an exact solution 
to a problem. Exact algorithms [71] (also called exhaustive or enumerative) are 
simple and generally the only requirement is to be able to generate all possible 
solutions to the problem systematically. In cell planning this involves being able 
to list all the feasible network design solutions, evaluate each, and select the best. 
In principle this is a good way to solve the problem, but not in practice due to 
the vast number of network design configurations available for any cell planning 
scenario that considers a realistic number of candidate sites.
Some popular optimisation algorithms like branch-and-bound are based on ex­
act solutions and have been applied to GSM networks by Mathar and Schmeink 
[56]. For use in cell planning these solutions must eliminate all potential network 
designs that have undesirable modelling. Exact approaches have been applied to 
cell planning for UMTS by Molina, Athanasiadou, and Nix [58, 60] and by An­
derson and McGeehan [11] for bench marking purposes. However, since the cell 
planning problem is NP-hard, such algorithms can only be run exhaustively for 
very small network test cases and are therefore rarely used in practice.
2 .4 .2  H e u r i s t i c s
A large amount of work has been carried out on heuristic methods for solving 
combinatorial problems, with hundreds of papers written on the subject. Sequen­
tial methods use simple greedy heuristics to build a reasonable solution iteratively. 
Greedy heuristics approach solving a problem by constructing the complete solu­
tion in a series of steps. At each step the best decision available is made. These 
methods have the advantage of being easy to implement but must be designed for 
each specific problem and can often result in poor-quality solutions as exploration 
of the search space is inherently restricted; taking the best decision at each step 
does not necessarily lead to the global optimum. In UMTS cell planning, greedy 
heuristics are rarely used, but can provide a good comparison or benchmark tech­
nique for evaluating the performance of other heuristic algorithms [9, 10, 58].
The classification deterministic heuristic was used in [90] to group heuristics 
that obtain solutions by exploiting observations about the problem area and in­
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corporate these to improve the performance of the network design found. Deter­
ministic algorithms will produce the same result whenever the optimisation process 
is started from the same position, as there is no random decision process within the 
algorithm. Deterministic algorithms have also been frequently applied to UMTS 
cell planning [20, 27, 28, 44, 56, 58, 60] producing feasible solutions.
2 .4 .3  N e ig h b o u r h o o d  s e a r c h  a n d  m e t a - h e u r is t ic s
Many heuristics are problem specific and as such attention has been given to the 
use of general neighbourhood methods for search purposes. A neighbourhood search 
or local search method starts from some initial solution and moves to better neigh­
bouring solutions until it arrives a t a solution which has no better neighbour, thus 
residing at a local optimum. Neighbourhood searches are easy to implement and 
usually reach a local optimum in relatively short computational time. However, 
the search is often of poor quality as it is unable to escape from local optima, 
preventing it from fully exploring the search space and finding a global optimum. 
Hill climbing is an example of a simple neighbourhood search algorithm that can 
be used to generate a sequence of network designs.
Implementation of hill climbing for cell planning requires a neighbourhood of 
candidate network designs to be defined tha t are a single move away from the 
current solution or network design. The type of move made is problem specific 
but generally involves changing one or more attributes of the current solution. 
In cell planning this alteration may consist of slightly changing the network de­
sign’s parameters for example changing several antennas’ parameters or activat­
ing/deactivating a an antenna. As a result the process for moving from one network 
design to another allows the local search space to be explored. A neighbourhood 
must be chosen such that it is capable of leading to good solutions without making 
the search too complex as a large neighbourhood is expensive to explore. A stra t­
egy for searching the neighbourhood is required, along with an evaluation function 
or cost function which determines the quality of a specific network design. At each 
iteration the best available network design in the neighbourhood is determined 
and selected by use of a cost function and then the process is repeated. The main 
disadvantage of this technique is tha t it is subject to becoming grounded in a local 
optimum. It has been recommended in the literature that this algorithm is run
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many times, each time starting at a different position in the search space.
Improvements to the basic hill climbing algorithm have resulted in meta-heuristic 
algorithms being developed [69, 71]. Meta-heuristic algorithms are a set of tech­
niques that have been successfully applied to many diverse combinatorial optimi­
sation problems, in each case achieving good solutions within large search spaces. 
They have been used to find acceptable approximations to the solution of many 
NP-complete problems. Meta-heuristic algorithms use problem specific criteria 
to guide the underlying heuristic towards a good solution, allowing it to escape 
local optima and search other areas of the search space to find global optima. 
When customising a meta-heuristic algorithm the choice of neighbourhood and 
the choice of cost function must be carefully made. Meta-heuristic methods such 
as simulated annealing and tabu search have received considerable attention and 
have been applied in many fields. In fact for cell planning the most frequently used 
meta-heuristics are tabu search [31], simulated annealing [2] and genetic algorithms
[40].
Tabu search was developed by Glover in the 1970s and 1980s and is described 
by Glover, Taillard, and de Werra [31]. It differs from preceding methods by going 
beyond the criteria of terminating at a local optimum. The notion of exploiting 
certain forms of flexible memory to  control the search process is the principle theme 
in tabu search. When looking to move from the current solution, the best solution 
is selected providing it is not tabu restricted. Tabu search maintains a history of the 
states encountered during the search and this helps to determine which solutions 
may be reached by a move from the current solution. A tabu move belongs to a 
history of tabu restricted moves and each move is forbidden for an individual tabu 
tenure (number of iterations). Aspiration criteria are also specified which allow a 
tabu restriction to be overridden if the solution under consideration is the best so 
far.
Tabu search algorithms perform well for many combinatorial problems and are 
suitable as an optimisation technique for the network planning problem [9, 52, 86]. 
Vasquez and Hao [86] use tabu search to optimise a GSM cell plan, whilst Lee 
and Kang [52] consider two different scenario environments, CDMA and AMPS. 
These authors take similar approaches when designing their move strategy, using 
moves that activate and deactivate antennae [9, 52]. Lee and Kang incorporate 
short term memory with two different tabu tenures and go on to show th a t the
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application of two diversification strategies is highly effective in attaining a 10% 
cost reduction. Lee and Kang claim that the choice of tabu tenure is crucial to 
the algorithm, whilst long term  memory is helpful as it allows other areas in the 
search space to be considered. The general conclusion amongst these authors is 
tha t although tabu search needs to  be tuned effectively and take into account short 
and long term memory, it remains a highly suitable and robust algorithm for cell 
planning.
Simulated annealing is used to find near-optimal solutions in large search spaces 
that are typically subject to many constraints. This technique is linked to thermo­
dynamics concerning the process of annealing which involves the gradual cooling 
of metals to increase their strength. The slow reduction of temperature facilitates 
a stronger bonding of the metal. The analogy to optimisation is made by allowing 
most new candidate solutions or network designs to to be accepted at first but as 
the temperature cools the rate of acceptance declines.
Simulated annealing has been applied frequently for optimisation in cell plan­
ning. Anderson and McGeehan [11] first applied simulated annealing to cell plan­
ning considering a small test case consisting of four sites. In [11] comparison is 
made with an exhaustive algorithm to facilitate benchmarking and results high­
light that starting the optimisation from different positions yields a number of 
different solutions, proving tha t near optimal solutions are not unique. Mathar 
and Niessen [55] applied simulated annealing when a suitable solution could not 
be found from an integer linear programming solution using CPLEX* [45]. Hurley 
[42] used simulated annealing to optimise a GSM network, indicating that the so­
lution framework produced very high quality results. Akl, Hedge, Naraghi-Pour, 
and Min [6], after applying simulated annealing, claimed that the technique was 
computationally intensive and difficult to tune, but concluded that it is a feasible 
optimisation process for cell planning.
Genetic algorithms were initially developed thirty years ago and involve the use 
of algorithms based on natural selection. For cell planning a population of candi­
date network designs is produced, which are represented by a string of genes or 
chromosomes. As time passes the population of candidate solutions changes based 
on the use of biological evolution as a problem-solving strategy. When a candidate 
solution is selected it becomes a parent. Next, the application of genetic operators
* CPLEX is a mixed integer linear programming solver
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called mutation and crossover is used to evolve the solutions. Crossover involves 
combining aspects of parents’ genes to produce off-spring; mutation involves ran­
domly altering an off-spring’s genes to introduce diversity.
Genetic algorithms perform well for most combinatorial problems and are suit­
able as an optimization technique for the cell planning problem. Genetic algo­
rithms normally involve the optimisation of a single cost function that assists in 
creating a population of high performance solutions; the performance of a genetic 
algorithm relies on deciding on a suitable representation for the cell plan in a 
genetic form.
Genetic algorithms have been applied to cell planning in recent years [17, 33, 52, 
58]. Reininger, Dony, and Caminada [74], who apply the dominating set problem 
as a modelling solution, continue to optimise with the use of a genetic algorithm. 
More recently Jamaa, Altman, Picard, Fourestie, and Mourlon [46] applied genetic 
algorithms for optimisation and, although they claimed the genetic algorithm had 
performed well, their published results indicated th a t their implementation did not 
consistently out-perform the manual planning approach they used as a benchmark.
In Chapter 6 an optimisation framework is presented tha t incorporates some of 
the aforementioned heuristics and meta-heuristics. Approaches to customizing the 
algorithms for use with the model presented in Chapter 3 are also outlined. The 
optimisation framework provides a basis for determining if methods for static net­
work evaluation and network dimensioning are useful in automated cell planning.
2 .4 .4  S i t e  s e l e c t i o n
The process for identifying sites for deployment in a network is long and can result 
in a delay in network launch. Smith and Collins [80] discuss the site selection 
process, briefly listing the steps undertaken by a network operator including:
o ascertaining site locations;
o site qualification tests to ensure the sites are viable candidates; 
o site acceptance and rejection; 
o site deployment and configuration.
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Candidate sites for automated cell planning can be obtained by generating site 
locations arbitrarily or by using a distribution or pattern. However, the process 
for estimating the number of sites required and selecting the most useful site 
locations is often not explicitly stated  or explained by authors and the application 
of dimensioning techniques to help in making this decision is not evident.
Authors often state the number of sites they consider without providing de­
tails of the rationale for site numbers or locations. For example Hiltunen and de 
Bernardi [39] make use of 16 three-sector macro sites but fail to  specify how the 
number of sites is decided or how the rationale for selecting the required sites is 
determined. Molkdar, Burley, and Wallington [61] make use of 37 three sector 
sites and, although it is stated th a t the sites are distributed randomly across the 
service area no explanation is provided of how the number of sites required for 
selection was decided.
A number of authors use more involved processes for site selection in order to 
determine a starting point for optimisation, for example:
o Amaldi et al. [9] who start their tabu search with an initial solution found 
either from using short runs of a greedy algorithm to find a network design 
or by randomly selecting an initial network design.
o Hurley [42] uses a number of different initial starting points including starting 
optimisation from a pre-existing legacy solution, by randomly selecting a pre­
specified initial number of sites and from a solution that is known to satisfy 
coverage.
o Lee and Kang [52] start their tabu search optimisation from two different 
initial solutions, one with all sites active and the other with a selection of 
random feasible sites tha t collectively satisfy capacity and path-loss con­
straints.
These authors incorporate methods for evolving site selection into the optimi­
sation stage with success and this approach has been well studied. As the sites 
selected change during the optimisation it is not easy to determine the effect of 
the initial site selections as the collection of sites deployed at the end of the opti- 
mistion period are rarely the originally selected sites. Furthermore, when time is
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spent during optimisation performing evolving site selection relatively less time is 
available to optimise the configuration of the existing sites.
Creput et al. [21] recently had success with site selection in a GSM network 
using a process of adaptive meshing which involves selecting sites based on a hexag­
onal pattern, where the regular shape of each hexagon is adapted to meet traffic 
requirements in that area. However, they presented their methods as a single site 
selection stage and did not go to validate their results by using a more detailed 
model. This work takes an alternative approach by considering the optimisation 
in two distinct steps: site selection and network configuration optimisation, which 
is similar to the real world network planning process. Useful techniques for the 
selection of the required number of sites should be considered, which motivates the 
investigation in Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 an investigation is undertaken to deter­
mine if effective site selections can be made as a precursor to network configuration 
optimisation with the aim of finding fixed and effective initial site selections from 
which further optimisations can be performed. After a specified time optimising 
the network it is possible to determine if the networks formed from less effective site 
selections can be significantly improved during optimisation and possibly surpass 
any initial advantage in making effective site selections.
2 .4 .5  N e t w o r k  e v a l u a t io n
Network evaluation is normally performed during the optimisation stage of auto­
mated cell planning to assess candidate network designs. In order to move from 
one network design to another to progress in the optimisation, each new network 
design needs to be evaluated and compared to the last evaluated network design 
to ascertain which design produces the most desirable cost function value.
Evaluation at this stage normally involves defining a cost function based on the 
performance of a network design for one distribution of mobile stations that have an 
associated traffic demand. When optimisation is complete the optimised network 
design can be evaluated using a static system simulator [22, 23, 24, 35, 78] to 
determine how robust the optimised network design is when dealing with different 
distribution and traffic demand scenarios.
Significant research has been produced for static system level simulations, but 
there appears to have been little consideration given to the use of more accurate
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traffic models as part of an optimisation cost function. This may be especially 
useful for planning UMTS networks due to the size of a cell being dependent on 
the traffic load at any moment in time and more accurate snapshot models may 
produce more effectively optimised cell plans. This idea motivates the work in 
Chapter 6.
2.5 S u m m a r y
Many good models and solution techniques have been presented for cell planning 
and collectively consider a variety of problem scenarios. Literature concerning cell 
planning for UMTS has progressed in the last few years, but there is still potential 
for consideration and improvement of many aspects of cell planning.
Abstract models have been frequently applied, with the direct modelling ap­
proach being addressed from a linear programming point of view. The direct 
component based approach used by both Reininger et al. [74] and Hurley [42] has 
not yet been adapted and applied to UMTS networks, providing the motivation 
for network modelling in Chapter 3. A number of important aspects of UMTS 
have been highlighted and should be incorporated into the model.
The availability of easily accessible data sets is limited and careful considera­
tion needs to be applied to modelling and generating data sets based on informed 
assumptions. This motivates the generation of network data sets and traffic mod­
elling data presented in Chapter 3. The procedure for evaluating a network design 
is seldom explicitly stated by authors of cell planning papers. Research has rarely 
focused on static network evaluation. Traffic modelling should focus on incorpo­
rating UMTS services for a range of user density environments and methods for 
distribution should be considered in more detail for predicted data.
Capacity dimensioning has been less well-studied in comparison to coverage 
dimensioning and this provides the motivation for incorporating network dimen­
sioning into the solution framework presented in Chapter 5. Previous work on 
network dimensioning has failed to explicitly specify the number of configured 
sites required to meet capacity specifications and the need for dimensioning tech­
niques capable of considering both the uplink and downlink is highlighted. In 
Chapter 5 consideration is given to techniques that can help select sites from a
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candidate set in useful positions within the service area.
Network optimisation has often been the focus of cell planning. Many reviews 
and comparisons of techniques have been performed supporting the application of 
tabu search as part of the solution framework. Optimisation of a cell plan has 
previously involved evaluation for one snapshot of mobile stations. In Chapter 
6 multiple snapshot evaluations as part of the cost function are considered. Dif­
ferences in assumptions and models make benchmarking performance difficult to 
achieve. An alternative approach could involve finding lower bounds or an approx­
imation of lower bounds on the number of required sites and making a comparison 
with the optimised solution. Finally, in Chapter 6, an investigation is undertaken 
to determine if effective site selections can be made as a precursor to optimisation.
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C h a p t e r  3
T h e  M o d e l
To allow further investigation into autom ated cell planning, a means of mod­
elling a cellular network is required. Two contributions are made in this chapter:
o the presentation of a network model extended from an existing GSM model 
for UMTS;
o the generation of three new data  sets for demonstration and experimentation.
As highlighted by the discussion in Chapter 2, modelling a cellular network 
often presents a trade-off between computational simplicity and how closely the 
model approximates the real world. A decision has to be made early on as to where 
the developed model lies between these two extremes. However, irrespective of the 
granularity, there are common factors that need to be considered, such as:
o location information (normally involving a list of sites providing information 
concerning the geographical placement of sites);
o service information (concerning the specification of the service area tha t can 
be split into discrete points at which service quality thresholds are specified);
o propagation information (that can be estimated or measured involving the 
propagation loss of a signal between the transm itter and receiver);
o equipment configuration (involving the number of operational sites and the 
configuration of each antenna including selection of the type of antenna);
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o traffic modelling (including specifications of traffic distributions, user density 
definitions and services specifications);
o evaluation metrics (such as capacity, coverage, revenue and quality of ser­
vice).
The modelling approach employed in this thesis can be classified as a direct 
approach, involving the modelling of the relevant physical components of a cellular 
network with the subsequent application of newly developed network dimensioning 
and evaluation techniques for application within an optimisation framework. The 
model presented is a UMTS model drawing on ideas from the network model 
developed by Reininger, Dony, and Caminada [74]. The model developed in [74] 
was subsequently adapted and applied by Hurley [42] for GSM networks. The new 
model incorporates UMTS modelling aspects suggested by Holma and Toskala [41], 
and Laiho, Wacker, and Novosad [50]. The following sections present the model 
along with a number of assumptions and definitions that collectively form the 
modelling framework used in subsequent chapters. The lack of publicly available 
network data sets motivates the generation of three new UMTS network data sets 
that are utilised for experimentation and demonstration in the remainder of the 
thesis.
3.1 P r o p a g a t i o n  m o d e l
Propagation refers to the path travelled by a wave from one point to another 
through or along a medium. When travelling through free space a wave radiates 
spherically and the surface area of the wave increases with the square of the dis­
tance travelled, making the radiation pattern symmetric in all directions. For an 
ideal isotropic antenna transm itting with power P, the power received at distance 
D  from the isotropic point would be
P  
4ttD 2
This is referred to as propagation loss.
As radio waves travel from a transm itting antenna to a receiving antenna, they 
suffer attenuation due to propagation loss. Realistically, signal strength measure­
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ments should be taken at all points in the service area, but this process is costly 
and time consuming due to the large amount of data required. As an alternative 
to measured propagation data, many mathematical propagation models have been 
developed and can be used to predict the received signal strengths expected at 
discrete points within the service area. One of the most frequently used models is 
the Okumura-Hata model which is based on measurements made by Y. Okumara 
[63] in Tokyo at frequencies up to 1920 MHz, which were used by M. Hata [37] to 
develop a mathematical model.
In the original model the path loss was computed by calculating an empirical 
attenuation correction factor for urban areas as a function of the distance between 
the site and mobile station, and the frequency. This factor was then added to the 
free space loss. The resulting value was corrected by factors accounting for antenna 
height and mobile station height. The following formula is used to calculate the 
propagation loss from each geographical site location to each test point in the 
service area:
Q =  137.4 +  35.2 \og10(H)
where Q denotes the path loss measured in dB and H  denotes the range in km.
Later correction factors were added to the model for street orientation, subur­
ban, open areas and irregular terrain. The propagation loss data for each represen­
tative network is calculated by use of an existing scenario generator tool [83], that 
assumes the suburban correction factor of 8dB. Hence the equation is corrected to
Q =  129.4 +  35.21og10(tf) (3.1)
Equation 3.1 is used to calculate propagation values for suburban, urban and rural 
scenarios considered in this work.
3 .2  N e t w o r k  m o d e l
A service area, M, is modelled as a grid or mesh and all points located within M  are 
defined by their Cartesian coordinates. Points on that grid at which propagation 
and service information is available are known as service test points (STPs), the
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set of which is defined T  = { t i , ..., tnT}.
A network, N  = {s i , s2, , sn°p} is defined as a subset of sites selected from S  
the set of all candidate sites. These are the sites tha t are operational Each site 
in S  has. either a single omnidirectional antenna or has several co-sited directional 
antenna, n ^  denotes the total number of antennae in the network. Each antenna, 
A k, has variables associated with it which determine its configuration and include:
o Number of antennae;
o Transmission power (denoted P Ak G {2 7 ,2 8 ,2 9 ,  ...50} in dBm);
o Tilt, /?, of each antenna (denoted A k G {0, —1, —2 ,.. . ,  —15} where -15 is the 
maximum available down-tilt);
o Azimuth, 6, of each antenna (denoted A k G { 1 ,2 ,3 ,  . . . ,360} in degrees).
The radiation pattern of an antenna is characterized by two functions that define 
the horizontal and vertical losses, in dBi, and is dependent on the horizontal and 
vertical angles of the antenna relative to the STP and site. For a given antenna 
type:
is a loss, in dBi, determined by the vertical radiation pattern of A k. 
Figure 3.1 illustrates the vertical radiation pattern of a directional and an 
omnidirectional antenna;
o L ?  is a loss, in dBi, determined by the horizontal radiation pattern of A k. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the horizontal radiation patterns of a directional and 
an omnidirectional antenna.
The vertical radiant loss L Ak of an antenna A k to an STP is calculated from two 
angles:
o the vertical angle of incidence denoted 7 ; 
o the antenna tilt denoted A k.
The angle of incidence, 7 , gives the angle of the strongest path from a site to 
a STP. The required angle, 6, needs to take into account the antenna tilt and is
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(a) Directional (b) Omnidirectional
Figure 3.1: Vertical radiation patterns illustrating the gain of each antenna.
(a) Directional (b) Omnidirectional
Figure 3.2: Horizontal radiation patterns illustrating the gain of each antenna.
3.2 N e t w o r k  m o d e l
Site (X .Y )
Figure 3.3: Illustration of angles used in vertical loss calculation.
therefore the angle measured clockwise from Ak to 7  as shown by the equation 
below and illustrated in Figure 3.3.
6 =  (Ak — 7 ) mod 360 (3.2)
The horizontal radiant loss, L^k, of an antenna, Ak, is calculated from the 
horizontal angle between an STP, e, and the antenna azimuth, A6k. This calculation 
uses the coordinates of the STP (x, y) and the coordinates of the site supporting 
the antenna (X , Y) as shown in Figure 3.4.
e =  arc tan ( —— ] (3.3)x - X ,
The required angle, e, is the angle from <5 clockwise to e' and is defined
« =  (90 -  e  (3.4)
The loss is then determined by finding the angle in a lookup table and reading 
the corresponding loss value.
The type of antenna selected will affect the strength of the transmitted and 
received signals; each antenna can be subject to an associated transmission gain, 
G*, and transmission loss, Lk.
The propagation loss from each antenna to each STP in the service area is 
given by Q where Q(k,i) is the propagation loss, measured in dB, between Ak (the
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Antenna direction
STP
(x,y)
Site 1 
(X,Y)
Figure 3.4: Horizontal loss angle
antenna) and (the STP). Conversely Q(i,k) denotes the propagation loss from 
ti to Sfc. In this model it is assumed that Q(k,i) and Q(i,k) are equivalent and are 
generated using the Okumara-Hata propagation loss model.
3 . 3  S e r v i c e  a n d  t r a f f i c
A STP is said to be covered if at least one antenna provides sufficient power for 
the required service threshold to be met. A network provides a service based 
upon criteria defined by the network operator and must satisfy the capacity or 
traffic requirements in an efficient manner. Each user or subscriber is located at 
a STP and uses a mobile station to communicate with the cellular network. Users 
are distributed across the service area according to a certain user density and 
distribution e.g. 30 users per square kilometre distributed randomly.
A mobile station, i^, has the capability to transmit and receive voice and data 
calls and is located at a STP. Each mobile station has an associated and fixed 
reception gain and loss, in dB, represented by
o lj is the loss experienced at Uj. 
o gj is the gain experienced at Uj.
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UMTS offers higher bit rate services that may be classified as follows (Holma 
and Toskala [41]):
Conversational service only, which includes the popular speech service, involves 
real-time conversation that requires a low bit-rate. Voice traffic is similar in 
both the uplink and downlink direction making it almost symmetrical.
Streaming is a technique for transferring data as a steady and continuous stream. 
Most users do not have the ability to download large files quickly, but with 
streaming the user can start viewing the file before it has been completely 
downloaded.
Interactive services involve the user requesting data from a remote computer, 
for example, web browsing and data retrieval.
Background services consist of data traffic for applications like email and SMS 
that can be delivered in the background as they are not delay sensitive.
These four classifications were characterised by the UK’s Radiocommunications 
Agency (RA) [4] as eighteen separate services, whilst the UMTS Forum [1] outlined 
six different types of service that are considered in this work and are listed along 
with their corresponding bit rate in Table 3.1.
When considering a UMTS network, it is unlikely that the type of traffic (i.e. 
service type) will be homogeneous. As a result a service mix must be defined that 
represents the heterogeneity of traffic by the proportion of simultaneously active 
users that utilise each service. It is worth noting that not all service types have 
to be utilised at once. Given a user density, Ud, the number of mobile stations for 
distribution in the service area is determined as follows
Service Type Bit Rate [kbps]
High Rate Interactive Multimedia 128.0
High Rate Multimedia 2 0 0 0 .0
Medium Rate Multimedia 384.0
Switched Data 14.4
Simple Messaging 14.4
Speech 16.0
Table 3.1: UMTS Forum service types.
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nu(M) — Ud x M  in square km
This allows the number of simultaneously active users utilising a service to be 
determined by
rcu( / )  =  « ( / )  x nu(M)
where «;(/) denotes the proportion of simultaneously active users utilising / .
For example consider a scenario with 100 mobile station users, where the pro­
portion of simultaneously active users is set at 0.5. Assume there are 90% of 
simultaneously active users that require a voice only service at 16kbps and 1 0 % 
whom require multimedia service at 384kbps. That gives 45 simultaneously active 
users utilising a voice only service with total bit rate of 720 kbps and 5 simultane­
ously active users utilising a multimedia service with a total bit rate of 1920 kbps. 
The representative traffic scenarios used for experimentation purposes are defined 
in Section 3.8.
3 .4  D o w n l in k  p il o t  s ig n a l  c o v e r a g e
When an antenna transmits a signal to a receiving mobile station, the direction 
of communication is referred to as the downlink (or less frequently the forward 
link). The transmitted signal will be received by many different mobile stations 
in the service area and at varying levels of signal strength. The signal received at 
the mobile station will have been attenuated by aspects such as propagation loss, 
gains and losses of the antenna and mobile station receiver gains and losses. The 
following equation models the signal received at a STP, having been transmitted 
from an antenna, A*,
Prk(i) = P A“ + GA -  LA -  <?(*.,) -  LA" -  Ljf* - I j + g j  dBm (3.5)
Figure 3.5 provides an example of signals received at a particular STP.
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Figure 3.5: This bar chart provides an example of all signals received at a particular 
STP
The downlink signal consists of a number of channels* including a pilot channel, 
synchronization channel, several paging channels and several traffic channels [41, 
93]. However, it is the pilot and traffic channels that are of primary interest 
when cell planning. The pilot channel is of particular interest as it is transmitted 
continuously by each antenna and is subsequently used to determine the coverage 
area of the antenna’s cell in the network which is fundamental to cell planning. For 
example when the power allocated to the pilot channel is increased the cell area is 
likely to expand and conversely when the power of the pilot channel decreases the 
cell area will most likely shrink. It is important that each mobile station is able to 
receive a suitable strength pilot signal that is above an operator defined threshold 
to allow a call to be made successfully. Therefore obtaining and maintaining good 
pilot signal coverage is very important to operators.
Specifically the measurement of the signal to noise ratio, E JIq, of the pilot 
channel gives an indication of which antenna provides the most suitable signal to
These axe combined to form a composite signal to be transmitted in the downlink.
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the receiving mobile station. E c /I 0 is the received chip energy relative to the total 
power spectral density. For use in this model the E c/ I q is defined for a antenna 
Ak and an STP U by
E e/ I 0 =  - (3.6)
E
m= 1
where fi is the percentage of received power attributed to the pilot channel as a 
result of each channel being combined to form a composite signal and therefore 
acquiring a proportion of the received signal Pl(i)- The allocation of the pilot 
channel is normally between 5%-10% of the downlink channel and for the purposes 
of this work is taken to be 10%. Given tha t the allocation to the pilot channel 
leaves less allocation for traffic this decision is conservative. In equation 3.6 it is 
assumed that each cell is fully loaded and thus all the received power is used. This 
is a worst case scenario and results in cell plans produced using this model are 
conservative.
E c /Io  is calculated at the downlink between each STP and operational antenna, 
which allows the best serving antenna or best server, at each STP, to be determined. 
The best server is defined as the antenna that provides an STP with the highest 
E c/ I q signal assuming the required coverage threshold is met, for example, the 
E c/ I q must be stronger than -18dB. A antenna’s signal coverage area can then be 
determined and is known as a cell. Hence a set of cells is denoted
C  {^1)^2 j • • • ? ^nop}
where q  G C is made up of STP that have bk as the strongest server. The 
number of mobile station users in cell Ck is denoted nu{ck). Figure 3.6 provides an 
example illustration of the Ec/ I 0 signals received at a particular STP within the 
service area for a network containing 20 operational sites each having an associated 
omnidirectional antenna.
In UMTS an active set of antennas is held for each STP in the service area. 
Antennae belonging to the active set are required to transmit a signal that exceeds 
a specified active set threshold. In Figure 3.6 the threshold for obtaining a pilot 
signal is set at — 18dB, making Antennal090_0 the best server. An active set of size
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3 is used, with an active set threshold of — 20dB, thus containing Antenna1090.0, 
A n te n n a lll l .l  and Antennal052_0. Determination of the active set allows a an­
tenna to handover a signal to another antenna. Although this capability has been 
built into the model and is a significant issue for traffic coverage in UMTS, ex­
perimentation for handover is not undertaken and further details of the handover 
process and different types of handover are not included.
This model differs from a pure highest signal model as interference is considered 
in the E c/ I q calculation, which is used to determine the cell coverage area. In a 
highest signal model the cell coverage area is determined by the strongest signal 
received at each STP without considering interference.
Figure 3.7 can be produced to illustrate the best server allocation per STP in 
the service area. This type of illustration is often referred to as a cell plan or 
network design. Each best serving antenna is allocated a colour and when a STP 
has a particular antenna as the best server it is allocated the colour of that best 
serving antenna, effectively highlighting each cell in the network.
3 .5  U p l in k  c o v e r a g e
When a mobile station transmits a signal to a receiving antenna, the direction of 
communication is referred to as the uplink or less frequently the reverse link. In 
a WCDMA system the downlink and the uplink have different link structures and 
are not symmetric. The uplink consists of two types of logical channels: access and 
traffic channels. The reason a pilot channel is not used on the uplink is because 
it would be impractical for each mobile station to transmit its own pilot sequence. 
It is assumed that if the mobile receives pilot power, then there is sufficient power 
at the mobile and transmitting antenna for traffic coverage to occur (i.e. required 
Eb/No ratio can be attained on the uplink and downlink). Although in practice 
this may not be true, modelling such traffic results in conservative cell loads.
Power control ensures that each user in the network receives and transm its 
just enough energy to convey information while causing minimal interference to 
other users. When a mobile station initiates a call it adjusts its transmission 
power based on the received pilot signal. This provides an approximate measure 
of the propagation loss between the mobile station and the site. The stronger the
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received pilot signal the less initial transmission power is needed by the mobile 
station. In this work it is assumed that each mobile station is transmitting at the 
most suitable power setting available and thus power control is not specifically 
modelled.
A n te n n a  1166 0
Antenna 1157_0
Antenna 1118_0
Antenna 1188 0
Antennal019 0
Antenna 1182_0
Antennal 139 0
Antennal211_0
Antenna1220_0
Antennal 164_0
Antenna 1253_0
Antenna 1247 0
Antenna 1262_0
Antenna 1287_0
Antenna 1293_0
Antennalu73 0
Antenna 1078_0
Antenna 1052 0
Antennal 111_0
A n te n n a  1090 0
Best server 
threshold
-30 -25 -20
Ec/Io (dB)
Figure 3.6: An example of received pilot signals at a STP in the service area
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Figure 3.7: Illustration of best server at each STP
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3 .6  L o a d  f a c t o r  c a l c u l a t io n s
When the pilot signal has been received and the best server determined, load factor 
calculations can be performed for each cell and the total network load found. The 
load factor is concerned with estimating the amount of supported traffic per cell 
compared to the theoretical maximum. In general there are two different methods 
for modelling the downlink and uplink load in a UMTS network model:
o wide-band received power (Shapira [76] and Shapira and Padovani [77]);
o estimation of load based on throughput (Allen et al. [7], Holma and Toskala 
[41], and Laiho et al. [50]).
Although both these techniques are equally valid, the model of this thesis adopts 
the throughput load method as this approach is used in a lower bounding technique 
from which a number of load factor equations are extracted and applied in Chapter 
4. The following parameters are used in the load factor equations:
W C D M A  chip  r a te  is 3.84Mcps. A chip is a bit in a code word, which is used 
to modulate the information signal. Every second 3.84 million chips are sent 
over the radio interface. However, the number of data bits that are passed 
over is much smaller. The ratio between the chip rate and the bit rate is 
called the spreading factor. Assuming a spreading factor of 1.0 would allow 
each chip to transfer one data  bit, however, this would prevent another user 
utilising the frequency. In general the spreading factor determines how large 
a proportion of bandwidth a user can have. The sequence of chips used to 
modulate the data bits is called the spreading code. Each user is allocated a 
unique spreading code.
O rth o g o n al codes are used in the downlink to help distinguish between users. 
Assuming there is no multi-path propagation orthogonality exists when the 
antenna’s signal is received by the user’s mobile station. The orthogonality 
factor is therefore 1.0 for perfectly orthogonal users. However, if there is suf­
ficient delay spread in the radio channel, the mobile station will experience 
part of the antenna’s signal as interference. Realistically the orthogonal­
ity is between 0.4 and 0.9 as channels are typically affected by multi-path 
propagation.
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Eb/No measure is defined as the signal energy per bit (Eb) divided by noise spectral 
density {Nq), and is required to meet a pre-defined quality of service. It is 
measured at the input to  the receiver and is used as a measure of signal 
strength. Since there is no pilot channel in the uplink, the measure that 
needs to be considered is the Eb/No of the uplink traffic channel. The link 
Eb/N0 translates directly into bit error rate, which has implications on uplink 
quality. Making sure that the link supports an adequate Eb/No ensures the 
quality of the link. The aim of power control in WCDMA is to keep the 
received Eb/No constant. The average transmit powers of the mobile stations 
to each antenna axe estimated so th a t they fulfil the required Eb/No. In this 
work it is assumed that the power transm itted by each mobile station is 
the amount required to meet the target Eb/No. As a result actual Eb/No 
calculations are not made in this model, instead target Eb/No values are 
used and specified as an input to the model. This assumption follows from 
Nokia’s approach specified in [41]. The target Eb/No values are based on the 
typical values for each service.
A c tiv ity  fac to r of a user can be defined as the percentage of time that a signal 
is present in the channel in either direction for a specified time interval i.e. 
busy hour. For example voice traffic typically has an activity factor of 0.67, 
whilst data traffic has an activity factor of 1.
In te rfe re n c e  can be defined as the overlapping or collision of two or more signals 
and is split into two categories in a UMTS network: intra-cell and inter-cell 
interference. Interference tha t comes from the same cell is called intra-cell 
interference, whilst interference from adjacent cells is called inter-cell inter­
ference. In GSM systems, interference is managed by channel assignment. 
However, in systems using WCDMA all users share the same channel and 
each user’s signal appears to the other users as interference resulting in mo­
bile station users affecting each other’s ability to transmit and receive signals. 
In the uplink the interference affects all connections of one cell similarly. In 
the downlink the interference experienced at each mobile station is highly 
dependent on the users location and is therefore different for each mobile 
station user.
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3 .6 .1  T h r o u g h p u t  b a s e d  d o w n l in k  l o a d  c a l c u l a t i o n
Throughput based downlink load estimation can be calculated by using the sum 
of the downlink allocated bit rates weighted by the Eb/N0 values. Therefore, the 
downlink load of a cell, c*, is defined*:
W f t )  =  £  vi  • {-%77Wk  ■ K1 -  +  J “ ] (3-?)
j=1 w ! Ri
where
o vj is the activity factor of mobile station user j  and is dependent on the 
service;
o Eb/N0;j is the signal energy per bit divided by noise spectral density required 
to meet a predefined quality of service tha t is expected by user Uj\
o W  is the WCDMA chip rate set at 3.84 Mcps;
° Rj is the bit rate of user Uj and is dependent on the service;
o OLj is the orthogonality factor of the channel dependent on multi-path prop­
agation;
o lP L is the other cell to own cell interference ratio defined:
£  p l i i )
tD L  _  9 = 1 .9 # *  /o  o \
j  -  — p m r ~  ( }
Each user has a different i f 1' dependent on location in the cell.
3 .6 .2  T h r o u g h p u t  b a s e d  u p l i n k  l o a d  c a l c u l a t i o n
The uplink load factor of a cell cjt is defined:
•Notation here and in section 3.6.2 is consistent with that used in the corresponding load 
factor equations in 3GSTART [7] and by Holma and Toskala [41].
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nu ( Cf c )  > j r r  \  “ I
Vv l M  = (1 + J™) g  (l + r j . V j . {Eb/ No ) )  (3-9)
where rj, is the uplink bit-rate of user j  (and is dependent on the service) and the 
interference experienced in the uplink, I UL(ck), is defined
Tlop TMi(Cg)
E  E  p*ro  )
jUL(ck) = f i t *  ---------  (3.10)
E  Ar(i)
3= 1
The results in Table 3.2 can be produced through application of equation 3.7 
(downlink load factor) and equation 3.9 (uplink load factor). The parameters used 
in these equations have typical values as used in 3GStart [7].
Desired cells have loads tha t meet a specified load target by falling between 
pre-defined loading bounds. In this model the target cell load, d , is 0.6 in the 
uplink and downlink (although the model is capable of accepting different target 
loads in uplink and downlink). A margin, m, is permitted either side of d and for 
this model is taken to be 10%. Both the target cell load and margin also have 
typical values as used in 3GStart [7]; these parameters result in a lower target 
bound of a cell is 0.54 and the upper target bound is 0.66. Any cell load that 
falls within the lower and upper bound is deemed desired. For example in Table
3.2 A ntennal211_0 meets the target uplink cell load as its uplink load, rjuL(ck) 
=  0.6063, falls within the target load bounds. Over-loaded cells are defined as 
having loads above the specified cell target plus allowed margin and under-loaded 
cells have loads below the specified target less the allowed margin.
Each cell load obtained can also be compared to the theoretical maximum capac­
ity of an individual cell in the WCDMA network called the pole capacity. When a 
cells load approaches 1.0 the corresponding noise rise approaches infinity resulting 
in the cell load reaching its pole capacity.
The pilot cell plan shown in Figure 3.7 can be adapted to display cell load. 
Instead of colouring each cell, according to best server, the cells are shaded by 
load as shown in Figure 7.11. Over-loaded cells appear graduated red to white, 
under-loaded cells appear graduated blue to white and desired cells are green.
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pAk 4 4 Ak STP nu{ck) VUL(Ck) 'Hul (cfc) State 17UL(Ck) VulM  state
Antennal052_0 40 0 0 Omni 1221 6 0.7212 Over 0.2973 Under
Antennal247_0 40 0 0 Omni 520 3 0.2715 Under 0.1227 Under
Antennal 182_0 40 0 0 Omni 4724 23 1.153 Over 0.6961 Over
Antennal019_0 40 0 0 Omni 1420 9 0.7796 Over 0.2413 Under
A ntennal211_0 40 0 0 Omni 3395 19 1.7912 Over 0.6064 Desired
Antennal 118.0 40 0 0 Omni 1600 4 0.5049 Under 0.9725 Over
Antennal 111.0 40 0 0 Omni 4605 18 1.5803 Over 1.0226 Over
Antennal078_0 40 0 0 Omni 2116 11 0.7392 Over 0.3618 Under
Antennal 188_0 40 0 0 Omni 1080 3 0.2330 Under 0.2237 Under
Antennal262_0 40 0 0 Omni 1311 4 0.5341 Under 0.8960 Over
Antennal 164_0 40 0 0 Omni 2550 8 0.5254 Under 0.4391 Under
Antennal 139_0 40 0 0 Omni 8311 39 1.7755 Over 1.0803 Over
Antennal220_0 40 0 0 Omni 2083 12 1.3388 Over 0.6842 Over
Antennal293_0 40 0 0 Omni 4317 25 4.7686 Over 1.1744 Over
Antennal 166.0 40 0 0 Omni 1121 9 0.4916 Under 0.1947 Under
Antennal253_0 40 0 0 Omni 3958 13 1.3920 Over 0.7643 Over
Antennal287_0 40 0 0 Omni 1117 3 0.1425 Under 0.1011 Under
Antennal 157_0 40 0 0 Omni 866 0 0 Under 0 Under
Antennal073_0 40 0 0 Omni 1973 9 0.8285 Over 0.4483 Under
Antennal090_0 40 0 0 Omni 6930 27 2.1112 Over 0.8043 Over
Table 3.2: Uplink and downlink cell load result
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(a) Uplink load
mSI
(b) Downlink load
Figure 3.8: Cell plans shaded by load.
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3 .7  R e p r e s e n t a t iv e  n e t w o r k  s c e n a r io s
As discussed in Chapter 2 network data sets are in short supply within the public 
domain, with operators tending to keep confidential their network configuration 
data and measured or predicted traffic scenarios. This hinders research into au­
tomated cell planning and means th a t researchers have to develop their own data 
sets or use available legacy data  sets from GSM networks for UMTS network plan­
ning. As a result many of the assumptions made in generating the data sets are 
not detailed in the literature making it difficult to understand what authors have 
assumed.
Three new data sets Eire presented in this chapter for experimentation and 
demonstration purposes. They are regEtrded as being representative as they are 
competitively dimensioned with data sets that have been developed and experi­
mented with by other authors [42, 55, 86]. The data sets presented consider a 
smEiller service area than those used by Hurley [42] and Vasquez and Hao [86]. 
However, service, propagation and site data Eire provided per 30 metres and 45 
metres of the service area, compared to the data provided per 200 metres of the 
service area by [42, 86]. This makes the number of points that form the grid ap­
proximately equal for all data sets. For each of the data sets the following classes 
of data are required:
(a) propagation loss data at each mesh point;
(b) angle of incidence data at each mesh point;
(c) location details for each candidate site;
(d) configuration pEirameters;
(e) service thresholds and traffic data.
As previously highlighted in Section 3.1 the propagation loss and angle of in­
cidence data are generated using a scenario generator tool [83]. This tool also 
produces a set of a specified number of candidate sites. External to the tool, an 
antenna file is generated and can be input to the model and within the model 
antennae can be initially configured with an omnidirectional or directional anten­
nas. As mentioned in Section 3.3, UMTS Forum services are incorporated in the
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model. Three differently sized data set scenarios are presented and are referred to 
as KORNET1, KORNET2 and KORNET3 for the remainder of this work.
The KORNET1 data set contains a service area of 7km by 7km. The service 
area is square and is comprised of 55,225 test points, that is 235 by 235, with an 
interval of 30 metres between each test point. At each test point propagation and 
angle of incidence data are calculated. The candidate site set contains 300 potential 
sites available for deployment and configuration, the locations of which are shown 
in Figure 3.9. KORNET3 has the same service area dimensions as KORNET1 
with a reduced candidate site set of 200 locations as illustrated in Figure 3.11. 
This data set is used once in this work for comparison purposes. The KORNET2 
data set contains a service area of 10km by 10km with the same number of test 
points as KORNET1, however the interval between each test point is increased 
to 45 metres. There are 700 candidate sites available for deployment, which are 
illustrated in Figure 3.10. Table 3.3 provides a summary of the three data sets.
Candidate sites
Figure 3.9: KORNET1 data set with 300 candidate sites.
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Figure 3.10: KORNET2 data  set with 700 candidate sites.
Candidate sites
Figure 3.11: KORNET3 data set with 150 candidate sites.
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Scenario Service Area Interval Candidate sites Illustration
KORNET1 7km by 7km 30m 300 Figure 3.9
KORNET2 10km by 10km 45m 700 Figure 3.10
KORNET3 7km by 7km 30m 150 Figure 3.11
Table 3.3: Summary of K0RNET1, K0RNET2 and K0RNET3 data sets. 
Okumara-Hata propagation model is used to generate propagation information 
in each data set.
3.8 R e p r e s e n t a t i v e  t r a f f i c  s c e n a r i o s
Public access to measured or predicted data  sets gathered by operators is limited 
and was not available for use in this thesis. Instead, new traffic data has been gen­
erated based on a number of informed assumptions for traffic density, distribution 
and service mix.
Population density statistics are taken from work completed by Bichot et al. [13] 
who give the population density for three addressable markets: rural, suburban 
and urban, similar to work carried out by Cavdar and Akcay [19]. In light of this 
report the user densities shown in Table 3.4 are used for experimentation purposes.
Statistics for the number of simultaneously active users expected to require ser­
vice from a UMTS network at peak time are supplied by the UMTS Forum in their 
report entitled ‘3G offered traffic characteristics’ [26]. The mobile traffic forecasts 
in the report are built on extensive market analysis of 3G service opportunities in 
a representative European country. In the report it is stated that the maximum 
third generation penetration is 90% of the country’s population and from this the 
mobile station user density used for experimentation is determined (column 4 3.4). 
The report also states the number of simultaneously active mobile station users at 
peak time will be approximately 10% of the population user density after the 3G 
market penetration correction has been made.
This work considers a mix of services combining voice and multimedia traffic as 
introduced in Chapter 3. Laiho, Wacker, and Novosad [50] state tha t traffic density 
differs between services e.g. in a particular service area there may be significantly 
more voice users than multimedia users; as such this should be incorporated in the 
traffic model. Laiho, Wacker, and Novosad [50] suggest using one user density for
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Market Population 
density 
inhabitants 
per square km
Population 
density 
used in tests 
inhabitants 
per square km
Subscriber 
density after 
90% market 
penetration 
ud
Proportion 
of sim. 
active 
users 
k (M)
Number 
of sim. 
active 
users
Rural <  100 55 50 0.1 5
Suburban 100 to 500 280 250 0.1 25
Urban > 500 500 450 0.1 45
Table 3.4: 3G market penetration for a European country. Population density 
statistics axe taken from work completed by Bichot et al. [13] who give the popu­
lation density for three addressable markets: rural, suburban and urban
a service area with heterogeneous traffic requirements and from this the number of 
simultaneously active users that require each service can be stated as a proportion 
of the overall density; this assumption is also used for traffic modelling in this 
thesis.
Evaluation of a network is reliant on the current geographic distribution of mo­
bile stations within the service area. Dehghan et al [22] defined a distribution 
where each mobile station in the distribution has a traffic demand which is de­
pendent on the service required by the mobile station user, as a traffic snapshot; 
this definition is frequently used in the subsequent chapters. When measured data 
are used for traffic modelling, the distribution is already provided and is obviously 
realistic. However, due to the lack of measured traffic data sets it is necessary to 
be able to produce reasonable traffic snapshots. Thus for predicted traffic data, 
mobile station distributions can be generated based on statistical distributions 
or realistic models. The following sections present a number of techniques used 
for mobile station distribution in this work, referred to as: uniformly random, 
random-with-cluster and shared-load.
3 .8 .1  U n i f o r m l y  r a n d o m
A uniformly random distribution is a popular choice for mobile station distribu­
tion in the related literature (e.g. [18]). An example of this type of mobile station 
placement can be seen in Figure 3.12. Each mobile station can then be placed at 
a uniformly random STP within the service area. Only one mobile station can be 
located at an STP and each mobile station manages its own traffic demand, mak-
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ing this technique representative of a real traffic scenario. The random number 
generation used throughout is performed using a pseudo-random number genera­
tor, which allows uniformly random numbers to be generated from two recorded 
seeds.
6 -*,
I
0 3 km 6
Figure 3.12: A uniformly random distribution of mobile stations
3 .8 .2  R a n d o m - w i t h - c l u s t e r
Random-with-cluster distribution is presented with the aim of introducing traffic 
clusters into a random traffic distribution. The cluster in this distribution aims 
to represent the operational situation experienced in towns and villages when the 
traffic demand is likely to be higher. An example of this mobile station distribution 
can be seen in Figure 3.13. Where 50% of mobile stations are distributed uniformly 
across the service area and 50% form a cluster.
As in the previous method the set of mobile station users is generated and a 
percentage of these mobile stations are uniformly randomly distributed across the 
service area. For experimentation purposes 50% of mobile stations are distributed 
randomly, although this percentage can be varied. A random point (x,y) is then 
selected to be the origin of the mobile station cluster. In order to produce a point
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Figure 3.13: Random-with-cluster distribution
within the cluster region two parameters are introduced: maxRadius and maxAngle, 
where maxRadius denotes the required radius of the cluster and maxAngle defines 
the arc length of the cluster. Hence, a point in the cluster can be found by use of 
the following equations
x  =  r  x cos(0) (3.11)
y = r  x sin(0) (3.12)
where r is generated randomly within the range [0, 0 max] and 6 is in the range 
[0,maxAngle). The generated point (x,y)  is then translated by (X ,Y ) ,  which 
assumes an origin at (0, 0) is then translated to the point (x , y) located at the
centre of the cluster. That is, users are uniformly random with a higher density
of users within the cluster.
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3 .8 .3  S h a r e d - l o a d  d is t r ib u t io n
In UMTS networks, coverage and capacity cannot be considered separately. W ith 
the use of WCDMA technology in UMTS, the coverage size of a cell is dependent 
on the traffic load, which results in a process called cell breathing. Shared-load 
distribution is a new distribution th a t aims to share the traffic demand equally 
across all STPs in the service area. Although this technique is not a realistic 
representation of an operational traffic scenario, the aim is to create a distribution 
which closely links the coverage and the capacity of a cell. This technique that 
requires the total network demand, i.e. uplink bit-rate and downlink bit-rate 
for each service, to be calculated and distributed equally across the service area. 
Firstly the total bit-rate is calculated for each service for downlink, R(N ),  and 
uplink, r(N),  as follows:
71/
total R (N ) = ^ 2 n u( f)  x R ( f)  (3.13)
/ = i
71/
total r(N ) = 5 > ( / ) x r ( / )  (3.14)
f=l
A mobile station can be placed at each STP in the service area and this idea
of locating a virtual mobile station as each STP is similar to an approach for
sharing transm itter powers across the service area as used by Dziong, Krishnan, 
Kumar, and Nanda [23]. Each mobile station is given traffic demand values as 
demonstrated by equation 3.15 for the downlink and equation 3.16 for the uplink:
R , -  a m  (3.15)J nT
r, .  m
nr
This results in the traffic demand being evenly spread across the service area as 
shown in Figure 3.14.
The relationship between the coverage of the cell and the capacity of the cell 
appears to be linear when using shared-load evaluation compared to a uniformly
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0.5
Figure 3.14: Regularly placed mobiles with shared traffic. Due to there being a 
mobile station located at each STP only a reduced region of the service area is 
shown in this figure, and the pattern repeats throughout the unseen region.
random or random-with cluster distributions. This can be illustrated by means 
of a simple example. Consider a 1km by 1km service area containing two sites, 
each having an associated omnidirectional antenna. Both antennae are configured 
identically, but the power of one antenna is repeatedly increased by 1 dBm, whilst 
the power of the second antenna remains constant. Between each power level, the 
network design is evaluated (Section 3.9).
Results indicate that for both uniformly random and random-with-cluster dis­
tributions the load of the cell can decrease or stay the same as the power of the 
antenna increases, as seen in figures 3.15, 3.16, 3.17 and 3.18. These results in­
dicate a non-linear relationship between capacity and coverage. However, when 
the same test is performed for shared-load distribution (figures 3.19 and 3.20) it 
is seen that as the power setting of the antenna increases the number of mobile 
stations that can be supplied also increases and this results in the cell becoming 
more heavily loaded.
This characteristic of shared-load may be especially useful when being used 
as the underlying traffic distribution in optimisation. Each alteration to an an­
tenna’s configuration in the network results in a change to the shape of that cell.
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Thus at each iteration in optimisation, an adjustment is made to the antenna’s 
configuration, and the cost function value is highly likely to change. This could 
result in acceptance of good network adjustments that would not have altered 
the network, and therefore been accepted, if evaluating with uniformly random or 
random-with-cluster distributions.
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Figure 3.15: Evaluation with uniformly random distribution for downlink load
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Figure 3.16: Evaluation with uniformly random distribution for uplink load
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Figure 3.17: Evaluation using random-with-cluster distribution for downlink load
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Figure 3.18: Evaluation using random-with-cluster distribution for uplink load
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Figure 3.19: Evaluation with shared-load distribution for downlink load
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Figure 3.20: Evaluation with shared-load distribution for uplink load
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3 .9  E v a l u a t io n
When planning a network it is im portant to be able to determine and quantify the 
effects of any changes made to the network design e.g. when the power setting of 
an antenna is reduced or a antenna is deactivated. For automated cell planning, a 
tool that takes a prolonged amount of time to calculate these changes would slow 
the planning process. Evaluation normally includes calculation of the link budget 
and uplink and downlink load for each antenna. Various statistics and measures 
can then be gathered which describe how the traffic demand is met by the network.
When evaluating a network design produced by the model for a traffic snapshot 
the following measurement process is used:
(a) Pilot signal to noise ratio (E c /Io ) is found for the set of active antennae 
using the calculation defined in Section 3.4. By evaluating the pilot signals 
the best server for each mobile station can be determined and communication 
links can be established for each mobile station to best server pair.
(b) Inter-cell and intra-cell interference is calculated at each cell.
(c) Uplink and downlink throughput load are calculated, as defined in Section 
3.6, allowing the load for each cell to be calculated.
(d) Descriptive statistics and metrics axe gathered to measure the capacity of 
the network design for both the uplink and the downlink. Table 3.5 lists 
the descriptive statistics and metrics gathered each time a network design is 
evaluated in this thesis.
(e) Metrics are calculated for measuring the capacity of the network design for 
both the uplink and the downlink.
When evaluating a network design for a large number of traffic snapshots the 
measured uplink and downlink cell loads have the potential to vary significantly. 
The general consensus in the literature is tha t a network design should be suc­
cessfully evaluated for many snapshots in order to determine the network design 
performance for many traffic scenarios. Multiple network design evaluations are 
normally carried out by use of static system-level simulators. Static system-level 
simulators are discussed in detail by [23, 24, 78, 87] but are not applied in this
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Statistic Definition
Mean downlink cell load 
Mean uplink cell load
Standard deviation of the downlink cell load
Standard deviation of the uplink cell load
Maximum downlink cell load 
Maximum uplink cell load 
Minimum downlink cell load 
Minimum uplink cell load
Total network downlink load 
Total network uplink load 
Downlink over-loaded cells 
Uplink over-loaded cells 
Downlink under-loaded cells 
Uplink under-loaded cells 
Cells with desired downlink load 
Cells with desired uplink load 
Total downlink network over-loading 
Total uplink network over-loading
fi0p
k= 1
f l o p
f l o p
k=l
f l o p
f l o p
53 (VDLiCk) -  x) 
k=1
f l o p  1
(x =  mean downlink cell load)
n o p
X > t f L ( c * ) - 5 0
k= 1
f l o p  1
(x  =  mean uplink cell load) 
m axp 0 r}DL{ck) 
m a x .oJ 0 r}UL{ck) 
min^ffo r}DL(ck) 
min*lPo lUL{ck)
f l o p
Y]VDL(ck)
1
n cop
Y  riUL(ck) 
fc=i
y ^  f 1 if rjDL(ck) > (d +  m) 1 
2—< 1 0 otherwise fk=Q K J
y^  f 1 if rjUL(ck) > (d +  m) |
2—/ | 0 otherwise J k=0 k '
y ^ f  1 if VDL(ck) < (d - m) 1
I 0 otherwise f k=0  ^ J
y ^  f 1 if rjUL(ck) < (d - m) 1
2—* | 0 otherwise | k=0 J
yA f 1 if (d - m) < T)DL{ck) < (d +  m) 1
2-^ | 0 otherwise f k=0 k J
y ^  ( 1 if (d - m) < T)UL(ck) < (d +  m) 1 
2L* | 0 otherwise fk=0  ^ J
f l o p
E {r iD L (c k) -  (d +  m)} 
k=l
f l o p
y { r i u L { c k) -  (d +  m)}
k=1
Table 3.5: Measures and metrics tha t are gathered for each network design after 
evaluation.
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thesis. Instead, the network dimensioning process presented in chapters 4 and 5 
is used to validate network performance and this process is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 7.
3 .1 0  N e t w o r k  d e s ig n  o b j e c t iv e s
Access limitations to operator defined targets make it difficult to quantitatively 
evaluate a network design. These limitations extend to the open literature: even 
though many authors assert its importance for cell planning evaluation, few provide 
details on the subject. This makes evaluating a single network design difficult. 
Most design objectives normally involve some combination of the following:
o maximising capacity; 
o maximising coverage;
o maximising quality of service provided to subscribers; 
o minimising infrastructure requirements; 
o maximising revenue; 
o minimising expenses.
This thesis considers network evaluation as a comparison operation by trying 
to make design adjustments to attain an improved network design. The task of 
quantifying a network’s performance is made more difficult when trying to optimise 
multiple objectives. The objectives to be met in this work are
o improving mean uplink and downlink cell load with the aim of meeting a 
specified cell load target;
o minimising the number of deployed sites and antennae
o reducing the amount of network overloading in the uplink and downlink;
o maximising the number of supplied mobile stations;
o maximising the number of covered STP.
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The balance of priority of these objectives will change at different stages of the 
automated cell planning process. For example in network dimensioning the aim 
is to find an initial network design with an average cell load that is as close as 
possible to the desired cell load, whilst the optimisation stage will consider all 
the objectives above with varying priority. Multiple objectives are addressed in 
Chapter 6 along with the optimisation framework.
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N e t w o r k  D i m e n s i o n in g
In a WCDMA network it is desirable to maximise the capacity, coverage and 
quality of service achieved. Network dimensioning techniques can be used to pro­
vide the first estimate of the network’s capabilities in terms of these three essential 
attributes [41, 57]. The main objective of dimensioning is to simplify the complex 
task of network planning by making the necessary estimations and assumptions 
concerning the hardware or resources required to provide a satisfactory service. 
Laiho, Wacker, and Novosad [50] promote a practical approach stating that the 
target of network dimensioning should be to provide an estimate of the number of 
sites for selection and to specify initial site configuration.
It was seen in Chapter 2 tha t capacity dimensioning hats been less well studied 
in comparison to coverage dimensioning and this provides the motivation for in­
corporating capacity network dimensioning into the solution framework. Previous 
work on network dimensioning has failed to explicitly specify the number of sites 
required to meet capacity specifications and the need for dimensioning techniques 
capable of considering both the uplink and downlink is highlighted. When the 
target of network dimensioning is to estimate the number of sites for selection it 
becomes homologous with providing lower bounds. The only published bounds for 
third generation systems were given by Allen et al. [7]. This chapter considers the 
possible application of load factor equations used in the lower bounding techniques 
presented in [7] to help determine an initial number of sites for selection as part 
of an overall cell planning framework. Specifically, a number of new contributions 
to the field of automated cell planning are made including:
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o the development of a new network dimensioning technique (which is com­
pleted in Chapter 5);
o the use of equations previously developed as part of a lower bounding tech­
nique, as a first step in network dimensioning;
o an analysis of the effects of the network dimensioning process with regards 
to the UMTS network model presented in this thesis.
4 .1  E s t im a t in g  s it e  r e q u ir e m e n t s
In 3GSTART [7], load factor equations are used to predict the number of sites 
required to meet capacity targets, whilst link budget calculations are used to pre­
dict the number of sites required to meet coverage targets. This investigation 
concentrates on the effect of capacity dimensioning on network planning. Firstly, 
the load factor equations presented in Chapter 3 are manipulated as suggested in 
3GSTART and applied in a new way to assist with estimating the number of sites 
required.
This first stage in network dimensioning can be sub-divided into a number of 
steps concerning uplink and downlink load factor equations. Load factor equations 
are concerned with estimating the amount of traffic th a t can be supported by each 
site in the network design. For purposes of network dimensioning, if the desired 
load factor is known, equations can be manipulated to determine the number of
users that can be supported by a single site. Hence the total number of antennae
required to supply the service area can be determined. The four steps involved in 
the process for estimating the required number of sites are explained below any 
assumptions follow from 3GSTART equations:
STEP 1 : Obtain load target for a cell and other parameter inputs.
STEP 2 : Calculate downlink load.
In Chapter 3 the downlink throughput load, rjp^Ck), of cell c*; was 
defined. In 3GSTART this equation is adapted to consider an average 
cell*, c, by assuming Vj, (Eb/N0) j , Rj, aj  and l f L are the same for
*From this assumption it is likely that edge effects will be experienced in cells on the edge of 
the service area, but for representative network data sets this effect is likely to be minimal.
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all users of the same service. General values are therefore used for u, 
Eb/N0, R,  a  and I DL giving
Vd l{c) = n u{c) [(1 -  a) + I DL] (4.1)
Equation 4.1 is further adapted to consider the number of services, rif , 
that are included in the service mix
n j
Vd l ( c ) =  Uu(c) a ? L (4-2)
/ = !
where A/  denotes the proportion of users utilising service /  and a f L is 
defined as
~ d l  _  ( „  ( Eb/ N Q) [M DLl
fft  - { v w m [{ ) 1
The number of users that can be supported by c in the downlink with 
a target load t ] d l  is given as
n “ (c) =  n, VDL (4.3)
J 2 x f af L
/ = !
STEP 3 : Calculate uplink load.
The uplink load factor equation for a given service mix with n / services 
is defined
71/
Vu l { c) =  Y l Xs a / L
/ = i
where o ^ L is now defined as
^ - ( i + o  ( i + {Eb™o) R v)- l
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The number of users th a t can be supported by c in the uplink with a 
target load t)ul is given as
n Uu L{c) =  (4-5)
f =i
STEP 4 : Calculating site requirements.
Given the user density, u j , and the number of simultaneously active 
users, /c, the area a(c), of a cell c, can be defined
«<d -  S T M  (4,6)
Ud  X K
where rc™az(c) =  m a x n „ L( c ) , L(c). This allows the number of sites 
per square kilometre to be determined via
sites per sq. km =  ——  (4.7)a(c)
If a site is sectorized, for example has three antennae directional an­
tenna ( t i b ( S )  = 3), 3GSTART assumes th a t it will have three times 
more capacity capability than  if it had a single omnidirectional an­
tenna. In this case the number of sites required for selection is reduced, 
becoming
. . . . . . .  . sites per sq.km , .
omnidirectional sites per sq.km = ---------    (4.8)
o
The total number of sites required to provide service to the working 
area is defined
total sites =  [sites per sq. km x M] in sq. km (4.9)
If the estimated number of sites originates from the downlink load equation 
then it is said to be downlink-estimated. Likewise if the estimated number of sites 
originates from the uplink load equation then it is said to be uplink-estimated.
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4 .2  A n a l y sis
The downlihk-estimate and uplink-estimate can be tested by checking that the load 
factor equations produce the correct output for a given set of parameter values. 
In order to test the network dimensioning process a number of different network 
designs can be generated from the KORNET1 and KORNET2 data sets using the 
model in Chapter 3 and the estim ated number of sites deployed. The downlink- 
estimate and the uplink-estimate can then be compared to the average downlink 
cell load and the average uplink cell load obtained from each network design when 
evaluated using methods presented in Chapter 3. This allows the differences be­
tween the analytical approach to network dimensioning and the actual model to 
be quantified, as suggested by Molkdar et al. in [61].
A downlink-estimated number of sites are selected from the candidate set of sites 
at random. The random number generation used throughout is performed using a 
pseudo-random number generator, which allows uniformly random numbers to be 
generated from two recorded seeds. For experimentation purposes all the selected 
sites are configured with either one omnidirectional antenna or three directional 
antennas, resulting in the network design having either all omnidirectional anten­
nas or all directional antennas. Each antenna A k belonging to a selected site has 
power setting Pk =  40dBm and tilt setting A k = 0°. If the site is sectorized, the 
first directional antenna has an azimuth setting of A 6k = 0°, the second directional 
antenna has an azimuth of A 6k =  120° and the third directional antenna has an 
azimuth of A k = 240°. A network design is formed from all the operational anten­
nae and is evaluated based on procedures explained in Chapter 3 for one snapshot 
evaluation.
By calculating the mean cell load of the network design, comparison can be made 
with the desired average cell load target specified as the input to the estimation 
algorithm, ?7£ > l ( c ) ,  as shown in Figure 4 . 1 .  The series named Downlink-estimated 
in Figure 4 . 1  is obtained by finding the mean downlink cell load of the modelled 
network design. This is achieved by finding the mean of the column entitled 
lVDL(cky  in Table 4 . 1 .
The data points that comprise the series in Figure 4.1 provide examples of 
the average cell loads obtained when different numbers of sites are operational.
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Figure 4.1: Graph showing the downlink-estimate for a rural scenario
Each point on the graph is produced from a line in Table 4.2 and each line in Table
4.2 is produced from a table similar to tha t shown in Table 4.1. The list below 
explains some of the column titles used in Table 4.2:
o ‘Des’ represents the number of cells with a desired load; 
o ‘Over’ represents the the number of over-loaded cells; 
o ‘Under’ represents the number of under-loaded cells; 
o ‘STDEV’ represents the standard deviation;
o ‘Total over d + ra ’ represents the total amount of over-loading in the network.
These abbreviations are used in the remainder of the thesis.
The same test is performed using the uplink load equation to determine the 
number of operational sites required. Figure 4.2 shows the average uplink cell load 
against the number of operational sites. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 illustrate the results 
obtained for a suburban environment and figures 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate results ob­
tained for an urban environment. Both uplink-estimated and downlink-estimated
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p A k AS Ajt S T P flDL{Ck) I d l M  state m U c k ) VuUck) state
Antennal052_0 40 0 0 Omni 1221 6 0.7212 Over 0.2973 Under
Antennal247_0 40 0 0 Omni 520 3 0.2715 Under 0.1227 Under
Antennal 182.0 40 0 0 Omni 4724 23 1.1528 Over 0.6961 Over
Antennal019.0 40 0 0 Omni 1420 9 0.7796 Over 0.2413 Under
Antennal211_0 40 0 0 Omni 3395 19 1.7912 Over 0.6064 Desired
Antennal 118.0 40 0 0 Omni 1600 4 0.5049 Under 0.9725 Over
Antennallll.O 40 0 0 Omni 4605 18 1.5803 Over 1.0225 Over
Antennal078_0 40 0 0 Omni 2116 11 0.7392 Over 0.3618 Under
Antennal 188.0 40 0 0 Omni 1080 3 0.2330 Under 0.2237 Under
Antennal262.0 40 0 0 Omni 1311 4 0.5341 Under 0.8960 Over
Antennal 164.0 40 0 0 Omni 2550 8 0.5254 Under 0.4392 Under
Antennal 139.0 40 0 0 Omni 8311 39 1.7755 Over 1.0803 Over
Antennal220_0 40 0 0 Omni 2083 12 1.3388 Over 0.6842 Over
Antennal293-0 40 0 0 Omni 4317 25 4.7686 Over 1.1744 Over
Antennal 166.0 40 0 0 Omni 1121 9 0.4916 Under 0.1947 Under
Antennal253_0 40 0 0 Omni 3958 13 1.3920 Over 0.7643 Over
Antennal287-0 40 0 0 Omni 1117 3 0.1425 Under 0.1011 Under
Antennal 157_0 40 0 0 Omni 866 0 0.0000 Under 0.0000 Under
Antennal073.0 40 0 0 Omni 1973 9 0.8285 Over 0.4483 Under
Antennal090_0 40 0 0 Omni 6930 27 2.1113 Over 0.8043 Over
Sum 21.6819 11.1311
Max 4.7686 1.1744
Min 0.0000 0.0000
Mean 1.0841 0.5566
STDEV 1.0557 0.3614
#Over 12 9
#Under 8 10
#Desired 0 1
Table 4.1: Uplink and downlink cell throughput load result produced from one network design evaluation.
% n o^p n o p Max 
VDL{Ck)
Min
Vd lM
Mean
VDL(Ck)
STDEV
rjDL(Ck)
flop
y^£>z,(cfc)
k=0
Des
Ck
Over
Ck
Under
Ck
Total over 
d + m
10 30 30 1.7465 0 0.6684 0.4123 20.0520 3 5 22 6.9436
20 60 60 1.6254 0 0.4423 0.3272 26.5380 3 5 52 5.5981
30 90 90 1.3475 0 0.3236 0.2378 29.1256 1 3 86 4.6313
40 120 120 1.9143 0 0.2401 0.1898 28.8110 2 2 116 3.7093
50 150 150 1.5740 0 0.2101 0.1644 31.5124 2 1 147 3.1369
60 180 180 1.7236 0 0.1739 0.1394 31.2963 0 1 179 3.1363
70 210 210 1.5049 0 0.1408 0.1166 29.5772 0 1 209 1.7526
80 240 240 1.2087 0 0.1201 0.1088 28.8332 0 1 239 1.0609
90 270 270 0.9267 0 0.1102 0.0891 29.7540 0 0 270 0.9812
100 300 300 0.8341 0 0.0925 0.0769 27.7608 0 0 300 0.2422
Downlink-
estimated
20 20 4.7686 0 1.0841 0.6508 21.6819 1 9 10 11.0589
Table 4.2: Downlink load comparison results for KORNET1 considering a rural environment for a mixed service. Each line 
the table represents a summary of results gathered from tables similar to table 4.1 for a single network evaluation.
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tests are carried out for KORNET1 and KORNET2 data sets also considering 
rural, suburban and urban user density scenarios for a mixed service for both 
omnidirectional initial configuration and directional initial configuration.
Figure 4.1 shows that 20 sites, each configured with one omnidirectional an­
tenna, are required for activation as a result of the downlink-estimate. The average 
cell load of the network design is approximately 1.0 (greater than the target cell 
load plus allowed margin). By looking at the graph it can be seen that approx­
imately 40 sites would need to be activated for downlink-estimated average cell 
load to meet the desired cell load.
2.5
T arget cell load
a  U plink- 
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Figure 4.2: Uplink-estimated site selection compared with average uplink cell load 
calculated using the model (KORNET1 data set for a rural scenario)
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Figure 4.3: Downlink-estimated site selection compared with average downlink cell 
load calculated using the model (KORNET1 data set for a suburban scenario)
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Figure 4.4: Uplink-estimated site selection compared with average uplink cell load 
calculated using the model (KORNET1 data set for a suburban scenario)
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Figure 4.5: Downlink-estimated site selection compared with average downlink cell 
load calculated using the model (KORNET1 data set for an urban scenario)
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Figure 4.6: Uplink-estimated site selection compared with average uplink cell load 
calculated using the model (KORNET1 data set for an urban user scenario)
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The downlink-estimated m ethod slightly under estimates the number of sites 
required. This result is expected and is likely to be the result of the assump­
tions regarding the modelling of an average cell in the load factor equations from 
3GSTART such as:
(a) each cell supports exactly the same number of mobile station users;
(b) traffic has a uniform load distribution in each cell;
(c) each antenna has the same configuration;
(d) each cell has the same number of users per service;
(e) each mobile station user is subject to  the same interference.
The main problem is due to the assumptions concerning interference. The 
average interference ratio experienced in the downlink at each mobile station is 
specified to be 0.55, whereas the interference experienced at the mobile station in 
the actual model is much higher (see statistics in Table 4.3). This is due to cells 
being allowed to have loads greater than the pole capacity of the cell. The uplink 
load equation Overestimates the number of sites required for activation. This is 
likely to be the result of the aforementioned assumptions, with the exception of 
the interference assumption, which is slightly different in the uplink, involving each 
site experiencing the same interference.
Results are summarised in Table 4.4 for KORNET1 and KORNET2, and collec­
tively indicate that for the network model used in this work the downlink-estimated 
method consistently under estimates the number of sites required to meet the ca­
pacity target, whilst the uplink-estimate consistently Overestimates. The number 
of sites required when uplink-estimated is greater than the number of sites required 
when downlink-estimated.
Mean Min Max Standard deviation
1.2556 0.0145 4.6618 1.0881
Table 4.3: Example of the downlink interference ratio experienced in the network 
model (rural scenario)
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4 .2 .1  T u n in g
There is scope for improvement and possible tuning of the estimate should be 
considered as a starting point for optimisation. Tuning could take one of the 
following forms:
Option A: Calculate both the uplink-estimate and downlink-estimate each time 
network dimensioning is performed to allow the selection of the highest esti­
mate.
Option B: Perform a number of preliminary tests to determine whether the 
downlink-estimate or the uplink-estimate is generally better with the network 
model in use. This would allow the same decision to be made whenever 
carrying out network dimensioning using the same network model.
Option C: Introduce correction factors to  apply to  each estimate to improve the 
estimate by getting closer to  the desired cell load.
Option A in the above list involves using the m ethod suggested in 3GSTART, 
which selects the highest from the uplink-estimate and downlink-estimate to de­
termine the number of sites selected. If this m ethod is used with this model the 
uplink-estimate would be used. As the uplink-estimate consistently Overestimates 
the number of sites required for selection it would increase the number of opera­
tional sites i.e. unused capacity in the uplink.
Option B  provides an alternative by selecting the estimate that produces the 
best nominal network design with respect to the operator’s requirements. This 
would involve tuning the estimation algorithm to the model and may therefore 
result in different decisions being made for different models. The flowchart in 
Figure 4.7 can be applied to a number of preliminary tests to determine, in gen­
eral, whether the uplink-estimate or the downlink-estimate provides the best value. 
This algorithm attem pts to pick the value tha t is the closest to the desired cell 
load for both the uplink and the downlink. Tuning tests would need to be carried 
out each time a new model is used with the network dimensioning process and this 
could be easily automated. In this case applying Figure 4.7 to the tests carried out 
for KORNET1 and KORNET2 suggests the downlink-estimate should be used to
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determine the number of sites required for selection this decision is advantageous 
for the following reasons:
(a) as the uplink-estimated m ethod consistently Overestimates the number of 
sites Tequired for selection, site selection using the downlink-estimate that 
consistently requires less sites will bring the average uplink load closer to the 
desired uplink cell load;
(b) the downlink-estimated m ethod consistently activates less sites than the 
uplink-estimated, which helps to minimise the number of operational sites 
in the network;
(c) even though the number of sites when determined by the downlink-estimated 
method is Underestimated, this gap may be reduced via use of network 
optimisation and tuning techniques.
The decision process for selecting the best estimate is likely to change subject 
to the operator’s/vendor’s network design objectives. For example the case where 
the highest estimate is selected would be more appropriate if the operator wants 
to produce a nominal cell plan for budgetary purposes with no optimisation, as it 
would select the uplink-estimate to  determine the number of operational sites for 
both KORNET1 and KORNET2. The flowchart in Figure 4.7 favours using the 
downlink-estimate and it is recommended th a t this m ethod be used when operators 
want to produce a cell plan th a t minimises the number of sites and reduces uplink 
wasted capacity, before undertaking network optimisation to reduce the downlink 
load.
Options A and B present a trade-off between accuracy and time. By performing 
preliminary tests a decision can be made and used consistently e.g. always use the 
downlink-estimate, saving time as both estimates do not have to be calculated 
each time estimating the number of sites is undertaken. Accuracy is sacrificed 
as sometimes it might be better to  activate the uplink rather than the downlink, 
resulting in the best estimate not being chosen.
Option C involves trying to improve the downlink-estimate and uplink-estimate 
by increasing or reducing the number of sites by a proportion of the initial estimate. 
For example consider KORNET1 and KORNET2 results for downlink-estimated. 
By multiplying each the number of operational sites (determined by the estimate)
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Data A h Ud,
type
Target
Vd l ( c )
Downlink-
estimate
Vd l { c )
Downlink-
estimate
flop
Target
downlink
'ft'Op
Target
Vu l ( c )
Uplink-
estimate
VUL{c)
Uplink-
estimate
flop
Target
uplink
flop
Rur 0.6 0.9797 20 40 0.6 0.3850 31 <31
K1 Omni Sub 0.6 1.0037 101 230 0.6 0.3606 154 120
Urb 0.6 0.9458 182 >300 0.6 0.2914 277 190
Rur 0.6 0.9185 21 <90 0.6 0.3284 30 <90
K1 Dir Sub 0.6 1.1040 102 240 0.6 0.4053 153 90
Urb 0.6 1.2167 183 440 0.6 0.4819 276 180
Rur 0.6 0.8871 41 <90 0.6 0.3551 63 <90
K2 Omni Sub 0.6 1.3947 206 300 0.6 0.4743 314 140
Urb 0.6 1.4078 372 560 0.6 0.4367 565 420
Rur 0.6 0.7613 42 <210 0.6 0.3538 63 <210
K2 Dir Sub 0.6 1.0478 207 420 0.6 0.3903 315 420
Urb 0.6 1.1920 375 840 0.6 0.4401 564 840
Table 4.4: This table shows site estimation results for KORNET1 and KORNET2 data sets. For each data set rural, suburban 
and urban user density environments have been considered for a mixed service.
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roughly by 2, the number of sites is brought into the approximate range required to 
meet the desired cell load of 0.6. Figure 4.8 demonstrates the result of increasing 
the estimate obtained for a rural environment by a factor of 2. It is seen that the 
new estimate achieves an average cell load of approximately 0.58. This extra tuning 
may be useful if further optimisation is not going to be performed and a nominal 
cell plan needs to be produced for budgetary purposes. Alternatively, if further 
optimisation is going to be performed it might be necessary to firstly improve 
the estimate by multiplying by a factor to provide a better starting point for the 
optimisation. The appropriate multiplication factor is likely to vary between the 
uplink and downlink and from one scenario to  another. Preliminary tests would 
have to be carried out to determine a suitable factor. Future work could involve 
automating the tuning options.
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Figure 4.7: Decision process for capacity limited situation for tuning the site esti­
mate
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Figure 4.8: Using the downlink-estimated load equation to determine the number 
of operational sites and tuning by multiplying the estimate by a factor of 2. This 
example uses the KORNET1 data set and considers a rural environment for a 
mixed service scenario
4 . 2 . 2  N o n - u n if o r m l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  t r a f f i c
Estimating the network’s site requirements is considered for a non-uniform traffic 
scenario which uses the £random-with-cluster’ distribution. Results indicate that 
the method for estimating site requirements is not as compatible for different traf­
fic distributions and also requires tuning to improve the initial network design. 
Figure 4.9 provides an example where each site is has a single omnidirectional an­
tenna and the network operates in a suburban traffic scenario. The series in figure 
4.9 appears to not be as smooth as the the series produced for the same network 
when rural traffic was uniformly randomly distributed (Figure 4.1). When consid­
ering a random distribution of mobile stations, each cell in the network design is 
potentially able to cover a similar amount of traffic because each mobile station 
is equally likely to be positioned at a STP. However, when considering a cluster 
distribution each cell is less likely to cover a similar amount of traffic making for
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a less smooth series. Estimations produced when the planning scenario involves 
non-uniformly distributed traffic are therefore likely to be less useful because the 
load factor equations assume that the same number of mobile station users are 
supplied by each cell. In the future the load factor equations used in the network 
dimensioning process should be improved to consider non-uniform traffic distribu­
tions.
1 Operational sites for non- 
uniform  traffic scenario
 Target cell load
▲ D ow nlin k-estim ated  both  
scenarios
Operational sites for uniform  
traffic scenario
0 50 100 150 200 250 300
Number of sites
Figure 4.9: Non-uniform traffic (suburban)
4.3 S u m m a r y
Results indicate that the network dimensioning process is able to produce a reason­
able estimate of the number of sites required for selection. The equations used in 
3GSTART [7] could be improved to take into account scenarios with non-uniform 
traffic, mixed omnidirectional and directional antenna cell plans and better inter­
ference modelling in both the uplink and the downlink. Alternatively, the estimates 
produced can be improved by incorporating into the dimensioning process certain 
algorithms which allow either the best estimate to be selected or one or both of the 
estimates to be improved upon. The network dimensioning process can then be 
used to assist in producing an initial cell plan for budgetary purposes or as a first
SP 1.5
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stage in the automated cell planning process. It is recommended tha t the process 
be tuned to the network model and a number of algorithms have been presented 
and discussed for doing this effectively in light of the planning objectives.
An algorithm is presented which attem pts to select the best estimate or estimate 
that is closest to the average cell load for one of the traffic directions. This is 
recommended when operators need to produce a cell plan tha t keeps the number 
of sites to a minimum and attem pts to reduce unused capacity in one link. When 
using this algorithm it is likely tha t further optimisation will be required for at 
least one of the links.
A tuning algorithm was presented that involves identifying a correction factor. 
This allows the estimate to be multiplied by a suitable factor tha t will improve 
the estimate and produce a better average cell load for the lowest estimate. This 
algorithm is more suitable if optimisation is not going to be performed and instead 
a good conservative nominal cell plan is required for budgetary purposes. The 
correction factors axe likely to vary from one network model and/or data  set to 
the next.
Further investigation undertaken in Chapter 6 considers whether the dimen­
sioning process provides a good nominal network design from which optimisation 
can take place. The number of sites estimated at this dimensioning stage is in­
tended to be an approximate guide to the number of candidate sites th a t will be 
considered in the next stage of the planning process.
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S it e  S e l e c t i o n
The process for identifying useful sites for deployment in a network is time con­
suming and can sometimes result in a delay in the network’s launch. Operators 
suffer restrictions in acquiring property at key locations that are normally affected 
by high prices and local demand. The selected sites form the basis of a cellular net­
work that will need to satisfy certain requirements at roll-out and for the duration 
of the network’s deployment.
When the number of sites required for deployment in the network is fixed there 
are many different possible site selections and configurations that can be made. 
As discussed in Chapter 3 the process for selecting site locations is not explicitly 
stated or explained by authors and the application sophisticated techniques to 
assist in making this decision is not evident. It is possible that processes to  aid in 
site selection are in place, but this is generally not presented by authors.
In Chapter 4 a method of network dimensioning was presented to provide an 
estimate of the number of sites required to meet the specified traffic demand. 
This chapter presents the next stage of the cell planning process. Algorithms 
are presented that make advantageous selections of sites from the candidate set 
with the aim of reducing the network’s average cell load and network overloading. 
Specifically, a number of contributions to the field of automated cell planning are 
made including
o the presentation of the next stage in the proposed cell planning process (site 
selection optimisation);
o the proposal and comparison of three site selection algorithms;
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o an analysis of the effects of the proposed site selection algorithms with regard 
to the UMTS network model presented in Chapter 3;
o an analysis of the effects of the proposed site selection algorithms for the 
different traffic scenarios presented in Chapter 3.
5 .1  S it e  s e l e c t io n  a l g o r it h m s
The number of sites required is determined by the network dimensioning process 
presented in Chapter 4. The second stage of cell planning process is concerned 
with which sites are selected from the set of candidate sites for configuration and 
deployment. Due to the lack of deployment costs associated with each site, it is 
assumed that all sites in the candidate set are affordable if deployed. This chap­
ter presents three algorithms for site selection service-potential-random, service- 
potential-deterministic and pattern-approximation.
Making site selections that consider the operational situation between the net­
work design and the traffic scenario provides the impetus for the development 
of both service-potential-random and service-potential-deterministic algorithms. 
Both these algorithms involve selecting sites at locations where there is high local 
traffic demand. Differing slightly in design, service-potential-random provides a 
stochastic approach to site selection and contrasts with the deterministic approach 
of the service-potential-deterministic algorithm.
Previously, authors have placed sites at locations determined by a specified reg­
ular pattern. Although often used, this approach is far from practical as in a real 
world situation acquiring real estate at site locations pertaining to a pattern  is 
difficult. Motivated by the difficulties in finding exact site locations and taking 
a practical approach to network design a pattern-approximation algorithm is de­
veloped. This algorithm involves selecting the estimated number of sites from the 
candidate set according to how well each site approximates a point belonging to a 
pre-specified pattern. In a real world scenario this could involve finding suitable 
approximations to patterns derived from legacy networks, hexagonal or regular 
placements, or areas where it is inexpensive to acquire site locations.
The proposed algorithms are presented in more detail in the following sections. 
Subsequently, experimentation is undertaken to determine which site selection
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algorithm is the most suitable in a number of different operational situations.
5 .1 .1  R a n d o m
The number of sites required (specified at the network dimensioning stage) are 
selected from the candidate set of sites at random for configuration and deploy­
ment; for the remainder of the thesis the estimated number of sites, as calculated 
by the network dimensioning process presented in Chapter 4, is denoted E. If E  
is greater than the total number of sites in the candidate set then all sites in the 
candidate site axe selected. Otherwise E  sites are selected from the set of candi­
date sites at random and are then deployed as a start to the network design. For 
experimentation purposes all the selected sites in the network design are configured 
with either one omnidirectional antenna or three directional antennas, resulting 
in the network design having either all omnidirectional antennas or all directional 
antennas. Each antenna has the default configuration specified in Chapter 4. An 
example of random site selection can be seen in Figure 5.1.
□  Active sites
Inactive sites
Figure 5.1: Illustrative example of random site selection made on the KORNET1 
data set
5.1 S i t e  s e l e c t i o n  a l g o r i t h m s
5 . 1 .2  S e r v ic e - p o t e n t i a l - r a n d o m
E  sites are selected from the candidate set by choosing those sites that have the 
potential to serve the most mobile station users. If a network design had been 
established, pilot power calculations followed by uplink and downlink load factor 
calculations would be carried out to determine the number of mobile station users 
that can be supported by each cell. However, as the network design is in the 
process of being established, these calculations cannot yet be carried out. Instead 
the cell area can be approximated and the sites that are likely to supply the most 
mobile station users can be found. An approximation of a cell’s coverage area is 
found by placing a template over the site whose area is calculated by use of the 
following formula:
_ . . M  in sq. km
area of the template =  —-------
allowing a template to be placed over a randomly selected site, with the tem plate’s 
centre located at the site’s specified coordinates. Figure 5.2 provides an illustrative 
example of positioning a template at the site in this way.
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Figure 5.2: Example of cell area approximation
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After the cell area is approximated the mobile station users covered by the cell 
can be determined. When a mobile station is classified as covered it no longer 
needs to be considered for coverage by any other site and can be removed from the 
list of uncovered mobile station users. Figure 5.3 provides an example where the 
mobile station users covered by the selected site have been removed from the list 
of uncovered mobile stations and are therefore not displayed in the illustration. 
The process of approximating a site’s coverage area is repeated for all sites in the 
candidate set and the mobile station users covered by each cell are subsequently 
removed removed from the list.
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Figure 5.3: Removing covered mobile station users
If the mobile station users are not removed from the list, network designs like 
that shown in Figure 5.4 are produced, which normally involve the majority of sites 
being clustered in the same area. These network designs are normally subject to 
high network overloading and high average cell loads. Appendix B includes the site 
selection results obtained when already covered mobile stations are not removed 
from the list.
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Finally, a list of candidate sites with their corresponding mobile station cover­
age totals can then be made allowing the E  highest loaded sites to be selected for 
deployment. Figure 5.5 illustrates the sites selected when the service-potential- 
random algorithm is used for site selection within uniformly-random traffic sce­
nario. Algorithm 5.1 provides pseudo-code for the service-potential-random algo­
rithm.
When applying this algorithm the sooner a site is selected to have its cell cover­
age area approximated the more likely it is to cover a significant amount of traffic 
in the local area. Therefore the algorithm is dependent on the order of selections 
and consequently the candidate set should be randomly ordered to eliminate any 
prior ordering.
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Figure 5.4: Site selections made when mobile stations that are covered are not 
removed.
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□  Active sites
Figure 5.5: Service-potential-random site selection performed on the KORNET1 
data set for a rural traffic scenario.
5.1 S it e  s e l e c t io n  a l g o r it h m s
E  <— number of sites required for deployment 
determined by the network dimensioning pro­
cess presented in Chapter 4. 
if E  > n s th e n  
Make all candidate sites operational 
else
for i =  1 to ns  do
Determine coverage area of template 
Place template at s*
nu (template) <— all mobile station users 
covered by the template 
nu(M) <— nu(M) — nu(template) {Take 
away the covered mobile station users from 
the set of all mobile station users} 
end  for
Sort S  by associated nu(ri)
Select top E  sites from S  
Configure the operational sites’ associated an­
tennae 
end  if
Algorithm 5.1: Pseudo-code for service-potential-random algorithm
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5 . 1 .3  S e r v ic e - p o t e n t i a l - d e t e r m i n i s t i c
Similar to the service-potential-random algorithm, a site’s coverage area is approx­
imated and the mobile station users that are covered by that site are determined 
but not removed from the list of uncovered mobile stations. The algorithm contin­
ues by approximating the cell area for each site and determining the users covered.
Instead of selecting the E  sites that cover the most mobile stations from this list, 
only the site that covers the greatest number of mobiles is selected. Irrespective 
of which site’s coverage area is first approximated the site that covers the most 
mobile stations, and it therefore regarded as the best, is selected at each iteration 
making this algorithm deterministic.
In a similar manner to the service-potential-random algorithm the mobile sta­
tions that are covered by the selected site are removed from the list of uncovered 
users. The whole process is then repeated until E  sites are selected. Figure 5.6 
illustrates the sites selected when this technique is used. Algorithm 5.2 provides 
pseudo-code for the service-potential-deterministic algorithm.
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Figure 5.6: Site selections made by performing service-potential-deterministic on 
the KORNET1 network data set for rural traffic scenario
5.1 S it e  s e l e c t io n  a l g o r it h m s
E  <— number of sites required for deployment 
determined by the network dimensioning pro­
cess in 4. 
if E  > n s th e n  
Make all candidate sites operational 
else 
for 1 to E  do  
for i =  1 to ns  do
Determine coverage area of the template 
Place the template at s* 
nu (template) <— all mobile station users 
covered by the template 
end  for
Sort S  in descending order of nu(ck)
Select site that covers the most mobile sta­
tion users from S
nu(M) <— nu(M) — nu(template) {Take 
away the covered mobile station users from 
the set of all mobile station users}
E  = E -  1 
end  for
Sort S  by associated nu(ri)
Select top E  sites from S  and place in N  
Configure the operational sites’ associated an­
tennae 
end  if
Algorithm 5.2: Service-potential-deterministic algorithm
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5 .1 .4  P a t t e r n - a p p r o x i m a t i o n
Sites are selected from the candidate set according to how closely each site matches 
a particular point belonging to a user specified pattern. A hexagonal pattern  is 
used for experimentation due to it being frequently applied as a means of selecting 
sites for cell planning purposes (e.g. [21, 34]). Figure 5.7 illustrates the desired site 
locations determined by the hexagonal pattern (the steps involved in producing 
the hexagonal pattern are explained in appendix C).
D1
Figure 5.7: Hexagonal grid
If the operator has not provided a pattern to approximate but has specified 
that they would like to consider a regular pattern for site placement, such as a 
hexagonal pattern, a procedure has to be in place to find the pattern th a t has 
a similar number of points to that of E. In Figure 5.7 it can be seen th a t as x  
(half the width of a hexagon) is increased the number of hexagons contained in the 
service area is reduced, likewise as x  is reduced the number of hexagons contained 
in the service area increases. In order to find the pattern with E  sites or the 
pattern with the closest number of points to E , all patterns are found x  greater 
or equal to the loss interval of the service area (i.e. 30 metres for KORNET1 data
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set). For example, considering the KORNET1 data set with a loss interval of 30 
metres, permitted lengths would be any multiple of 30 ranging from 30 to 7000 
metres.
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Figure 5.8: Illustration of desired site locations for a hexagonal pattern
When the pattern has been selected the set of points that form the selected 
pattern is defined
D  = { D i , D nd}
and these points need to be matched to sites in the candidate set. Hence the 
distance between each desired site location (Figure 5.8) and each candidate site is 
calculated and recorded in a matrix. The candidate site tha t is closest in proximity 
to a desired point should then be selected, the row and column containing site and 
desired point can then be removed from the distance matrix. This process is then 
repeated selecting the best matched pair at each iteration until rid sites are selected
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from S. Figure 5.9 illustrates the sites selected using the pattern-approximation 
algorithm, whilst pseudo-code is provided by algorithm 5.3.
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Figure 5.9: Site selections made by performing pattern-approximation on the KO- 
RNET1 data set for a rural scenario
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E  <— number of sites required for deployment 
determined by the network dimensioning pro­
cess in 4. 
if  E  > n9 th e n  
Make all candidate sites operational 
else
D — {D i , ..., Dnd} is the set of points that 
represents the desired station locations 
Calculate the distance between each site in S  
and each point in D  and store in a matrix of 
distances
w hile there axe points in D not matched to  a 
site in S  do  
Select the site from S  whose distance to any 
point in D  is minimal 
Delete row containing the selected site from 
the matrix of distances 
Delete column containing the matched 
point from the matrix of distances 
end  w hile
Sort S  by associated nu(ri)
Select top E  sites from S  
Configure the operational sites’ associated an­
tennae 
end  if
Algorithm 5.3: Pseudo-code for pattern- approximation algorithm
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5 .2  R e su l t s
The site selection stage of the proposed network dimensioning process is concerned 
with how the estimated number of sites, E , are selected from the set of candidate 
sites. In general each of the algorithms presented can be used to select E  sites from 
the candidate set for deployment. The only exception to this is situations where a 
pattern containing exactly E  desired site locations cannot be found. This can be 
viewed as a limitation of the pattern-approxim ation algorithm and causes difficulty 
when trying to compare this to the other proposed site selection algorithms. To 
allow a fair comparison of all algorithms it is important that the same number 
of sites are selected by each algorithm. This involves each algorithm selecting a 
number of sites by either stepping-up or stepping-down to the pattern that contains 
the same number or nearest number of desired site locations to that of E. Thus 
for testing purposes the number of sites for selection is determined by the pattern- 
approximation algorithm. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 provide examples of when 
the estimate E, in this case 101 sites, cannot be matched to the magnitude of a 
pattern and it is necessary to step-down or step-up.
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Figure 5.10: Stepping down to the nearest pattern
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Figure 5.11: Stepping up to the nearest pattern
5 .2 .1  U n i f o r m l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  t r a f f i c  a n d  s i t e s
Results indicate that the use of service-potential-random, service-potential-deterministic 
and pattern-approximation algorithms for site selection can help produce a nom­
inal network design with better network capacity than  network designs produced 
randomly. In all test cases concerning uniformly distributed sites and traffic, the 
results of which are presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4 and can be summarised 
as follows
o Pattern-approximation algorithm produced results with the lowest average 
cell load and lowest network over-loading in 11 of the 24 tests.
o Service-potential-random algorithm produced results with the lowest average 
cell load and lowest network over-loading in 8 out of 24 tests.
o Service-potential-deterministic algorithm produced results with the lowest 
average cell load and lowest network over-loading in 4 out of 24 tests.
o Random-selection algorithm was consistently out performed by all three al­
gorithms.
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Ud Alg E „sH'op n0p Max
VDL(ck)
Min 
TjDLiCk)
Mean
VDL(Ck)
STDEV
jDL(Cfc)
Network
f]DL{Ck)
Des Over Under Total over 
d + m
p-a 20 20 20 1.3168 0.1161 0.6374 0.3043 12.7479 2 3 15 2.4267
s-p-r 20 20 20 1.9079 0.2133 0.7311 0.3845 14.6210 2 4 14 4.6182
Rur s-p-d 20 20 20 1.6617 0.0556 0.7789 0.3634 15.5771 5 4 11 4.1555
r-s 20 20 20 4.7686 0.0000 1.0841 0.6508 21.6819 1 9 10 11.0589
p-a 101 85 85 4.5941 0.1262 1.5143 0.8121 128.7169 13 47 25 74.6588
s-p-r 101 85 85 4.2900 0.1786 1.5243 0.8506 129.5677 15 46 24 74.9882
Omni Sub s-p-d 101 85 85 3.7444 0.2080 1.5434 0.8933 131.1860 7 49 29 76.4540
r-s 101 85 85 6.1144 0.0000 1.7996 1.1438 152.9643 8 43 34 102.4526
p-a 182 168 168 4.4681 0.0331 1.5326 0.9123 257.4737 19 91 58 159.0220
s-p-r 182 168 168 4.5788 0.0000 1.4884 0.8596 250.0461 20 89 59 147.6888
Urb s-p-d 182 168 168 5.3874 0.0139 1.5367 0.8964 258.1737 25 91 52 155.3785
r-s 182 168 168 5.5027 0.0000 1.5797 1.0951 265.3813 15 84 69 170.7925
p-a 7 7 21 1.3877 0.1214 0.6738 0.3747 14.1500 3 1 17 3.1255
s-p-r 7 7 21 1.8032 0.0851 0.5779 0.2941 12.1358 1 2 18 2.4099
Rur s-p-d 7 7 21 1.1518 0.0000 0.6219 0.4498 13.0599 4 2 15 2.8753
r-s 7 7 21 4.0267 0.0000 0.9185 1.7070 19.2889 1 4 16 10.5998
p-a 34 33 99 2.6282 0.0000 0.8158 0.4466 80.7594 14 20 65 28.8669
s-p-r 34 33 99 3.1004 0.0000 0.9285 0.5384 91.9196 11 25 63 39.6546
Dir Sub s-p-d 34 33 99 2.8517 0.1005 0.8356 0.4218 82.7215 15 25 59 29.1165
r-s 34 33 99 6.6399 0.0000 1.1143 0.7593 110.3183 10 31 58 60.8129
p-a 61 56 168 3.7110 0.0062 1.1609 0.6517 195.0322 25 62 81 98.5737
s-p-r 61 56 168 3.6651 0.0000 1.1097 0.6161 186.4218 16 69 83 91.0515
Urb s-p-d 61 56 168 3.5240 0.0000 1.1290 0.6026 189.6770 17 72 79 92.0814
r-s 61 56 168 7.3645 0.0000 1.2830 0.8326 215.5474 16 71 81 128.6948
Table 5.1: Results for K0RNET1 data set, when stepping-down to the the nearest pattern, comparing the performance of
the four site selection algorithms: random selection (r-s), pattern-approximation (p-a) algorithm, service-potential-random
algorithm (s-p-r), and service-potential-deterministic (s-p-d)
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Ak Ud Alg E ns°P Max
lDL(Ck)
Min 
r}DL{ck)
Mean
D^L(Cfc)
STDEV
r}DL(ck)
Network 
VDL(Ck)
Des Over Under Total over 
d +  m
p-a 20 20 20 1.3168 0.1161 0.6374 0.3043 12.7479 2 3 15 2.4267
s-p-r 20 20 20 1.9079 0.2133 0.7311 0.3845 14.6210 2 4 14 4.6182
Rur s-p-d 20 20 20 1.6617 0.0556 0.7789 0.3634 15.5771 5 4 11 4.1555
r-s 20 20 20 4.7686 0.0000 1.0841 0.6508 21.6819 1 9 10 11.0589
p-a 101 104 104 3.6456 0.0522 1.3023 0.7412 135.4431 18 37 49 71.7113
s-p-r 101 104 104 4.4216 0.2129 1.2954 0.7291 134.7193 21 44 39 69.5530
Omni Sub s-p-d 101 104 104 3.6549 0.0000 1.3165 0.7515 136.9202 24 40 40 72.5416
r-s 101 104 104 4.8394 0.0000 1.4863 0.9332 154.5759 12 44 48 6.9659
p-a 182 216 216 4.4770 0.0000 1.1580 0.7025 250.1177 34 71 111 134.2293
s-p-r 182 216 216 3.8377 0.0000 1.1564 0.6779 249.7753 36 73 107 129.1354
Urb s-p-d 182 216 216 4.3188 0.0000 1.1437 0.6616 247.0498 32 68 116 127.6532
r-s 182 216 216 5.2600 0.0000 1.1901 0.7471 257.0610 31 70 115 143.9272
p-a 7 7 21 1.3877 0.1214 0.6738 0.3747 14.1500 3 1 17 3.1255
s-p-r 7 7 21 1.8032 0.0851 0.5779 0.2941 12.1358 1 2 18 2.4099
Rur s-p-d 7 7 21 1.1518 0.0000 0.6219 0.4498 13.0599 4 2 15 2.8753
r-s 7 7 21 4.0267 0.0000 0.9185 1.7070 19.2889 1 4 16 10.5998
p-a 34 38 114 2.5512 0.0000 0.7492 0.4025 85.4121 14 16 84 26.8473
s-p-r 34 38 114 3.1803 0.0000 0.8211 0.4581 93.6058 15 22 77 35.2925
Dir Sub s-p-d 34 38 114 2.8030 0.0060 0.8166 0.4084 93.0930 15 25 74 31.3900
r-s 34 38 114 5.7649 0.0000 0.9966 0.6958 113.6113 11 30 73 61.1742
p-a 61 67 201 3.4295 0.0190 0.9336 0.5211 187.6579 22 54 125 79.7579
s-p-r 61 67 201 4.0658 0.0000 1.0078 0.5696 202.5617 22 71 108 93.0354
Urb s-p-d 61 67 201 4.4619 0.0000 0.9936 0.5426 199.7150 29 60 112 88.0604
r-s 61 67 201 7.1039 0.0000 1.1444 0.7926 230.0255 19 67 115 131.7425
Table 5.2: Results for K0RNET1 data set, when stepping-up to the nearest pattern, comparing the performance of the four
site selection algorithms: random selection (r-s), pattern-approximation (p-a) algorithm, service-potential-random algorithm
(s-p-r), and service-potential-deterministic (s-p-d)
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Ak Ud Alg E nsn op flop Max
»7DL(Cfc)
Min
V DL(Ck)
Mean
»7 DL(Cfc)
STDEV
lDL{Ck)
Network
f]DL{c-k)
Des Over Under Total over 
d + m
p-a 41 38 38 1.7658 0.0800 0.7004 0.3417 26.6140 5 7 26 6.6464
p-a-r 41 38 38 2.3575 0.1112 0.9137 0.4771 34.7198 5 8 25 12.1213
Rur p-a-d 41 38 38 1.9924 0.1458 0.8036 0.4074 30.5386 8 8 22 10.0336
r-s 41 38 38 3.4439 0.0000 0.9294 0.5698 35.3172 3 10 25 15.0339
p-a 206 168 168 3.6807 0.0723 1.5509 0.8608 260.5566 19 99 50 153.0567
p-a-r 206 168 168 5.1077 0.1895 1.6472 0.9463 276.7228 21 94 53 170.4170
Omni Sub p-a-d 206 168 168 3.9413 0.0776 1.5313 0.8601 257.2656 30 85 53 151.1571
r-s 206 168 168 6.9915 0.0000 1.6839 1.1320 282.8870 26 84 58 184.4149
p-a 372 340 340 4.6974 0.0000 1.5484 0.8881 526.4642 42 186 112 317.4617
p-a-r 372 340 340 4.8177 0.0201 1.5276 0.8839 519.3839 62 174 104 308.1459
Urb p-a-d 372 340 340 5.3777 0.0000 1.5771 0.9475 536.1987 52 179 109 330.2111
r-s 372 340 340 7.7519 0.0000 1.5780 0.9756 536.5315 39 172 129 345.4157
p-a 14 14 42 2.0647 0.0000 0.7039 0.4204 29.5641 4 4 34 10.3183
p-a-r 14 14 42 1.7024 0.0000 0.6850 0.3733 28.7687 7 6 29 9.1079
Rur p-a-d 14 14 42 2.8445 0.0554 0.7454 0.8431 31.3053 4 8 30 10.0905
r-s 14 14 42 2.3920 0.0043 0.7613 0.4941 31.9730 3 11 28 12.7564
p-a 69 67 201 3.3561 0.0156 0.8839 3.1003 177.6610 27 42 132 68.2739
p-a-r 69 67 201 3.2155 0.0000 0.9714 0.5654 195.2522 25 55 121 88.2920
Dir Sub p-a-d 69 67 201 3.7740 0.0000 0.9512 0.5164 191.1827 28 53 120 78.0151
r-s 69 67 201 5.1838 0.0000 1.0643 0.8134 213.9317 15 57 129 119.1792
p-a 125 120 360 4.0231 0.0000 1.0542 0.5885 379.5093 60 113 187 172.6373
p-a-r 125 120 360 4.4026 0.0000 1.0999 0.6160 395.9685 45 137 178 188.8625
Urb p-a-d 125 120 360 3.3646 0.0000 1.0827 0.5882 389.7668 62 124 174 175.6093
r-s 125 120 360 6.1499 0.0000 1.2224 0.8635 440.0635 37 119 204 253.1735
Table 5.3: Results for K0RNET2 data set, when stepping-down to nearest pattern, comparing the performance of the four
site selection algorithms: random selection (r-s), pattern-approximation (p-a) algorithm, service-potential-random algorithm
(s-p-r), and service-potential-deterministic (s-p-d)
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Ak Ud Alg E n sn op Tlop Max
lDL{Ck)
Min
f]DL{Ck)
Mean
D^L(Cfc)
STDEV
f]DL{Ck)
Network 
r)DL(ck)
Des Over Under Total over 
d + m
p-a 41 42 42 1.7780 0.0746 0.6430 0.3221 27.0080 3 8 31 5.9457
s-p-r 41 42 42 1.8453 0.1119 0.8293 0.4311 34.8316 5 7 30 10.8340
Rur s-p-d 41 42 42 1.7210 0.0151 0.6910 0.3198 29.0218 2 8 32 6.8768
r-s 41 42 42 3.5204 0.0000 0.8808 0.5506 36.9927 6 7 29 15.3832
p-a 206 216 216 5.1590 0.0000 1.3049 0.7421 281.8547 31 93 92 153.4171
s-p-r 206 216 216 4.2513 0.0446 1.3207 0.7552 285.2762 30 91 95 154.7750
Omni Sub s-p-d 206 216 216 4.6870 0.0000 1.2270 0.6974 265.0339 32 83 101 135.6821
r-s 206 216 216 4.6369 0.0000 1.3364 0.8140 288.6558 34 85 97 168.6150
p-a 372 460 460 5.5304 0.0000 1.1602 0.6762 533.6751 77 145 238 274.0614
s-p-r 372 460 460 5.1751 0.0000 1.1393 0.6589 524.0915 71 132 257 265.3668
Urb s-p-d 372 460 460 5.0848 0.0000 1.1256 0.6649 517.7851 69 136 255 261.0823
r-s 372 460 460 5.7162 0.0000 1.1085 0.6834 509.9244 71 129 260 269.3175
p-a 14 14 42 2.0647 0.0000 0.7039 0.4204 29.5641 4 4 34 10.3183
s-p-r 14 14 42 1.7024 0.0000 0.6850 0.3733 28.7687 7 6 29 9.1079
Rur s-p-d 14 14 42 2.8445 0.0554 0.7454 0.8431 31.3053 4 8 30 10.0905
r-s 14 14 42 2.3920 0.0043 0.7613 0.4941 31.9730 3 11 28 12.7564
p-a 69 80 240 2.2761 0.0000 0.7798 0.4266 187.1613 28 44 168 62.8039
s-p-r 69 80 240 3.1773 0.0000 0.8485 0.4874 203.6376 30 42 168 78.6389
Dir Sub s-p-d 69 80 240 2.6655 0.0000 0.8143 0.7414 195.4383 32 49 159 64.4202
r-s 69 80 240 5.5506 0.0000 0.9332 0.7028 223.9669 20 59 161 115.1224
p-a 125 143 429 3.5240 0.0000 0.9322 0.5269 399.8971 51 106 272 164.7148
s-p-r 125 143 429 3.8924 0.0000 0.9655 0.5201 414.2024 57 136 236 171.5404
Urb s-p-d 125 143 429 3.1455 0.0000 0.9266 0.5015 397.5325 70 113 246 161.6350
r-s 125 143 429 6.6000 0.0000 1.0619 0.7432 455.5464 44 113 272 238.0771
Table 5.4: Results for K0RNET2 data set, when stepping-up to the nearest pattern, comparing the performance of the four
site selection algorithms: random selection (r-s), pattern-approximation (p-a) algorithm, service-potential-random algorithm
(s-p-r), and service-potential-deterministic (s-p-d)
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5.2 R e s u l t s
Site density
As stated previously, when the number of sites estimated does not match any 
pattern found, a decision is made to  step-up or step-down to the pattern with 
the number of desired points closest to E.  In some cases results showed the same 
site selection algorithm produced the best performance irrespective of whether the 
decision to step-up or step-down was taken. This is observed for KORNET1 and 
KORNET2 results when sites are sectorized, within a suburban environment, as 
shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2.
In some cases stepping-up to  the nearest pattern showed one algorithm to be 
the best for reducing average cell load and network over-loading, whilst stepping- 
down indicated another as the best. For an example compare entries in Table 5.1 
and Table 5.2 for a network with sites having omnidirectional antenna within a 
suburban environment. In this case stepping-down results in the service-potential- 
random algorithm as the most effective, whilst stepping-up favoured the pattern- 
approximation algorithm. These results suggest th a t the estimated number of sites 
required for deployment affects which selection algorithm has the best performance.
To further confirm these results the pattern-approxim ation algorithm is con­
sistently the best algorithm for KORNET1 and KORNET2 data sets for a rural 
user density when sites have a single omnidirectional antenna. However, when 
sites are sectorized the service-potential-random algorithm produces the best per­
formance. This is likely to be the result of there being too few sites available to 
form a recognizable regular pattern. This leads to  the conclusion that the pattern- 
approximation algorithm is most effective for a certain range of estimates.
Best performance
Table 5.5 provides a summary of the best-performing algorithms for each oper­
ational situation considered with the KORNET1 and KORNET2 data sets. By 
looking at the entries in Table 5.5 for KORNET1 it is seen that the pattern- 
approximation algorithm has the best performance when the number of candidate 
sites is between 20 and 85 (approximately 7% to 28% of candidate sites). Moreover, 
for KORNET2, pattern-approxim ation algorithm performs best when the E  is be­
tween 38 and 360 (approximately 5.5% to 51% ). From analysis of these results it is
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A k Ud Alg n sop n0p Max
VDLiCk)
Min 
‘H d l (cic)
Mean 
rjDL(Ck)
STDEV 
riDL(ck)
Network 
VDL(Ck)
Des Over Under Total over Step 
d + m
Dir Rur s-p-r 7 21 1.8032 0.0851 0.5779 0.2941 12.1358 1 2 18 2.4099 up
Dir Rur s-p-r 7 21 1.8032 0.0851 0.5779 0.2941 12.1358 1 2 18 2.4099 down
Omni Rur p-a 20 20 1.2094 0.1834 0.6592 0.3142 13.1831 1 3 16 2.6848 down
Omni Rur p-a 20 20 1.3168 0.1161 0.6374 0.3043 12.7479 2 3 15 2.4267 up
Dir Sub p-a 33 99 2.6282 0.0000 0.8158 0.4466 80.7594 14 20 65 28.8669 down
Dir Sub p-a 38 114 2.5512 0.0000 0.7492 0.4025 85.4121 14 16 84 26.8473 up
Dir Urb s-p-r 56 168 3.6651 0.0000 1.1097 0.6161 186.4218 16 69 83 91.0515 down
Dir Urb p-a 67 201 3.4295 0.0190 0.9336 0.5211 187.6579 22 54 125 79.7579 up
Omni Sub p-a 85 85 4.5941 0.1262 1.5143 0.8121 128.7169 13 47 25 74.6588 down
Omni Sub s-p-r 104 104 4.4216 0.2129 1.2954 0.7291 134.7193 21 44 39 69.5530 up
Omni Urb s-p-r 168 168 4.5788 0.0000 1.4884 0.8596 250.0461 20 89 59 147.6888 down
Omni Urb s-p-d 216 216 4.3188 0.0000 1.1437 0.6616 247.0498 32 68 116 127.6532 up
Dir Rur s-p-r 14 42 1.7024 0.0000 0.6850 0.3733 28.7687 7 6 29 9.1079 up
Dir Rur s-p-r 14 42 1.7024 0.0000 0.6850 0.3733 28.7687 7 6 29 9.1079 down
Omni Rur p-a 38 38 1.7658 0.0800 0.7004 0.3417 26.6140 5 7 26 6.6464 down
Omni Rur p-a 42 42 1.7780 0.0746 0.6430 0.3221 27.0080 3 8 31 5.9457 up
Dir Sub p-a 67 201 3.3561 0.0156 0.8839 3.1003 177.6610 27 42 132 68.2739 down
Dir Sub p-a 80 240 2.2761 0.0000 0.7798 0.4266 187.1613 28 44 168 62.8039 up
Dir Urb p-a 120 360 4.0231 0.0000 1.0542 0.5885 379.5093 60 113 187 172.6373 down
Dir Urb s-p-d 143 429 3.1455 0.0000 0.9266 0.5015 397.5325 70 113 246 161.6350 up
Omni Sub s-p-d 168 168 3.9413 0.0776 1.5313 0.8601 257.2656 30 85 53 151.1571 down
Omni Sub s-p-r 216 216 4.6870 0.0000 1.2270 0.6974 265.0339 32 83 101 135.6821 up
Omni Urb s-p-r 340 340 4.8177 0.0201 1.5276 0.8839 519.3839 62 174 104 308.1459 down
Omni Urb r-s 460 460 5.7162 0.0000 1.1085 0.6834 509.9244 71 129 260 269.3175 up
Table 5.5: Best performing site selection algorithms for each operational scenario considered for both data sets.
5.2 R e s u l t s
recommended that the pattern-approximation algorithm is only used for site selec­
tion when the estimated number of sites for selection is between 5.5% and 51% of 
the total number of candidate sites. Future work in this area should involve more 
experimentation to further support the percentage range for which the pattern- 
approximation algorithm may be more suitable than the service-potential-random 
algorithm or the service-potential-deterministic algorithm.
The service-potential-random algorithm performs best when either very few 
or many sites are required for selection, but this may be due to the pattern- 
approximation algorithm not performing as well in those scenarios. In general 
the service-potential-random algorithm is consistently better than the service- 
potential-deterministic algorithm and requires less computation. Figure 5.12 pro­
vides an example of site selections made when applying these algorithms to a 
typical suburban user density scenario. The remainder of this section discusses a 
number of key observations made in the analysis of these results.
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Figure 5.12: Illustration of site selections made when considering uniform traffic 
in a suburban environment
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5 .2 .2  N o n - u n i f o r m  t r a f f i c
In Section 5.2.1 uniformly distributed traffic was considered and results indicated 
that pattern-approximation and service-potential-random are suitable techniques 
for making site selections th a t reduce the average cell load and cell over-loading 
experienced in the network. This section investigates if consideration of non- 
uniform traffic scenarios (Figure 5.13) affects the site selection results.
6
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Figure 5.13: Example of users random-with-cluster distributed in the service area. 
User density is based on a rural traffic scenario for a mixed service
Cell coverage area
The size of the region used to  approximate the cell area in both the service- 
potential-random and service-potential-deterministic algorithms is central to their 
performance. The method for calculating the area of the template was presented
109
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in Section 5.1.2 and this m ethod was suitable for determining the approximation 
area when considering uniformly distributed mobile station users as it ensured that 
sites were distributed evenly across the service area. When users are not uniformly 
distributed a smaller approximation area is required to allow sites to be clustered 
in intense traffic areas.
Tests are undertaken for a non-uniform traffic scenario and consider three differ­
ently sized cell coverage areas for use in the service-potential-random and service 
potential-deterministic algorithms. Results presented in Table 5.6 indicate th a t a 
template with side set to 500 metres produces the most effective nominal network 
design having the lowest range of cell loads, the greatest number of cells with 
non-zero load and most cells classified as desired. 500 metres is less than half the 
length of a side tha t was used when traffic is uniformly distributed. The clustered 
quarter of the service area has approximately double the amount of traffic com­
pared to the situation when traffic was uniformly distributed. Thus the average 
cell area has approximately the same amount of traffic in the clustered quarter 
as an average cell had when considering uniformly distributed traffic, making this 
cell area approximation the most suitable.
Best performance
Results displayed in Table 5.7 indicate th a t the random and pattern-approximation 
algorithms have the lowest average cell load and lowest network overloading, but 
the standard deviation of the cell loads is higher than  service-potential-random 
and service-potential-deterministic algorithms.
Figure 5.14 presents two graphs th a t display the downlink load of each cell in 
a network design when selections are made using: service-potential-deterministic 
algorithm and pattern-approxim ation respectively. The downlink load of each cell 
appears to be spread more evenly amongst cells when selections are made using 
service-potential-deterministic. This is due to the selected sites being located 
within the cluster of users, whereas selections made using either the random or 
pattern-approximation algorithm allow selections in regions of the service area 
with less traffic demand as seen in Figure 5.15.
The service-potential-deterministic cell plan is clearly the more desirable in 
this situation as the load is shared amongst all cells in the network and is likely to
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side TVOp Tlop Max
VDL(Ck)
Min
V d l ( cic)
Mean
VDL{Ck)
STDEV
1lDL{Ck)
Network
VDL{Ck)
Desired Over Under Total over 
d + m
50 20 20 7.5284 0.0000 0.8268 1.0604 16.5364 0 3 17 13.3279
100 20 20 7.2385 0.0000 1.5633 1.0842 31.2652 3 9 8 21.5809
500 20 20 5.8258 0.0131 1.4187 0.8567 28.3737 3 8 9 17.6849
Table 5.6: Results for service-potential-deterministic when reducing the template’s coverage area
5.2 R e s u l t s
provide a better initial network design from which to perform optimisations. When 
using non-uniform traffic the average cell load and total network over-loading can 
not be used as a measure of performance for the network design alone. Extra 
information should be considered to determine how good a cell plan is such as 
maximum, minimum and standard deviation of the cell loads.
Service potential-deterministic
Pattern-approximation
Figure 5.14: The two graphs displayed show the downlink load of each cell in 
a network design when selections are made using: service-potential-deterministic 
algorithm and pattern-approximation
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A ud Alg n sop flop Max 
V d l{cic)
Min
VDLiCk)
Mean
VDL{ck)
STDEV
WDh(Ck)
Network
WDLfck)
Des Over Under Total over 
d + m
Rur p-a 20 20 6.4471 0.0000 0.5468 1.1313 10.9355 0 4 16 8.5876
r-s 20 20 8.7491 0.0000 0.4375 1.4940 8.7491 0 1 19 8.0891
s-p-d 20 20 5.6909 0.0794 1.2267 0.7518 24.5335 4 6 10 13.5132
s-p-r 20 20 5.8258 0.0131 1.4187 0.8567 28.3737 3 8 9 17.6849
Omni Sub p-a 104 104 28.6220 0.0000 1.3751 1.6457 143.0117 0 17 87 132.5703
r-s 104 104 47.5686 0.0000 1.5466 2.0869 160.8494 0 13 91 152.2129
s-p-d 104 104 19.6048 0.0000 1.3385 1.2194 139.2028 2 28 74 119.5271
s-p-r 104 104 18.9220 0.0000 1.2895 1.1495 134.1060 2 30 72 112.5250
Urb p-a 216 216 38.6792 0.0000 1.1587 1.2065 250.2821 1 40 175 190.9514
r-s 216 216 24.4583 0.0000 1.1021 1.1176 238.0630 2 37 177 182.7746
s-p-d 216 216 34.1530 0.0000 1.1335 1.0958 244.8299 1 42 173 185.2368
s-p-r 216 216 33.7610 0.0000 1.1359 1.0805 245.3546 2 44 170 182.8878
Rur p-a 7 21 7.1491 0.0000 0.7481 0.8722 15.7107 1 2 18 11.0682
r-s 7 21 11.6891 0.0000 1.2703 1.3753 26.6769 0 4 17 22.3646
s-p-d 7 21 3.5396 0.0883 1.1200 0.6871 23.5191 2 7 12 11.9161
s-p-r 7 21 2.9704 0.0850 1.0847 0.6747 22.7793 0 7 14 10.8800
Dir Sub p-a 38 114 15.6949 0.0000 0.7286 1.2538 83.0630 0 14 100 59.9384
r-s 38 114 29.6422 0.0000 0.8129 1.4784 92.6680 0 9 105 70.9244
s-p-d 38 114 11.3876 0.0000 1.2265 0.9757 139.8259 6 41 67 87.3084
s-p-r 38 114 8.7415 0.0000 1.3227 0.9846 150.7830 10 39 65 95.1034
Urb p-a 67 201 19.2495 0.0000 0.9017 1.3299 181.2443 1 27 173 135.2463
r-s 67 201 31.3811 0.0000 0.9219 1.7029 185.3020 1 18 182 139.6264
s-p-d 67 201 16.4362 0.0000 1.3057 1.1927 262.4454 4 63 134 187.9878
s-p-r 67 201 13.4254 0.0000 1.3376 1.1670 268.8619 7 67 127 184.6002
Table 5.7: Site selection is performed considering non-uniform traffic distributed using the random-with-cluster technique for 
rural and suburban scenarios
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Figure 5.15: Site selections are made with non-uniform suburban traffic environ­
ment
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5 . 2 . 3  N o n - u n i f o r m l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  t r a f f i c  a n d  s i t e s
Site selection for non-uniformly distributed traffic and sites produces similar re­
sults to Section 5.2.2 when site selection is performed using pattern-approximation, 
service-potential-random, service-potential-deterministic and random algorithms. 
Results indicate that although random and pattern-approximation algorithms pro­
duce the lowest average cell load the range of cell loads, and hence the standard 
deviation, is higher compared to selections made with either service-potential- 
random or service-potential-deterministic algorithms as displayed in Table 5.8.
Figure 5.17 presents two graphs that display the downlink load of each cell in a 
network design when selections are made using the service-potential-deterministic 
algorithm and pattern-approximation algorithms respectively. Although in both 
cases one cell has a very high load compared to the other cells in the network, the 
loads are spread more evenly amongst cells when selections are made using service- 
potential-deterministic algorithm. This is due to the selected sites being located 
within the cluster of users when using the service-potential-deterministic algo­
rithm, whereas selections made using either the random or pattern-approximation 
algorithm allow selections in regions of the service area with less traffic demand as 
seen in Figure 5.18. These results are similar to those presented in Section 5.2.2.
6000
3000
km
Figure 5.16: Non-uniformly distributed candidate sites
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A Alg E nsn op o^p Max
flDL{Ck)
Min 
VDL(Ck)
Mean 
V d l  (c k)
STDEV
rlDL (c/c)
Network 
VDL ipk  )
Des Over Under Total over 
d + m
Omni p-a 20 20 20 6.2173 0.0144 0.6801 0.9033 13.6009 0 3 17 9.0978
r-s 20 20 20 5.8295 0 0.9556 1.0274 19.1120 0 6 14 11.7721
s-p-d 20 20 20 5.8352 0.1483 1.2444 0.7996 24.8875 1 7 12 13.8365
s-p-r 20 20 20 5.3633 0.2743 1.3703 0.8510 27.4068 2 9 9 15.2820
Dir p-a 7 7 21 4.3552 0.0000 0.6940 0.7613 14.5742 0 3 18 9.5868
r-s 7 7 21 2.8802 0.0000 0.6433 0.6030 13.5091 0 5 16 6.8998
s-p-d 7 7 21 2.9801 0.0168 0.9470 0.6032 19.8862 2 6 13 9.3561
s-p-r 7 7 21 2.9704 0.0850 1.0847 0.6747 22.7793 0 7 14 10.8800
Table 5.8: Site selection is performed using each of the selection algorithms for non-uniformly distributed candidate sites and 
traffic
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Figure 5.17: The two graphs displayed show the downlink load of each cell in 
a network design when selections are made using: service-potential-deterministic 
algorithm and pattern-approximation
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Figure 5.18: Illustration of site selections made when considering non-uniformly 
distributed traffic and candidate sites
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5 .2 .4  P e r f o r m a n c e  o f  r a n d o m  s e l e c t i o n
The performance of random site selection is affected by the magnitude of the set 
of candidate sites. When the candidate set is large the number of possible random 
network designs, with E  sites, is much higher than the number of network designs 
that can be produced with a smaller set. Thus random selection with a smaller 
candidate set is more likely to  select the same or very similar set of sites for 
deployment than those selected by the pattern-approximation, service-potential- 
random or service-potential-deterministic algorithms.
Results displayed in Table 5.9 support this conjecture, showing tha t when the 
size of the candidate set of sites is reduced to 200 sites, random selection performs 
more similarly to the performance of pattern-approxim ation and service-potential- 
deterministic, than when the candidate set size is 300 sites. In one case random se­
lection is better than either the pattern-approxim ation or service-potential-random 
algorithms. A larger candidate set also provides more selection options when try­
ing to match sites to a desired pattern  and is likely to be useful when trying to 
select sites in high traffic areas.
Ak Ud Alg n s, l op Tlop
V D L ( c k )
Max
W D L iC k )
Min 
V d l  (cfc)
Mean 
f ] D L { C k )
STDEV
V D L i C k )
p-a 22 22 1.7236 0 0.6201 0.4545
Ru s-p-r 22 22 1.9566 0.01117 0.7349 0.5756
r-s 22 22 2.2058 0 0.7523 0.5069
p-a 120 120 5.7200 0 0.8148 0.8185
Omni Sub s-p-r 120 120 3.5004 0 0.7534 0.6191
r-s 120 120 3.6515 0 0.7910 0.6878
p-a 150 150 4.4325 0 1.2032 0.9041
Urb s-p-r 150 150 4.4325 0 1.2032 0.9041
r-s 150 150 4.4325 0 1.2032 0.9041
p-a 9 27 3.1918 0 0.6469 0.9373
Rur s-p-r 9 27 5.6483 0 0.7800 1.3714
r-s 9 27 3.0220 0 0.4795 0.7829
p-a 42 126 9.2985 0 0.9451 1.6390
Dir Sub s-p-r 42 126 8.3664 0 0.8111 1.4104
r-s 42 126 8.8334 0 0.9261 1.5968
p-a 80 240 9.3100 0 0.9622 1.7725
Urb s-p-r 80 240 15.1797 0 1.0608 2.1334
r-s 80 240 10.0847 0 0.9934 1.8526
Table 5.9: Reducing the size of the candidate set
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This leads to the conclusion th a t site selection relies on the candidate site den­
sity. The greater the candidate site density, the better the suggested algorithms 
are likely to perform and the more worthwhile it is to follow the suggested dimen­
sioning procedure. W ith a reduced candidate site density the chance of pattern- 
approximation, service-potential-random and service-potential deterministic per­
forming better than random selection is greatly reduced. Further research should 
concentrate on determining a site density th a t has to be met in order to deem the 
use of site selection techniques worthwhile.
5.3 S u m m a r y
Overall results indicate th a t more sophisticated dimensioning techniques can im­
prove initial site selection compared to  random site selection. Algorithms have 
been presented such as service-potential-random, service-potential-deterministic 
and pattern-approximation th a t perform well and should be considered.
Performance of pattern-approxim ation is seemingly restricted to scenarios where 
the number of sites required for selection is approximately less than half of the 
candidate set and it is therefore recommended th a t the pattern-approximation 
algorithm is not used outside this range. Service-potential-random and service- 
potential-deterministic algorithms are typically subject to less constraints and 
variation in results than the pattern-approxim ation algorithm and experimentation 
showed that these algorithms are likely to produce better network designs when 
the traffic definitions are non-uniform. For non-uniform traffic scenarios the site 
estimates appear to be too high and this is a direct result of non-uniform loading 
of cells and non-uniform traffic distributions not being considered at the network 
dimensioning stage. Future work should concentrate on more effective modelling 
of the 3GSTART equations for non-uniform traffic scenarios.
Results highlight th a t the quantity and regularity of candidate sites affect di­
mensioning and this is largely dependent on the magnitude of the set of candidate 
sites. In some cases where the candidate set is small, performance of the proposed 
site selection algorithms approaches th a t of random site selection. Further research 
into the minimum size of the candidate set should be undertaken, specifying the 
requirement in terms of site density, which would allow the minimum candidate 
set size to be specified irrespective of the dimensions of the service area.
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Future work could consider experimenting with different desired patterns for 
the pattern-approximation algorithm. The service-potential-random and service- 
potential-deterministic algorithms could be altered to use actual cell supply area 
calculations instead of making the less computationally intensive cell area approx­
imations.
The first two stages of the proposed cell planning process is capable of produc­
ing a reasonable nominal network design, which can take the form of a stand-alone 
tool that provides an approximate guide of a network’s infrastructure requirements 
for budgetary purposes. Site selection optimisation can be applied separately from 
network dimensioning if the operator has a fixed and specified number of sites re­
quired for deployment at the s ta rt of site selection optimisation. However, all the 
conclusions assume tha t each site in the network has the same configuration. It 
could be the case that if each site was individually configured conclusions could 
change. The remaining chapters consider the possible application of network di­
mensioning and site selection optimisation in autom ated cell planning to provide 
a suitable starting position for further network configuration optimisation.
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C h a p t e r  6
O p t i m i s a t i o n  F r a m e w o r k
An optimisation framework is proposed to  allow an investigation into the effect 
of network dimensioning and site selection optimisation as a precursor to network 
configuration optimisation. Solution techniques can be applied to instances of the 
cell planning problem to  aid the discovery of suitable network design solutions. 
This chapter looks specifically a t building an optimisation framework tha t can use 
either local search or tabu search as the chosen solution technique and is organised 
into three main sections which include:
o Section 6.1 which defines the cost function, move strategies and presents the 
implementation of local search and tabu  search heuristics used in this work;
o Section 6.2 determines, via a series of experiments, which heuristic is the 
most suitable at optimising the networks considered;
o Section 6.1.2 presents methods for tuning tabu  search to allow application 
to a wide range of scenarios.
The customised optimisation framework is then used in Chapter 7 to test the 
proposed three stage cell planning solution.
6 .1  H e u r i s t i c s
Heuristics and meta-heuristics can be applied to instances of the cell planning 
problem to aid the discovery of suitable network design solutions. However, ir­
respective oT which heuristic or meta-heuristic is used a cost function has to be
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defined which provides a measure of performance for a candidate network. The 
cell planning problem has often been classified as a multi-objective problem as 
discussed in Chapter 3. These multiple objectives are likely to be inter-related 
or conflicting and need to  be considered simultaneously. One approach to evalu­
ating a network design th a t requires multiple objectives to be optimised involves 
translating the multi-objective problem into a more manageable format so that 
algorithms suitable for solving single objective problems may be applied. The 
weighted approach is popular for converting multi-objective problems into single 
objective problems [42, 47]. In this work a weighted additive objective function 
is used. The cost function is formed using a linear combination of the individual 
components:
e =  (6.i)
n
where en is the cost of component n  and includes its associated weight wn. The 
weight indicates the relative importance of the n th  objective and is specified for 
each of the objectives before the optimisation begins. The cost function can incor­
porate many objectives and measures th a t are considered suitable in evaluating
the state of a network design. The components of the cost function used here are:
o The range of uplink cell loads
( 71 \m&tr)UL(ck) -  m inr)UL(ck) (6.2)
k=0  k= 0 J
o The range of downlink cell loads
/ Tt H o p  \
e i = w i [  maxrjDL(ck) -  m inr)DL(ck) (6.3)
y  k=0  k—0 J
o A normalised cost based on the number of STP covered,
1lop
m - E  ki
e2 =  ------ J p   (6.4)
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o A normalised cost based on the number of mobile stations served,
Tl0p
tiu ( M )  ^  ^ n u{ck)
e3 =  w3 ------------ rT7\  (6-5)n u(M)
o The number of cells w ith uplink loads above the target cell load plus an 
allowed margin,
|  r]UL(ck) -  (d +  m) if Vul(cic) ~  (d +  m) >  0
e,""‘ £ \ o  ( 1
o The number of cells with downlink loads above the target cell load plus an 
allowed margin,
^  /  V D L ( c k )  -  (d + m ) if rjDL(ck) -  (d +  m) > 0
e5 =  W5 S { 0 otherwise (&7)
o  The number of cells with uplink loads below the target cell load plus an
allowed margin,
^  J  ( d - m )  -  rjUL(ck) if (d -  m) -  r]UL(ck) > 0
e6 =  we > < , (6 .8)
I 0 otherwise
o  The number of cells w ith downlink loads below the target cell load plus an 
allowed margin,
^  f ( d - m )  -  r)DL(ck) if ( d - m ) -  rjUL(ck) > 0
e7 =  w7 > < ' (6.9)
I 0 otherwise
When this type of cost function is used, a component can be normalised to bring 
tha t component’s value into a range, normally between 0 to 1. This allows each 
component to be multiplied by a weight th a t represents the proportion of influence 
tha t component is required to have on the cost function. e3 provides an example 
of a component tha t can be normalised in this way. A suitable denominator for 
e3 is the total number of STP in the service area. It is not always possible to find 
a suitable denominator for use to  normalise a given component. Components e0,
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ei and e5 to e7 are all concerned with network load in either the uplink or the 
downlink and it is difficult to  determine a suitable denominator when trying to 
normalise, as the maximum network load is not known. Instead, suitable weight 
values can be specified to control the contribution made by each component to the 
cost function. In this work components concerning the uplink and the downlink 
are not normalised, instead each component is multiplied by a weight of 1, which 
allows the cost function to be naturally weighted, suitably reflecting the operational 
scenario. The normalised components {i.e. e<i to e3) only become significant for 
evaluations of solutions in which the load aspects {i.e. eo, e\ and e$ to eg) have 
already been improved.
6 .1 .1  L o c a l  s e a r c h
Local search is a particulary attractive approach for many combinatorially hard 
optimisation problems as these problems tend to  have a natural neighbourhood 
structure [71]. Instead of exhaustively searching the entire solution space it can 
be beneficial to focus on a smaller region or local neighbourhood of a particular 
solution. A cost function is defined, providing a means of evaluating a solution’s 
performance. This is then used in the local search heuristic with the aim of finding 
a solution that has a global minimum value. For combinatorially hard problems 
this requirement is normally relaxed to finding a solution tha t has a local minimum 
value and is therefore probably sub-optimal.
An initial solution is selected according to  some predefined criteria and evalu­
ated using the cost function. A move is applied to the current solution to generate 
a new feasible solution in the neighbourhood and the new solution is evaluated 
using the cost function. A neighbourhood comprises a number of solutions (neigh­
bours) each one move away from the initial solution. If the new solution is better 
than any current solution in the neighbourhood then it is exchanged with the best 
current solution, otherwise it is discarded. The process is repeated until no move 
improves upon the current solution. This process of moving from one solution to 
another allows the local search space to  be explored.
In general a move is defined as any single change made to the current solution 
that produces a new and different solution. The process of moving from one 
network design to another allows the local search space to be explored. In terms of
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cell planning this translates to a move being any configuration adjustment made to 
the current network design to produce a new network design. In this optimisation 
framework a move comprises
o the power setting of an antenna, A k , can be adjusted by randomly selecting 
P Ak from the set {27, 28, 29,..., 50} dBm;
o the tilt of an antenna, A k , can be adjusted by randomly selecting a value from 
the set {0, —1, —2,..., —15} where —15° is the maximum available down-tilt;
o for sites with associated directional antennae the azimuths, A 5k , can be jointly 
rotated allowing 360 different positions for the same azimuth configuration.
Similar move strategies to those listed above have previously been employed by 
authors such as Hurley [42] and Kapp-Rawnsley [47] with the main difference being 
tha t sites were activated and deactivated during the course of the optimisation. 
Algorithm 6.1 provides pseudo-code for the local search heuristic in the context of 
the cell planning problem.
Zoid Z i n i t  {initial network design}
Gold = G(Z0id) {calculate the cost} 
while not finished do
Generate neighbourhood £ (Z 0id) of Z 0id 
Znew «“ z € c : e(Z)  =  min^c e ( z )
Gnew =  g(Znew) {calculate the cost} 
if G n ew  ^ G ^ d  then
Z 0id Znew {accept new network design}
Gold * Gnew  
end if 
end while
Algorithm 6.1: Pseudo-code for the implementation of local search as used in the 
optimisation framework to solve various instances of the cell planning problem.
For minimisation problems the traditional forms of local search employ a descent 
strategy in which the search always progresses in the direction of an improvement 
resulting from a downhill move. The neighbourhood is searched selecting the 
neighbour that makes the greatest improvement to the cost function until no fur­
ther improvements can be made and a local optimum has been reached. Another
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popular approach involves a process of random descent which selects neighbouring 
solutions randomly and accepts the first solution which makes an improvement to 
the cost function. The drawback with this technique is tha t for very long runs 
of the local search it starts to  becomes slower than simple enumeration strategies 
because of the likelihood of re-sampling previously considered network designs.
Local searches often result in convergence to a local optimum rather than a 
global optimum. A number of approaches can be taken to attem pt to compensate 
for local search heuristics often arriving and remaining at a local optimum. One 
approach involves running the local search algorithm a number of times with each 
run starting from a different initial solution, for example, starting each local search 
from a differently configured initial network design. Another approach involves 
making different decisions with regards to  the order of the selected moves. In the 
case where the order of moves is determined randomly from seeds, altering the 
values of these seeds is likely to result in a different ordering of moves. This in 
turn  is likely to result in a different path  being taken through the search space, 
allowing different network designs to  be considered. Alternatively, the size of the 
neighbourhood could be increased or decreased to  widen or reduce the scope of 
the search.
6 .1 .2  T a b u  S e a r c h
Meta-heuristic algorithms use problem specific criteria to guide the underlying 
heuristic towards a good solution, allowing it to escape local optima and search 
other areas of the search space to find a global optimum. One technique for escaping 
local optima is to allow the heuristic to  accept uphill moves or worse moves, albeit 
sparingly so as not to diverge too far from a suitable solution. As previously 
discussed in the literature review in Chapter 2 tabu  search, which was developed 
by Glover, Taillard, and de W erra [31], takes a different approach by going beyond 
the criteria on terminating at a local optimum to allow acceptance of uphill moves. 
Tabu search has been previously used for optimisation in cell planning and its 
suitability to the problem formulation approved by Vasquez and Hao [86] (for 
optimising GSM networks), Amaldi, Capone, and Malucelli [9] (for optimising 
UMTS networks), Lee and Kang [52] (for CDMA based networks).
Similarly to local search, a cost function is defined and applied to the solution
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space with the aim of finding a solution tha t has a minimum value. The idea 
of exploiting certain forms of flexible memory to control the search process is 
the principle theme in tabu  search. The search space is characterised by a set 
of moves and tabu search m aintains a history of the moves encountered during 
the search. When looking to  move from the current solution the best solution is 
selected providing it is not tabu restricted. A tabu move belongs to a history of 
tabu restricted moves and each move is forbidden for a number of iterations. If 
there is no improving move available the best non-tabu move (or if all moves are 
tabu the best tabu move) is accepted. After the accepted move has been made it 
is added to the history, which is then  updated.
The history is normally split into short-term  (or recency-based) memory and 
long-term (or frequency-based) memory. Short-term  memory involves preventing 
the same move being made for a certain amount of time called the tabu tenure, 
whilst long-term memory prevents a move being made if this move accounts for a 
certain proportion of the moves already made. For example, a move may be tabu 
if it has been considered in the last n  iterations (short-term memory) or has been 
repeated many times before (long term  memory).
Usually aspiration criteria are specified th a t allow a tabu restriction to be 
overridden if the solution under consideration is the best so fax; thus at each 
iteration a solution is selected from the neighbourhood and if the solution meets 
the aspiration criteria it is accepted. The conditions for a move to be aspirant 
are problem specific. In the implementation of tabu  search used in this thesis 
the aspiration criteria specified to  always select a move tha t results in a lower 
cost network design being produced. Algorithm 6.2 provides pseudo-code for tabu 
search in the context of the cell planning problem, it should be noted that frequency 
based memory is not included in this implementation.
6 .2  D e f in in g  t h e  o p t i m i s a t i o n  f r a m e w o r k
An optimisation framework is presented which enables network designs to be op­
timised with respect to a number of representative network design scenarios from 
the KORNET1 data set. The following sections analyse a number of differently 
weighted versions of the cost function to determine the most suitable formulation 
of component weights for optimising the networks considered in this work. This in
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turn  allows a number of experiments to be undertaken, using tabu search and local 
search, with the aim of determining which heuristic produces the most suitably 
designed network.
Z0id <— Zinitiai {initial network design} 
e<>id «— e(Zoid)
Zbest * %old
&best * Cold
w hile not finished do
Generate neighbourhood C(Z0id) of Z Qid
^new  * Z  e  C : min zee e (Z )
&new * c(Znew) 
if &new ^ ®best then
{Aspiration criteria}
Z0id <— Z^w  {accept move}
&old * ^new
Zbest * Z new
Cbest *— &new {update best cost} 
else if  move applied Z 0id to produce Z new is not tabu th e n  
Z0id «- Znew {accept move}
^old * ^new
else
Zoid Z  6 C : e(Z) = min^ec e(Z) {where move is non-tabu or failing that 
best tabu move} 
e0id e(Zdd)  
en d  if
update history of moves 
en d  w hile
Algorithm 6.2: Pseudo-code for the implementation of tabu  search as used in the 
optimisation framework to solve various instances of the cell planning problem
6 .2 .1  C o s t  f u n c t i o n  a n a l y s is
Experimentation is undertaken for four different sets of component weights, as 
listed in Table 6.1. Components th a t have a weight equal to zero are effectively 
eliminated from the cost function as they have no influence. Non-zero weights are 
introduced for other components, w ith the aim of designing networks with high 
service area coverage, available service for each user and cells with loads that meet 
a specified target. Table 6.2 provides results for optimisations performed using
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each version of the cost function, whilst Table 6.3 provides design statistics for the 
final network. The following observations are made in each case:
e v ersio n
Simple
downlink
only
Downlink
only
Uplink
only
Both
links
W 0 0 1 1 1
W \ 0 1 1 1
w2 1 1 1 1
W 3 1 1 1 1
W 4 0 0 1 1
w5 1 1 0 1
W 6 0 0 1 1
W 7 1 1 0 1
Table 6.1: Component weights for different versions of the cost function.
S im ple dow nlink  on ly  version of the cost function produces cell plans that only 
improve the average downlink cell load slightly by decreasing from 0.6392 to 
0.6318, but the optimisations made are detrim ental to the uplink with the 
average uplink cell load increasing from 0.5551 to  1.7682.
D ow nlink  on ly  version of the cost function introduced non-zero weights for com­
ponents eg and eg, which axe intended to  encourage the reduction of the range 
of cell loads in the cell plan. This is effective producing optimisations, which 
are more suitable in the uplink than  those produced by the simple downlink 
only version. The uplink average cell load is decreased from 0.5551 to 0.4676 
(below target), whilst in the downlink the average cell load decreases slightly 
from 0.6392 to 0.6320.
U p lin k  on ly  version of the cost function significantly reduces the uplink average 
cell load from 0.5551 to 0.3396. The aim in optimisation is for the average 
cell load to meet the target cell load. If this is not achieved it is better to 
have the uplink average cell load below the target as opposed to above (as 
obtained with simple downlink only). The optimisations are suitable in the 
downHnk taking the average cell load from 0.6392 to 0.5648.
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e version
Simple downlink only Downlink only Both links Uplink only
C n Inital Optimised Inital Optimised Inital Optimised Inital Optimised
0^ - - - 1.5406 3.0876 1.8321 3.0876 1.6450
ei - - - 1.4042 4.1369 1.4670 4.1369 0.9651
e2 0.0 0.0082 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e* 0.0 0.0027 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
e4 - - - - 6.4177 1.4000 6.4177 0.5651
£5 7.1386 2.9916 7.1386 2.8710 7.1386 2.4028 - -
e 6 - - - - 11.1029 7.3517 11.1029 6.7925
e? 5.9321 2.2307 5.9321 2.3168 5.9321 2.8622 - -
e 13.0707 5.2332 20.2952 8.1326 37.8159 17.3157 24.7452 9.9677
Table 6.2: Initial and optimised costs are given for each version of the cost function along with the value of each component en
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6.2  D e f in in g  t h e  o p t i m is a t io n  f r a m e w o r k
B oth links version of the cost function introduces non-zero weights for both up­
link and downlink based components with the aim of optimising cell loads 
in both the uplink and the downlink. In this case downlink improvements 
axe more effective than  the downlink only optimisations produced by simple 
downlink only and downlink only. The uplink optimisations are better than 
the uplink only optimisations obtained using ‘Uplink only’ as the average 
cell is closer to the target load. This version is preferred as it allows the 
uplink to be optimised (or a t least not adversely affected) but also allows the 
downlink to have the most influence in the cost function.
The results in Chapter 5 provide evidence th a t downlink is the most limiting 
link in terms of load for all operational scenarios tested with the network model 
under consideration. Therefore the optimisation framework is targeted to primarily 
optimise the capacity in the downlink. Both links is the preferred cost function 
version in this case as it allows the uplink to  be optimised (or at least not to be 
adversely affected) but also allows the downlink to have the most influence in the 
cost function. It is recommended th a t version 4 of the cost function is incorporated 
in the solution framework when optimising the network model, service scenarios 
and data sets presented in this work. Initial results suggest that optimisations 
can be made using this version of the cost function for both tabu search and local 
search.
6 .2 .2  S e l e c t i o n  o f  h e u r i s t i c
In order to define an effective framework the most suitable heuristic is selected 
from either local search or tabu search. Optimisation results generated by the 
two algorithms are also compared to benchmark results, which are produced by 
generating a set of randomly configured network designs. The benchmark results 
have the following attributes:
o each network design is generated by applying a number of moves to the 
initial network design and can thus be obtained by both local search and 
tabu search heuristics;
o each network design has the same operational sites as the initial network 
design.
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The optimisations performed using local search and tabu search are expected to 
produce optimised network designs with costs tha t are lower than any evaluated 
network design contained in the set of random network designs. Algorithm 6.3 
provides pseudo-code for producing a random set of evaluated network designs.
Zold * Zinitial
for 1 to number of network designs required do 
Znew i ^old
for each s* deployed in Znew do 
for each A* at s, do
Randomly select a value of P Ak 
Randomly select a value of A?k 
end for
if n,4 (s,) > 1 then
Randomly rotate azimuths 
end if
e(Znew) {evaluate the network design} 
end for 
end for
Calculate the maximum, minimum, mean and standard deviation of the collec­
tion of network design costs obtained
Algorithm 6.3: Pseudo-code to  generate a set of random network designs
A number of trials were performed to allow the comparison of results obtained 
using tabu search, local search and the benchmark tests. The heuristic that pro­
duces the best performance across all trials is selected to form the optimisation 
framework and will be used for optimisation in the remainder of the thesis. The 
trials included:
o 10 optimisations performed using the simple-downlink-only cost function on 
the same network for a rural traffic scenario;
o 4 optimisation trials performed using the simple-downlink-only cost function 
on the same network for a suburban environment;
o 5 optimisation trials performed using the both-links cost function on the 
same network for a rural environment.
The results^of these trials can be summarised as follows:
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o Each optimisation generated by tabu  search and local search in these trials 
was compared to  relevant benchmark statistics in Table 6.4. In all cases 
optimisations produced by local search and tabu search were lower than the 
cost of any network design contained in the benchmark set.
o 70% of the optimisations performed using the simple-downlink-only cost 
function on the same network for a rural traffic scenario resulted in tabu 
search producing cost which was between 0.5% and 8% lower than local 
search. On average tabu  search achieved a 70% reduction in cost compared 
to the 68% reduction achieved by local search. Results are presented in Ta­
ble 6.5. Optimisations made with local search were on average 54% lower 
than the minimum benchmark, whilst optimisations using tabu search were 
on average 58% lower than  the minimum benchmark. Downlink and uplink 
network statistics are presented in Table 6.6 and Table 6.7 respectively.
o 75% of the optimistions performed using the simple-downlink-only cost func­
tion for a suburban traffic scenario also resulted in tabu  search producing 
the lowest cost. Results can be seen in Table 6.8. On average tabu search 
achieved a 54.5% reduction in cost compared to  the 52.5% reduction achieved 
by local search. Optimisations made with local search were on average 49.4% 
lower than the minimum benchmark, whilst optimisations using tabu search 
were on average 51.4% lower than  the minimum benchmark. Downlink statis­
tics and uplink statistics relating to  these optimisations are listed in Table 
6.9 and Table 6.10 respectively.
o 60% of the optimisations performed using both-links cost function resulted 
in tabu search producing the lowest cost. On average tabu search achieved 
a 74.5% reduction in cost compared to  the 73% reduction achieved by lo­
cal search. Optimisations made with local search were on average 17.5% 
lower than the minimum benchmark, whilst optimisations using tabu search 
were on average 18% lower than  the minimum benchmark. Results for these 
optimisations are presented in Table 6.11. Downlink and uplink network 
statistics are presented in Table 6.12 and 6.13 respectively.
Given this success of tabu search it is incorporated into the cell planning optimi­
sation framework.
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e v ersio n
Simple
Downlink
only
Downlink
only
B o th
links
Uplink
only
Initial Opt Opt Opt Opt
D L load
Network 12.7836 12.6364 12.64 11.4439 11.2961
Mean 0.6392 0.6318 0.632 0.5722 0.5648
Max 3.0876 1.7209 1.5406 1.8320 3.0876
Min 0 0 0 0 0
#  Desired 1 4 3 3 1
#  Over 6 7 9 8 10
#  Under 13 9 8 9 9
STDEV 1.0636 5.4458 0.4058 0.4412 0.4002
Total over m  +  d 7.1386 2.9916 2.871 2.4028 3.6444
U L load
Network 11.1029 35.3646 9.3511 7.3517 6.7925
Mean 0.5551 1.7682 0.4676 0.3676 0.3396
Max 4.1369 24.2130 1.4042 1.4669 4.1369
Min 0 0 0 0 0
#  Desired 0 3 3 2 4
#  Over 4 5 4 2 3
#  Under 16 12 13 16 13
STDEV 1.0601 5.3196 0.3691 0.388 0.3268
Total over m  + d 7.1386 2.9916 2.871 2.4028 3.6444
C overage
% STP 100 99.72 100 100 100
% MS 100 99.18 100 100 100
Table 6.3: Network statistics gathered for optimisations carried out using each 
version of the cost function
Ud Version Iterations Max e Min e Mean e STDEV
Rur Simple-downlink-only 3302 156.6393 11.7369 23.2196 48.0785
Sub Simple-downlink-only 780 361.5230 75.9338 94.9946 159.6673
Rur Both-links 3467 211.5901 17.4877 33.5718 12.7780
Table 6.4: Benchmark results.
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Run Heuristic Elapsed seconds e e7 5^ e2 e*
Initial 12.328 4.6827 7.6452 0.0 0.0
1 LS 16524 4.5066 1.7142 2.7924 0.0 0.0
TS 14782 3.5355 1.6151 1.9198 0.0 0.0006
Initial 12.676 1.617 11.0589 0.0 0.0001
2 LS 16954 4.5829 1.4846 3.0982 0.0 0.0001
TS 17874 5.2638 2.8234 2.4403 0.0 0.0
Initial 13.0707 5.9321 7.1386 0.0 0.0
3 LS 17919 4.1903 2.11 2.0794 0.0 0.0009
TS 8573 5.3566 2.7839 2.5727 0.0 0.0001
Initial 14.3815 6.4849 7.8965 0.0 0.0
4 LS 17978 5.0656 1.9139 3.1517 0.0 0.0
TS 17639 4.6717 2.552 2.0268 0.0653 0.0275
Initial 17.3594 4.2562 13.1032 0.0 0.0
5 LS 16853 5.0805 2.5393 2.5401 0.0 0.0011
TS 17457 4.9704 2.8273 2.1431 0.0 0.0
Initial 18.3015 4.8485 13.453 0.0 0.0
6 LS 8148 5.3519 3.2074 2.1445 0.0 0.0
TS 18031 4.3857 1.9347 2.3647 0.0612 0.025
Initial 19.9503 6.6016 13.3487 0.0 0.0
7 LS 16847 4.7625 1.9833 2.774 0.0041 0.001
TS 18014 4.9764 2.3815 2.5949 0.0 0.0
Initial 20.283 5.8944 14.3886 0.0 0.0
8 LS 16867 5.5837 2.7332 2.8505 0.0 0.0
TS 9267 4.993 2.4379 2.5547 0.0 0.0004
Initial 21.3042 6.3513 14.9529 0.0 0.0
9 LS 17857 7.5724 3.8747 3.6976 0.0 0.0
TS 15253 5.5868 1.9711 3.6139 0.0 0.0017
Initial 23.0048 5.7883 17.2165 0.0 0.0
10 LS 14722 6.7843 3.6662 3.118 0.0 0.0002
TS 15867 5.3991 2.1202 3.2789 0.0 0.0
Table 6.5: Optimisations using simple downlink only cost function carried out within rural traffic scenario.
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Run e V d l Network DL Des Over Under STDEV Total over m  + d % MS % STP
Initial 0.7301 14.6017 1 6 13 0.6188 7.6452 100
1 LS 0.6609 13.2171 3 10 7 0.4403 2.7924 100 100
TS 0.618 12.3604 7 7 6 0.3692 1.9198 100 99.94
Initial 1.0841 21.6819 0 12 8 0.6508 11.0589 100 100
2 LS 0.6809 13.6177 3 9 8 1.5575 3.0982 100 100
TS 0.5879 11.7575 5 8 7 0.4039 2.4403 100 99.94
Initial 0.6392 12.7836 1 6 13 1.0636 7.1386 100 99.99
3 LS 0.5913 11.8258 5 6 9 6.3645 2.0794 100 99.99
TS 0.5812 11.624 6 6 8 0.528 2.5727 100 100
Initial 1.0153 20.3053 1 7 12 0.9121 13.453 100 100
4 LS 0.5414 10.8282 8 4 8 0.4387 2.1445 100 99.91
TS 0.6276 12.5513 4 8 8 0.3793 2.3647 93.88 99.99
Initial 0.6399 12.7979 1 4 15 1.1955 7.8965 100 100
5 LS 0.6636 13.2725 5 7 8 0.4631 3.1517 100 100
TS 0.5642 11.2834 1 8 11 6.3431 2.0268 93.47 97.50
Initial 1.0243 20.4869 0 7 13 0.8642 13.1032 100 100
6 LS 0.5955 11.9093 6 6 8 34.592 2.5401 100 100
TS 0.5561 11.1217 4 6 10 0.4704 2.1431 100 97.25
Initial 0.9134 18.2671 0 6 14 0.8248 13.3487 100 100
7 LS 0.6433 12.8656 6 7 7 0.6137 2.774 99.59 99.90
TS 0.6117 12.2335 3 9 8 2.5222 2.5949 100 100
Initial 0.9947 19.8941 0 5 15 0.8895 14.3886 100 100
8 LS 0.6066 12.1329 3 8 9 0.5172 2.8505 100 99.9
TS 0.6047 12.0941 5 7 8 0.3831 2.5547 100 100
Initial 1.0061 20.1216 0 6 14 0.9228 14.9529 100 100
9 LS 0.587 11.7397 1 9 10 0.5541 3.6976 100 100
TS 0.7036 14.0722 4 11 5 1.8717 3.6139 100 99.96
Initial 1.1538 23.0757 1 7 12 19.8773 17.2165 100 100
10 LS 0.5606 11.2118 0 8 12 0.5124 3.118 100 100
TS 0.6552 13.105 2 9 9 0.4585 3.2789 100 99.83
Table 6.6: Downlink network statistics relating to optimisations carried out using simple-downlink-only cost function (rural
traffic scenario).
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Run Heuristic 1 U L Network UL Des Over Under STDEV Total over margin
1 Initial 0.4308 8.6152 1 5 14 0.5373 7.6452
LSI 0.4290 8.5805 2 3 15 0.3705 2.7924
TS1 0.4274 8.5474 4 2 14 0.3131 1.9198
2 Initial 0.5566 11.1311 1 9 10 0.3614 11.0589
LSI 0.8256 16.5121 4 5 11 1.5504 3.0982
TS1 0.4188 8.3759 3 2 15 0.3647 2.4403
3 Initial 0.5551 11.1029 0 4 16 1.0601 7.1386
LSI 2.0997 41.9950 4 4 12 6.1734 2.0794
TS1 0.4426 8.8522 1 4 15 0.5085 2.5727
4 Initial 0.5276 10.5511 0 5 15 0.7626 13.4530
LS4 0.3905 7.8105 2 3 15 0.4105 2.1445
TS4 0.4402 8.8038 4 4 12 0.3270 2.3647
5 Initial 0.4624 9.2485 1 3 16 1.1816 7.8965
LSI 0.4408 8.8158 0 4 16 0.4027 3.1517
TS1 1.7969 35.9371 2 4 14 6.2158 2.0268
6 Initial 0.4596 9.1918 0 4 16 0.6411 13.1032
LSI 7.9813 159.6261 3 4 13 33.7518 2.5401
TS1 0.4312 8.6245 2 2 16 0.4526 2.1431
7 Initial 0.4248 8.4964 1 5 14 0.6550 13.3487
LSI 0.4709 9.4185 1 3 16 0.5877 2.7740
TS1 0.9790 19.5807 2 3 15 2.4939 2.5949
8 Initial 0.4457 8.9130 0 4 16 0.6884 14.3886
LSI 0.4456 8.9121 3 3 14 0.4901 2.8505
TS1 0.4779 9.5580 2 4 14 0.3604 2.5547
9 Initial 0.4573 9.1468 1 4 15 0.7312 14.9529
LSI 0.4570 9.1409 2 4 14 0.5378 3.6976
TSl 0.8827 17.6544 0 7 13 1.8626 3.6139
10 Initial 4.6904 93.8073 0 5 15 19.5433 17.2165
LSI 0.4252 8.5036 2 4 14 0.4932 3.1180
TSl 0.4574 9.1488 1 4 15 0.4111 3.2789
Table 6.7: Uplink network statistics for optimisations carried out using simple-downlink-only cost function (rural traffic sce­
nario).
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Run Heuristic Elapsed seconds e e7 5^ e2 ez
1
Initial
LS
TS
21577
22363
87.5779
40.1415
38.3094
25.0872
14.3650
14.0443
62.4785
25.7708
24.2535
0.0057
0.0024
0.0065
0.0065
0.0032
0.0050
2
Initial
LS
TS
21830
22007
85.4397
39.0186
38.9417
21.2293
15.3144
14.0723
64.1915
23.7011
24.8684
0.0090
0.0016
0.0008
0.0099
0.0015
0.0002
3
Initial
LS
TS
21824
22200
83.6873
37.9311
33.8687
26.7016
14.6095
12.7655
56.9822
23.3200
21.0991
0.0008
0.0008
0.0033
0.0027
0.0007
0.0009
4
Initial
LS
TS
21833
22185
69.4384
36.5886
36.6327
23.1722
14.6207
13.9785
46.2615
21.9659
22.6521
0.0024
0.0016
0.0016
0.0022
0.0004
0.0004
Table 6.8: Optimisations using simple downlink only cost function carried out for 
a suburban traffic scenario
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Run Heuristic V UL Network UL Des Over Under STDEV Total over Total over margin % Mobiles % STP
Initial 0.6070 61.3085 0 0 5 23 73 1.2579 34.7228 62.4785
1 LS 0.5658 57.1426 0 0 7 22 72 0.8581 23.4477 25.7708
TS 0.8282 83.6528 0 0 6 20 75 3.2400 51.1475 24.2535
Initial 0.6845 69.1333 0 0 3 24 74 1.3046 39.7902 64.1915
2 LS 0.5050 51.0028 0 0 8 21 72 0.6847 17.2003 23.7011
TS 0.5519 55.7422 0 0 5 20 76 0.8225 22.7378 24.8684
Initial 0.4952 50.0161 0 0 5 23 73 0.7731 23.9393 56.9822
3 LS 0.4509 45.5427 0 0 8 14 79 0.5551 12.3590 23.3200
TS 0.4733 47.8050 0 0 8 16 77 0.5477 13.3457 21.0991
Initial 0.4804 48.5193 0 0 10 19 72 0.7002 19.7551 46.2615
4 LS 0.4865 49.1408 0 0 8 20 73 0.5810 15.1213 21.9659
TS 0.4995 50.4465 0 0 8 20 73 0.5835 15.9502 22.6521
Table 6.9: Uplink network statistics relating to optimisations carried out using downlink only cost function (suburban traffic 
scenario)
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Run Heuristic Vdl Network DL Des Over Under STDEV Total over d + m % Mobiles % STP
Initial 0.9498 95.9300 4 31 66 1.3042 62.4785 99.4286 99.3499
1 LS 0.7035 71.0547 19 32 50 0.8692 25.7708 99.7551 99.6777
TS 0.6916 69.8508 11 37 53 3.2430 24.2535 99.3469 99.4984
Initial 1.0159 102.6070 8 39 54 1.3465 64.1915 99.1020 99.0131
2 LS 0.6641 67.0779 16 28 57 0.7031 23.7011 99.8367 99.8533
TS 0.6957 70.2667 14 34 53 0.8351 24.8684 99.9184 99.9783
Initial 0.8777 88.6435 2 31 68 0.8634 56.9822 99.9184 99.7338
3 LS 0.6722 67.8873 14 32 55 0.5980 23.3200 99.9184 99.9258
TS 0.6727 67.9460 20 32 49 0.5832 21.0991 99.6735 99.9131
Initial 0.8184 82.6619 5 39 57 0.7782 46.2615 99.7551 99.7755
4 LS 0.6624 66.9020 17 33 51 0.6073 21.9659 99.8367 99.9602
TS 0.6755 68.2205 20 32 49 0.6097 22.6521 99.8367 99.9602
Table 6.10: Downlink network statistics relating to optimisations carried out using simple downlink only cost function (suburban 
traffic scenario).
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Run Elapsed seconds e e2 e3 e4 ^5 ee z? eo ei
1 initial 29.2151 0 0 2.6514 8.0922 6.0739 5.6903 2.2172 4.4901
17400 LS 12.2368 0 0 0.8687 2.8892 3.7284 2.1852 1.0095 1.5558
17817 TS 11.3964 0.0003 0 0.6718 3.0185 2.9224 2.3762 1.0947 1.3125
2 initial 38.8256 0 0 4.1951 9.5423 7.6278 7.1665 3.443 6.851
17924 LS 13.0252 0 0 1.3962 2.5242 3.5222 2.6034 1.4581 1.5211
17825 TS 13.395 0 0 1.4589 2.8011 3.7453 2.4251 1.4581 1.5065
3 initial 81.6357 0 0 31.3938 6.9144 4.9646 3.9661 30.3653 4.0314
13172 LS 11.4975 0 0 0.6999 2.173 3.504 2.7518 0.9754 1.3935
17876 TS 10.6406 0.0001 0 0.6193 3.5705 2.6213 1.4861 1.0163 1.3271
4 initial 81.6357 0 0 31.3938 6.9144 4.9646 3.9661 30.3653 4.0314
17860 LS 11.0064 0 0 0.6778 2.504 3.3138 2.0383 1.0137 1.4588
13172 TS 11.4975 0 0 0.6999 2.173 3.504 2.7518 0.9754 1.3935
5 initial 39.286 0 0 5.1169 7.8965 7.1424 6.4849 5.3299 7.3153
17439 LS 12.2253 0 0 0.8638 2.6644 3.54 2.628 1.1836 1.3454
17935 TS 10.4492 0.0012 0 0.883 2.8149 2.874 1.5093 1.0148 1.352
Table 6.11: Optimisations using both links version of the cost function carried out within a rural traffic scenario.
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Run Heuristic Mean Network DL Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total m  + d % MS %RTP
1 Initial 0.6991 13.9818 4.4901 0 1 6 13 0.64 8.0922 100.00 100.00
LS 0.6399 12.7981 1.5558 0 5 8 7 0.373 2.8892 100.00 100.00
TS 0.649 12.9798 1.3241 0.011668396 3 11 6 0.333 3.0185 100.00 99.97
2 Initial 0.6832 13.6637 6.851 0 1 4 15 0.8841 9.5423 100.00 100.00
LS 0.5999 11.9989 1.5211 0 4 8 8 0.4052 2.5242 100.00 100.00
TS 0.6192 12.3833 1.5065 0 6 7 7 0.4203 2.8011 100.00 100.00
3 Initial 0.734 14.679 4.0314 0 2 7 11 6.8215 6.9144 100.00 100.00
LS 0.5844 11.6881 1.3935 0 2 12 6 0.3377 2.173 100.00 100.00
TS 0.7245 14.4896 1.3557 0.02863137 2 13 5 0.3552 3.5705 100.00 99.99
4 Initial 0.734 14.679 4.0314 0 2 7 11 6.8215 6.9144 100.00 100.00
LS 0.6328 12.6566 1.4588 0 5 9 6 0.3487 2.504 100.00 100.00
TS 0.5844 11.6881 1.3935 0 2 12 6 0.3377 2.173 100.00 100.00
5 Initial 0.6399 12.7979 7.3153 0 1 4 15 1.1955 7.8965 100.00 100.00
LS 0.6171 12.3413 1.3454 0 4 10 6 0.3693 2.6644 100.00 100.00
TS 0.681 13.6205 1.3681 0.016132516 5 11 4 0.343 2.8149 100.00 99.88
Table 6.12: Downlink network statistics relating to optimisations carried out using both-links version of the cost function (rural 
traffic scenario)
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Run Heuristic Mean Network UL Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m + d
1 Initial 0.3989 7.9776 2.2172 0 0 5 15 0.5610 8.0922
LS 0.4267 8.5332 1.0095 0 1 4 15 0.3021 2.8892
TS 0.4610 9.2202 1.1422 0.0475 6 3 11 0.2714 3.0185
2 initial 0.3864 7.7273 3.4430 0 0 3 17 0.8300 9.5423
LS 0.4648 9.2968 1.4581 0 6 3 11 0.3808 2.5242
TS 0.4482 8.9643 1.4581 0 5 2 13 0.3819 2.8011
3 initial 1.8858 37.7159 30.3653 0 2 3 15 6.7183 6.9144
LS 0.4274 8.5471 0.9754 0 5 3 12 0.2967 2.1730
TS 0.4799 9.5972 1.0548 0.0385 7 3 10 0.2514 3.5705
4 initial 1.8858 37.7159 30.3653 0 2 3 15 6.7183 6.9144
LS 0.4375 8.7501 1.0137 0 5 3 12 0.2853 2.5040
TS 0.4274 8.5471 0.9754 0 5 3 12 0.2967 2.1730
5 initial 0.4624 9.2485 5.3299 0 1 3 16 1.1816 7.8965
LS 0.4375 8.7495 1.1836 0 4 3 13 0.3200 2.6644
TS 0.4743 9.4856 1.1323 0.1175 5 4 11 0.2695 2.8149
Table 6.13: Uplink network statistics relating to optimisations carried out using both links cost function (rural traffic scenario)
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6.3  T u n in g  t a b u  s e a r c h
6 .3  T u n i n g  t a b u  s e a r c h
In section fi.2 tabu search was specified as being the most suitable heuristic to 
be incorporated into the optimisation framework. The following sections look at 
areas of the optimisation framework th a t can be customised to improve the results 
obtained and include:
o determining methods for composing a neighbourhood; 
o selecting an effective neighbourhood size; 
o selecting a suitable tabu tenure.
Results and analyses produced from these tasks are presented in the following 
sections. The network scenarios considered a t taken from the KORNET1 data  set.
6 .3 .1  N e i g h b o u r h o o d  c o m p o s i t i o n
A neighbourhood is composed of moves that are selected from the population 
of moves. The process of selection can be made randomly or by using a more 
strategic method. Experimentation has been undertaken to  determine a suitable 
method for composing neighbourhood structures for use in this optimisation frame­
work. Algorithm 6.4 presents pseudo-code for randomly selecting moves to form a 
neighbourhood structure. An alternative to randomly constructing a neighbour­
hood involves targeting antennae tha t are more likely to significantly reduce the 
cost function if an improvement is found. This is a deterministic approach tha t 
involves targeting over-loaded or under-loaded cells upon which a move can be 
performed; although only half the antennae are targeted, whilst the other half are 
still randomly selected. As the network designs produced for the network model 
and operational scenarios in this work are always downlink limited, the downlink 
is likely to be the most appropriate link to target. All tests are performed us­
ing a tabu tenure of 25% of the number of operational antennae in the network. 
Algorithm 6.5 provides pseudo-code for generating a target-load neighbourhood.
Results illustrated in figures 6.1-6.4 indicate tha t although the downlink target­
load neighbourhood initially produces better optimised solutions (as would be ex­
pected) it quickly gets stuck in a local optima, whilst the randomly composed
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neighbourhood obtains the lowest cost network design by the end of the optimi­
sation. This is likely to  be because the downlink-tar get neighbourhood is more 
restricted in its exploration of the search space and has a significantly reduced 
number of random opportunities to  make adjustm ents to other active antennae. 
For larger problems involving 103 sites, optimisations using the random and the 
target-load neighbourhood structures shows more similarity to one another. In the 
optimisation framework it is sufficient to  compose a neighbourhood randomly as 
this composition performs well for small and large problems and is less computa­
tionally intensive.
Future developments to the neighbourhood structure should involve introducing 
more sophisticated moves to ensure the application of the move is effective in 
reducing the cost function. For example, if one of the cells selected by the target 
load neighbourhood is over-loaded it is possible th a t a move will be applied tha t 
increases the power of that antenna with the likely result of the cell becoming more 
loaded. Whereas in this situation it would have been best to decrease the load of 
the cell by lowering the power setting of th a t antenna and a more sophisticated 
strategy would enforce this rule. Thus the basic moves used in this work are likely 
to have been an impediment to the performance of the target-load neighbourhood.
w hile list size < neighbourhood size do 
{Generate move}
Randomly select the type of move to be made i.e. power, tilt or azimuth 
Given the move type select a value at random within the perm itted range 
Perform the move on a randomly selected Ak 
Add the move to the neighbourhood list
Evaluate the altered network design using the specified cost function 
Record the cost and network statistics
Reverse the move returning the network design to the original state 
en d  w hile
Algorithm 6.4: Pseudo-code for generating and evaluating a random neighbour­
hood
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Select j  most loaded cell from the active set and add associated Ak to a tem­
porary list
Select j  least loaded cell, c*, from the active set and add associated Ak to a 
temporary list
Select § Ak a t random from the active set and add to  a tem porary list 
n  <— temporary list size 
for i = 1 to n do
Select the ith Ak in the tem porary list
Randomly select the type of move to be made i.e. power, tilt or azimuth 
Given the move type select a value at random within the perm itted range 
Perform the move on the selected Ak 
Add the move to the neighbourhood list
Evaluate the altered network design using the chosen cost function 
Record the cost and network statistics
Reverse the move, returning the network design to  the original state 
e n d  for
Algorithm 6.5: Pseudo-code for generating and evaluating a target-load neigh­
bourhood
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 R an d om
 T a rg et-lo a d
5 0 0 0 10000 
E la p sed  secon d s
1 5 0 0 0 20000
Figure 6.1: A random neighbourhood is compared to a target-load neighbourhood 
with optimisations preformed using the downlink-only cost function (rural traffic 
scenario)
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30
 Target-load
 Random
2000010000 
Elapsed seconds
150005000
Figure 6.2: A random neighbourhood is compared to a target-load neighbourhood 
with optimisations preformed using the both-links cost function for a rural traffic 
scenario
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120
100
 T  a rg et-lo a d
 R an d om
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  15 0 0 0  2 0 0 0 0  2 5 0 0 0  3 0 0 0 0
E la p sed  seco n d s
Figure 6.3: A random neighbourhood is compared to a target-load neighbourhood 
with optimisations preformed using the downlink-only cost function (suburban 
traffic scenario)
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100
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Figure 6.4: A random neighbourhood is compared to a target-load neighbourhood 
with optimisations preformed using the both-links cost function (suburban traffic 
scenario)
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6 .3 .2  N e i g h b o u r h o o d  s i z e
A neighbourhood is typically defined as the immediate area or region surrounding 
a particular point in the search space and is normally constructed by defining a 
neighbourhood structure on the search space. In cell planning an example of a 
neighbourhood could include a selection of operational antenna th a t are each one 
move away from the current network design. In determining a suitable neighbour­
hood size there is a trade-off between solution quality and computation time. Very 
small neighbourhoods can be evaluated and searched relatively quickly, bu t the 
process is less likely to converge to a global optimum. For large neighbourhoods 
the time taken to evaluate each neighbourhood increases, but at each iteration 
there is more chance of finding a better solution. Thus the neighbourhood size is 
central to the performance of a heuristic algorithm.
In determining a suitable neighbourhood size for optimising the network model 
presented in Chapter 3, a series of tests have been undertaken, which involve 
performing a number of optimisations based on different neighbourhood sizes. In 
each case the neighbourhood size is determined as a percentage of the number of 
operational antenna in the network design. Table 6.14 presents results obtained 
when optimising a network design within a rural and suburban traffic environment 
respectively. For rural scenarios neighbourhood sizes of 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% 
of the number of operational antennae are considered.
The optimisations are performed using downlink-only and both-links versions 
of the cost function and the following observations are made:
o the most suitable neighourhood size for a rural scenario for the downlink-only 
cost function is 40% which requires a neighbourhood structure containing 
eight trial network designs at each optimisation iteration;
o 40% is also suitable for use with both-links version although a neighbourhood 
specified as 60% of the number of operational antennae produces the best 
results.
Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 provide graphs to illustrate these results by plot­
ting cost against elapsed time and elapsed iterations respectively. These graphs 
highlight the trade-off between large and small neighbourhoods. For example,
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when the neighbourhood size is 20% many more iterations are performed in the 
optimisation period as shown in Figure 6 .6, but as the neighbourhood is small 
the optimisations reside in a local optimum very quickly as shown in Figure 6.5. 
Larger neighbourhoods produce better optimisation results (for example, see the 
graph for a neighbourhood size of 80% in Figure 6.5) but are inherently restricted 
to evaluating less iterations as shown in Figure 6.6.
Neighbourhood size set to 20% Neighbourhood size set to 40%
5000 10000 
Elapsed seconds
15000 20000 5000 10000 
Elapsed seconds
15000 20000
Neighbourhood size set to 60% Neighbourhood size set to 80%
5000 1500010000 
Elapsed seconds
20000 5000 10000 
Elapsed seconds
2000015000
Figure 6.5: Effect of neighbourhood size (cost against time)
The same tests are performed for a suburban traffic scenario which requires a 
network design with a greater number of operational antennae required to meet the 
traffic demand. Firstly optimisations are undertaken for the downlink-only cost 
function considering neighbourhood sizes of 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%. All tests 
are performe'd using a tabu tenure of 25% of the number of operational antennae 
in the network. As this network design has more antennae than are required in 
rural scenarios an extra round of tests are undertaken to refine the selection of
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Neighbourhood size set to 20% Neighbourhood size set to
200 400
Elapsed iterations
600 800 400
Elapsed iterations
600200 800
Neighbourhood size set to 80%Neighbourhood size set to 60%
200 400
Elapsed iterations
600 800 800400
Elapsed iterations
600200
Figure 6 .6: Effect of neighbourhood size (cost against iteration)
neighbourhood size considering neighbourhood sizes of 10%, 15%, 25% and 35%. 
Results for all neighbourhood size tests are listed in Table 6.14.
The results of these tests enable conclusions to be drawn as to how the neigh­
bourhood size will be specified in the reminder of the thesis. When considering 
a rural scenario the neighbourhood size should be determined by taking 60% of 
the number operational antennae in the network design. For suburban scenarios 
results indicate th a t smaller neighbourhoods are more appropriate for reasonable 
optimisation run times and in these cases a neighbourhood size which is 10% of 
the number of operational antennae should be applied. In the cases considered for 
neighbourhood size
o 40% or 60% of the number of operational antennae in the rural scenario the 
number of operational antennae is 12;
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o 10% of the number of operational antennae in the suburban scenario the 
number of operational antennae is 10.
This gives neighbourhoods with between 10 and 12 candidate network designs in 
suburban and rural scenarios. It is likely tha t a reduced percentage would be 
better for an urban scenario, but in this work 10% is assumed.
e version riop % Initial Optimised
Simple Rural 20 10.8805 5.6816
downlink 40 10.8805 3.6642
only 60 10.8805 3.9909
80 10.8805 3.6681
Downlink Rural 20 20.2952 9.3409
Only 40 20.2952 7.9963
60 20.2952 8.5296
80 20.2952 8.4989
Downlink Suburban 5 111.8740 66.1809
only 10 111.8740 65.9781
15 111.8740 66.3520
20 111.8740 68.7051
35 111.8740 79.1096
40 111.8740 79.1096
60 111.8740 82.1714
80 111.8740 82.7125
Both Rural 20 23.7435 15.3453
links 40 23.7435 12.3981
60 23.7435 10.3878
80 23.7435 12.1911
Both Suburban 5 151.365 97.8869
links 10 151.365 92.5651
15 151.365 92.7334
20 151.365 96.3586
Table 6.14: Neighbourhood size test results
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6 . 3 . 3  T a b u  t e n u r e
The more sophisticated the heuristic the more tuning and judgement are required 
in tailoring it to the problem. As discussed in Section 6.1.2, the idea of exploiting 
certain forms of flexible memory to control the search process is the principal 
theme in tabu search. The introduction of a memory feature involves a number 
of extra parameters and tuning decisions tha t make tabu search a more complex 
heuristic to implement than local search.
When a move is applied to alter one attribute of a single antenna, it is subse­
quently added to the memory and becomes a tabu move, this prevents any further 
move being applied to that antenna for the course of the tabu move’s tenure. 
Glover [30] states that an im portant aspect of a tabu search using recency based 
memory is to determine a ‘good’ value for the tabu tenure. This assertion was 
later supported by Lee and Kang [52] who applied tabu search to the cell planning 
problem. When deciding on a suitable tabu tenure Glover [30] suggests taking 
either a static approach, which involves stating the tenure as some constant relat­
ing to the environment, or a dynamic tuning approach, which allows the tenure 
to vary randomly or systematically between an upper and a lower bound. This 
work applies static tabu tuning but both approaches are discussed in some detail 
in [31]. W ith regards to a static approach to tuning Glover [30] states th a t exper­
imentation should be undertaken to determine a suitable value for the problem in 
question as preferred tabu tenure values are largely problem specific. In Glover’s 
experience, tenures of between 7 and 20 iterations appear to work well for a variety 
of problem cases.
Pseudo-code for the static technique used in this work to determine a suitable 
recency tenure is provided in algorithm 6.6. This technique involves setting the 
tenure as a percentage of the to tal number of operational antennae in the network 
allowing the tenure to be a constant associated with the environment. More de­
tailed tabu tenure tests can be undertaken if required, determined by granularity 
of percentages considered.
Tabu tenure tests have been undertaken for optimisations using a number of 
different versions of the cost function and results are presented in Table 6.15. A 
tabu tenure of 25% of the number of operational antennae appears to be the most 
effective in most of the scenarios considered, in particular when using the downlink
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Specify a starting percentage of riop 
Specify a final percentage of 
Specify an increment 
while percentage <  final percentage do 
tabu tenure <— percentage 
Perform tabu search optimisation 
Record the cost of the best network design 
Increment percentage 
end while
Select the tabu tenure that best minimises the cost function
Algorithm 6.6: This algorithm can be used to assist in statically determining a 
suitable tabu tenure for use with recency memory
only cost function as stated in Table 6.1.
If the process for generating a neighbourhood structure is altered from random  
selection to a more targeted method which favors cells with high or low cell load­
ing as opposed to randomly selecting the antennae, results indicate th a t a tabu  
tenure of 25% can be applied effectively and is not affected by alterations to  the 
composition of the neighbourhood.
From the tabu tenure results it is recommended that a tabu tenure of 25% 
should be used with the downlink only cost function. It is important th a t tim e is 
spent in finding an effective tabu tenure, but for a pragmatic approach to network 
design this testing should not escalate to exhaustive experimentation. Glover [30] 
clearly states tha t it is a ‘good’ tenure tha t is required not the ‘best’ tenure. The 
methods presented allow a ‘good’ tabu tenure to be determined quickly.
One aspiration criterion is included in this implementation of tabu  search. The 
aspiration criterion in question is often applied in the literature [9, 86] and states 
that a tabu status of a trial move can be overridden if it yields a solution better 
than anything obtained to tha t point in the optimisation.
6 .3 .4  I n i t i a l  n e t w o r k  d e s i g n
Figure 6.7 illustrates a selection of tabu search optimisations taken from the trials 
discussed in Section 6.2. By comparing the initial and optimised costs illustrated
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e version Ud Neighbourhood e
Tabu tenure as a percentage of operational antennae
0 % 25% 50% 75% 100%
Simple downlink only Rural Random Initial
Optimised
13.0707
7.8543
13.0707
5.4496
13.0707
5.1869
13.0707
6.7684
13.0707
5.6945
Simple downlink only Rural Target-load Initial
Optimised
13.0707
6.3901
13.0707
5.5651
13.0707
7.3261
13.0707
7.3261
13.0707
7.6817
Downlink only Rural Random Initial
Optimised
20.2952
9.3421
20.2952
8.6620
20.2952
9.7222
20.2952
11.7350
20.2952
9.7018
Downlink only Rural Target-load Initial
Optimised
20.2952
11.6182
20.2952
10.3127
20.2952
11.6745
20.2952
12.3985
20.2952
12.3985
Downlink only Suburban Random Initial
Optimised
111.8740
59.5027
111.8740
59.0574
111.8740
59.3549
111.8740
59.3549
111.8740
59.5027
Both links Rural Random initial
Optimised
33.3078
14.2618
33.3078
12.7440
33.3078
14.3025
33.3078
14.5610
33.3078
15.0969
Both links Suburban Random Initial
Optimised
168.5694
75.8383
168.5694
73.2517
168.5694
76.9646
168.5694
77.8423
168.5694
77.8423
Table 6.15: Tabu tenure results
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Run 1 Run 2
J S
200005000 10000 15000
Elapsed seconds
5000 10000 15000 20000
Elapsed seconds
Run 4 Run 5
5000 10000 15000 20000
Elapsed seconds
15000 200005000 10000 
Elapsed seconds
Run Run 10
200005000 10000 15000
Elapsed seconds
5000 10000 15000
Elapsed seconds
20000
Figure 6.7: Multiple tabu search starts
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in each of the graphs in Figure 6.7 the following observation is made:
o optimisations that start from a lower cost are likely to produce the best 
optimised costs at the end of the optimisation period, indicating that the 
initial network configuration affects the quality of the solutions obtained.
It is likely that improving the initial network design will result in more effective 
optimisations being found. Motivated by this observation, a set of random net­
work designs can be easily generated at the start of each optimisation by utilising 
algorithm 6.3. The network design that best minimises the cost function is se­
lected from the set to become the network design from which optimisation will 
commence.
10 -
>o|
?Ll.
3S.7 5 6 3112 16.1 2m 2 5 3 ♦ S 3
13.7 1S.S Z3S 2S.* 333  S 2  43.1 *BB S Z 3  STS
e(x_new}
Figure 6.8: Benchmark of costs are almost normally distributed
Clearly, there is a trade-off between time spent in finding a good initial network 
design and time spent optimising with the framework. The graph in Figure 6.8 il­
lustrates the distribution of random network design costs against their frequencies.
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Prom this graph it can be seen th a t the cost is almost normally distributed with a 
mean of 32. Prom these results it can be assumed th a t the probability of picking 
a network design with a cost th a t is less than or equal to the 32 is approximately
Therefore the probability of generating a network design with a fairly low cost 
within 10 attem pts is | 10 =  0.93. Thus, it is likely tha t a reasonable initial net­
work design can be found within the first 10 randomly generated network designs. 
The application of this is checked by performing optimisations from three different 
starting network designs generated by
(a) selecting one network design a t random from the set of benchmark network 
designs;
(b) applying the network design used at the network dimensioning stage (defined 
as the default network design with all =  40 and = 0);
(c) selecting the best network design from ten random network designs.
Figure 6.9 presents results from these tests. The results show that randomly 
selecting a network design does not produce the best initial cost, but this result is 
intuitive and expected. Optimisations commencing from a default network design 
perform similarly to those commencing from the benchmark network design.
It was previously determined th a t approximately ten random network designs 
are required to find a suitably low cost network design. Prom this result it seems 
reasonable to use the neighbourhood size to determine the number of random 
network designs required to find a suitably low cost network design. For example, 
in Section 6.3.2 it was recommended th a t the following neighbourhood sizes be 
used:
o 60% of the number of operational antennae in the rural scenario amounted 
to a neighbourhood size of 12;
o 10% of the number of operational antennae in the suburban scenario amounted 
to a neighbourhood size of 10.
As these neighbourhood sizes are greater or equal to ten, it seems reasonable to 
use the neighbourhood size to determine the number of random network designs 
to consider. This has the added advantage of being scalable when optimising
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D e fa u lt  start
 R a n d o m
start
 B e n c h m a r k
start
o 20
150005000 10000 
Elapsed seconds
Figure 6.9: Default, random and benchmark
different size networks. Algorithm 6.7 provides pseudo-code for tabu search when 
starting from the lowest cost random network design. This implementation is 
applied subsequently in the optimisation framework.
6 . 4  S u m m a r y
The optimisation framework has been customised for use with the network model. 
The effect of neighbourhood size and neighbourhood composition has been con­
sidered for a variety of optimisations using a number of different versions of the 
cost function. Results and methods have been provided that allow the effective 
selection of a suitable tabu tenure for recency memory. All optimisations per­
formed using local search and tabu search produce better results than those found 
by randomly sampling the solution space. Previous authors state the performance 
of local search is highly dependent on the starting solution and this is consistent
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Z0id «— Zinit {initial network design} 
c0id =  e(Z0id)
Generate benchmark neighbourhood C b m ( Z 0id )  of Z Qid  (using algorithm 6.3}
Z b m  <- z  e  (b m  •• e(Z)  =  rninZeCbm e(Z)
Cbm * c ( Zbm ) 
if  sfern <'' ^old th e n  
Zold < Zbm 
Cold * b^m 
en d  if 
Z b e s t  i Z Qid  
Cbest * &old
w hile not finished do
Generate neighbourhood Q ( Z 0id )  of Z0m 
Z n e w  <- z e  C : e(Z) =  minZeC e(Z)
C-new * c ( Z n e w )
if Cjiew ^  Cbest th e n
Z o ld  <— Z new  {accept move}
Cold < Cnew
Z b e s t  * Z new
Cbest cnew {update best cost} 
else if move applied Z Qid  to produce Z n ew  is not tabu th e n  
Z o id  <— Z new  {accept move}
Cold < Cnew 
else
Z 0id *— Z  6  C : e ( Z )  =  min^6<^ e(Z)  {where move is non-tabu or failing that 
best tabu move}
Cold < c(Zoid') 
en d  if
update history of moves 
end  w hile
Algorithm 6.7: Pseudo-code for the implementation of tabu search used in the 
optimisation framework to solve various instances of the cell planning problem
with the results presented for both  local search and also tabu search. Although 
tabu search needs to be tuned effectively to find a suitable recency tenure, it re­
mains a highly suitable and robust algorithm for cell planning. In the majority of 
optimisation comparisons between tabu  search and local search, tabu search pro­
duced the best solution and is the chosen heuristic for the optimisation framework. 
In general,* better initial network designs produce better final solutions and this 
can be achieved by randomly generating a set of network designs, evaluating each
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one and selecting the network design th a t best minimises the cost function. This 
approach is incorporated into the optimsiation framework.
For the remainder of the thesis the optimisation framework will be customised 
with the following:
o neighbourhoods th a t are composed of randomly selected moves;
o rural scenarios will have a neighbourhood size of 60% of the number of op­
erational antennae;
o suburban and urban scenarios will have a neighbourhood size of 10% of the 
number of operational antennae;
o a tabu tenure equal to 25% of the number of operational antennae;
o aspiration criteria of always accepting a move if it is the best move so far;
o use of both links cost function.
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C h a p t e r  7
N e t w o r k  O p t im i s a t io n
Adopting a practical approach to  network design, this chapter considers if there 
is an advantage in using the proposed network dimensioning techniques presented 
in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 as a precursor to  optimisation. In the situation where 
a network planner has a limited am ount of tim e to  optimise a network this chapter 
assesses whether the application of effective site selection techniques to produce 
an initial network design provides an advantage at the optimisation stage. After 
a fixed time optimising it is possible to  determine if the network designs formed 
from less effective site selections can significantly improve during optimisation and 
possibly surpass any initial advantage in making more sophisticated site selections. 
In the absence of a static-system level simulator to validate the suitability of the 
optimised network designs, the m ethod for estim ating the number of sites in Chap­
ter 4 is used to provide a means of validating and comparing the progress made 
by the optimisation framework. Consideration is also given to the effects of basing 
the optimisation cost function on multiple snapshot evaluation as opposed to a 
single snapshot cost function. This determines if a more complex cost function 
(that may require more time to  evaluate) will produce better optimisation results 
than a single snapshot cost function in a fixed time period.
7 .1  N e t w o r k  e v a l u a t io n
During optimisation a cost function is defined tha t allows the current network 
design to be evaluated a t each iteration. The cost function is normally composed
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from a combination of m etrics gathered from the evaluation of the network design 
for a particular snapshot of traffic as discussed in Chapter 6. This approach allows 
the time taken in evaluating the  cost function to  be reduced and is referred to  as 
a single snapshot cost function  in th is work.
An approach to network evaluation not yet considered in the literature, involves 
defining a cost function composed of metrics gathered from a network design th a t is 
evaluated for multiple traffic snapshots. This approach is referred to  as a multiple 
snapshot cost function  in this work and is based on Monte-Carlo sampling used 
in static system-level simulators* [22, 49]. A multiple snapshot cost function is 
evaluated by accruing the cost of each evaluated single snapshot cost function. 
Multiple snapshot evaluation presents a trade-off between the evaluation time and 
the level of confidence in network quality. Com putational time for a network to be 
evaluated many times is large, bu t confidence in the network design being robust 
increases with each successful snapshot evaluation.
Alternatively, evaluating a network design for one shared-load traffic snapshot 
may provide a compromise between single and multiple snapshot evaluation and 
provides a more linear relationship between capacity and coverage, which may 
be an advantage in optim isation. This approach is referred to  as shared snap­
shot cost function. W hen using a shared snapshot cost function and considering 
non-uniformly distributed traffic, shared-load distribution can be adapted to char­
acterise the service area in term s of two different densities i.e., the density of users 
in the cluster and the density of users in the service area as shown in Figure 7.1. 
The traffic is therefore characterised as follows:
o Each STP in the approxim ate area of the cluster is given an uplink bit-rate 
and downlink b it-rate calculated by sharing the to tal uplink bit-rate and 
downlink bit-rate of mobile station users distributed within in the cluster in 
snapshot 1 (labelled Ud (cluster) in Figure 7.1);
o Each STP in the rem ainder of the  service area is given an uplink bit-rate 
and downlink b it-rate calculated by sharing the to tal uplink bit-rate and 
downlink b it-rate of mobile station users distributed outside the cluster in 
snapshot 1 (labelled ud (remaining) in Figure 7.1).
*A static "system-level simulator uses Monte-Carlo statistical sampling to allow multiple eval­
uations of the same network design to be performed with respect to a set of traffic snapshots.
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Figure 7.1: Two different densities
Two sets of optimisations are performed on the same network. One set in­
volves network evaluations for a uniform traffic scenario and the other set involves 
network evaluations for a non-uniform traffic scenario. Each set consists of three 
optimisations and includes
o a single snapshot cost function (based on snapshot 1, as illustrated in Figure 
7.2 and Figure 7.3);
o multiple snapshot cost function (based on snapshot 1, snapshot 2 and snap­
shot 3, as illustrated in Figure 7.2 and 7.3);
o shared snapshot cost function (based on a shared-load snapshot as defined 
in Chapter 3 for uniformly distributed traffic and as above for non-uniformly 
distributed traffic).
Optimisations are performed for five hours and during this time each evalua­
tion procedure may perform a different number of iterations. The best network 
design found in each optim isation is evaluated using a single snapshot cost func­
tion for snapshot 1, snapshot 2 and snapshot 3. This enables the results from each 
optimisation to be compared as shown in Table 7.1 and Table 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Three snapshots with uniformly distributed traffic
Snapshot 3Snapshot 2Snapshot 1
Figure 7.3: Three snapshots with non-uniformly distributed traffic
The following observations are made for snapshot 1:
o when considering uniformly distributed traffic the best network design cost 
for evaluating snapshot 1 is found using a shared snapshot cost function 
with the second best network design being found using a single snapshot 
cost function. During this period 200 iterations are performed using the 
shared snapshot cost function compared to 284 iterations using the single 
snapshot cost function.
o when considering non-uniformly distributed traffic a single snapshot cost 
function produces a better optimised cost than a shared snapshot cost func­
tion. Single snapshot cost function produces the lowest average cost and 
smallest cost range after 187 iterations, whilst a higher cost is obtained at 
the same number of iterations with a shared snapshot cost function.
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Single Multiple Shared
Snapshot 1 
Snapshot 2 
Snapshot 3
15.1696
16.83
20.1905
18.5227
16.4780
14.9801
14.057
18.657
14.2578
Sum of 3 snapshots 
Mean of 3 snapshots 
STDEV of 3 snapshots
53.9333
17.3967
2.0886
49.9809
16.6603
1.4520
46.9727
15.6573
2.1227
Sum across 20 snapshots 
Mean of 20 snapshots 
STDEV of 20 snapshots
363.0287
18.1511
1.8695
365.1471
18.0676
1.3590
354.8983
17.7448
5.7539
Table 7.1: Network evaluation for uniformly distributed traffic scenarios
Single Multiple Shared
Snapshot 1 
Snapshot 2 
Snapshot 3
35.941
30.1989
33.8726
37.9413
27.702
30.0572
39.9828
55.6053
33.5056
Sum of 3 snapshots 
Mean of 3 snapshots 
STDEV of 3 snapshots
100.0125
33.3375
2.3745
95.7005
31.9002
4.3786
129.0938
43.0312
11.3608
Sum for 20 snapshots 
Mean of 20 snapshots 
STDEV of 20 snapshots
683.9674
34.1983
3.1792
666.2222
33.3114
4.1807
738.6828
36.9341
6.2476
Table 7.2: Network evaluation for non-uniformly distributed traffic scenarios
Therefore if optimisations are required for one snapshot only it is recommended 
that a single snapshot cost function is used and this result is intuitive and expected. 
In order to increase confidence in the network being robust it may be desirable to 
evaluate the network for a number of different snapshots. The following results 
are produced when assessing the quality of the network for snapshot 1, snapshot 
2 and snapshot 3:
o a multiple snapshot cost function achieves a similar cost as the single snap­
shot cost function after the same number of iterations, but obviously takes 
approximately three times as long to reach tha t point. For example, the sin­
gle snapshot cost function achieves a cost of 18.0842 for snapshot 1 after 52
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iterations, whilst the multiple snapshot cost function (for three snapshots) 
achieves the slightly higher cost of 18.5227 for snapshot 1 after 52 iterations;
o A shared snapshot cost function is the most effective in optimising the net­
work across three uniformly distributed snapshots producing the lowest av­
erage cost;
o A multiple snapshot cost function is the most effective in optimising the 
network across three non-uniformly distributed snapshots.
Using a multiple snapshot cost function in non-uniform traffic scenarios pro­
duces a network design th a t is more robust as a result of being optimised with 
respect to more than one snapshot. This is reflected when the optimised network 
design is evaluated over twenty other snapshots. The network design produced 
from the multiple snapshot cost function produces an accrued cost over twenty 
snapshots of 666.2222, which is lower than  the cost of a network design produced 
from a single snapshot cost function (683.9674) or shared snapshot cost function 
(738.6828) when evaluated over the same twenty snapshots. In summary the fol­
lowing conclusions can be drawn:
o a single snapshot cost function is best when only needing to evaluate one 
snapshot and this result is intuitive and expected;
o a multiple snapshot cost function is highly suitable when evaluating non- 
uniform traffic scenarios and requiring more than one snapshot evaluation 
to increase confidence in the network’s ability to cope with different traffic 
scenarios;
o a shared snapshot cost function is suitable if the traffic in the service area can 
be easily characterised using shared-load distribution. This was especially 
evident when evaluating uniformly distributed traffic scenarios. When using 
shared snapshot cost function for non-uniformly distributed users the results, 
although competitive, were not as effective as a single or multiple snapshot 
cost function.
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7 .2  S it e  s e l e c t io n
The experiments presented in the  following three sections consider whether mak­
ing effective site selections from the set of candidate sites prior to  optimisation 
produces better evaluated network designs at the start and end of optimisation. 
This idea is investigated by com paring a number of evaluated network designs (the 
sites for which were selected using the  algorithms presented in Chapter 5) before 
and after network configuration optim isation is performed using the framework; 
consideration is given to whether the  algorithms th a t are deemed to be the most 
effective at the site selection optim isation stage of the cell planning process pro­
vide an advantage in optimisation. More specifically the following experiments are 
undertaken:
o U n ifo rm ly  d is t r ib u te d  tra ffic : this experiment considers a number of
KORNET1 network designs required to  meet mixed voice and multimedia 
service demand in rural, suburban and urban traffic environments for uni­
formly distributed mobile station  users;
o N o n -u n ifo rm ly  d is t r ib u te d  tra ffic : this experiment considers a number 
of KORNET1 network designs required to  meet mixed voice and multimedia 
service demand in rural, suburban and urban traffic environments for non- 
uniformly distributed mobile station users;
o R ea l n e tw o rk  d a ta  se t: th is experiment determines if the application of
both the site selection optim isation techniques and the optimisation frame­
work can be successfully applied to  networks produced from a real world 
data set.
7 .2 .1  U n i f o r m l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  t r a f f i c
When considering uniformly distributed traffic, site selections made using pattern- 
approximation, service-potential-random and service-potential-deterministic algo­
rithms produced initial network designs with a lower average cell load than site 
selections made randomly. This experiment is aimed a t determining if the advan­
tages made in using sophisticated site selection algorithms are still evident at the
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end of network configuration optimisation. This experiment is carried out for six 
different KORNET1 network design scenarios and includes:
(a) A network design requiring 20 sites, each with a single omnidirectional an­
tenna, required to meet the traffic demand in a rural scenario;
(b) A network design requiring 104 sites, each with a single omnidirectional 
antenna, required to  meet the traffic demand in a suburban scenario;
(c) A network design requiring 216 sites each, each with a single omnidirectional 
antenna, required to  meet the traffic demand in a urban scenario;
(d) A network design requiring 7 sectorised sites for a rural traffic scenario;
(e) A network design requiring 34 sectorised sites for a suburban traffic scenario;
(f) A network design requiring 61 sectorised sites for a urban traffic scenario;
Each of the above network design scenarios are required to meet the traffic de­
mands of uniformly distributed mobile station users requiring a mix of voice and 
multimedia services. Results from a number of these scenarios are discussed specif­
ically in the following paragraphs; the remainder of the results are presented in 
appendix D.
The two graphs displayed in Figure 7.4 collectively illustrate the performance of 
a network design before and after optim isation is performed. The first graph, enti­
tled ‘Site selections’, illustrates the average downlink cell load of four independent 
network designs. These network designs were presented in Chapter 5, having been 
generated from application of the site selection algorithms. The second graph, en­
titled ‘Optimisations’, displays the cost obtained when each of the network designs 
is optimised.
By comparing the graphs in Figure 7.4 it can be seen that the network de­
signs produced from site selections made by applying the pattern-approximation, 
service-potential-deterministic and service-potential-random algorithms have lower 
initial costs than  the network design produced from random site selections. The 
pattern-approximation algorithm  was noted as producing the most effective site 
selections prior to optim isation and also produces the lowest initial cost, as shown
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in Table 7.3. However, by the end of the optimisation period service-potential- 
deterministic, having started  optimisation with a worse cost network design, pro­
duces the lowest cost network.
The improvements made to the average uplink and downlink cell load after 
optimisation can be compared to  the average uplink and downlink cell loads of the 
nominal network design produced from site selection. Figure 7.5 presents a graph 
displaying the average downlink and uplink cell load of each dimensioned network 
design. In each case the average downlink cell load obtained after optimisation 
is lower than the average downlink cell load obtained prior to optimisation. This 
process of comparing back to  the average cell load obtained before optimisation is 
useful in validating the optim isated results and checking tha t improvements have 
been made and this is especially useful in the absence of a static system-level 
simulator to validate results.
Interestingly, a significant reduction in average downlink cell load is achieved for 
the network design formed from random  site selections reducing from 1.08 to 0.64 
(Figure 7.5). This highlights the effectiveness of the optimisation framework in 
optimising network designs when sites are not likely to be strategically positioned. 
The extra improvements made to  network designs produced using the pattern- 
approximation, service-potential-random and service-potential-deterministic algo­
rithms is likely to be a result of effective site selections.
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ud type Alg Iteration e 62 L e3 e4 65 ee e7 eg eg
Rur p-a Initial 9.578 0.0000 0.0000 0.3222 2.4504 3.178 1.6858 0.7409 1.2007
Optimised 4.8084 0.0000 0.0000 0.0036 0.1607 3.205 0.4511 0.5167 0.4713
r-s Initial 20.2471 0.0000 0.0000 2.0477 4.3987 5.1315 4.5432 1.5659 2.56
Optimised 11.6204 0.0000 0.0010 0.9245 3.4553 2.9096 1.8559 1.0365 1.4377
s-p-d Initial 10.7307 0.0000 0.0001 0.6563 4.2355 2.2067 1.1813 0.8446 1.6061
Optimised 4.7532 0.0000 0.0000 0.0134 1.0869 1.5732 0.8624 0.4003 0.817
s-p-r Initial 13.218 0.0000 0.0000 0.8579 4.6182 3.1731 1.9111 0.9632 1.6946
Optimised 5.2515 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.7017 2.7297 0.779 0.4716 0.5695
Sub p-a Initial 100.1016 0.0016 0.0014 9.0787 34.7877 26.8337 21.0506 2.1913 6.1566
Optimised 46.3481 0.0016 0.0016 2.282 15.0138 17.0911 8.9373 1.1176 1.903
r-s Initial 137.3876 0.0033 0.0037 18.4336 55.2576 28.3952 22.991 4.9116 7.3916
Optimised 79.4287 0.0122 0.0131 6.1466 33.1673 20.4682 13.8923 1.766 3.963
s-p-d Initial 86.5228 0.0008 0.0016 11.416 23.8688 23.8213 19.086 4.0599 4.2682
Optimised 35.9217 0.0016 0.0019 1.7514 8.1878 15.7834 7.6224 0.8975 1.6757
s-p-r Initial 93.2849 0.0000 0.0004 12.4553 31.1012 23.562 18.147 3.6446 4.3744
Optimised 40.2331 0.0024 0.0007 2.71 9.8362 16.3688 8.1124 1.1502 2.0524
p-a Initial 250.4441 0.0018 0.0011 35.3438 82.4835 63.9718 54.7250 4.8976 9.0195
Optimised 207.5568 0.0045 0.0040 26.5182 67.6985 57.3578 46.4670 3.8412 5.6656
Urb r-s Initial 245.6119 0.0118 0.0102 37.8335 90.1752 57.7263 48.8194 6.2658 4.7699
Optimised 200.8938 0.0095 0.0074 25.8595 68.7445 54.3048 44.5088 3.6301 3.8292
s-p-d Initial 217.4566 0.0118 0.0134 30.5650 72.6788 55.9968 47.3764 5.0690 5.7452
Optimised 179.6521 0.0104 0.0102 22.6988 55.7456 53.5398 41.3487 3.5747 2.7239
s-p-r Initial 225.8500 0.0091 0.0082 34.7671 76.3596 56.4745 48.7430 3.5624 5.9262
Optimised 184.4123 0.0132 0.0138 27.1703 57.8429 51.4299 41.5277 2.5010 3.9135
Table 7.3: Optimisation results for network designs where each site is configured with an omnidirectional antenna
Ud Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m  + d % STP ■ % MS
Rur p-a | Initial 0.6374 12.7479 1.3168 0.1161 2 9 9 0.3043 2.4504 100 100
Optimised 0.5891 11.7817 0.7584 0.2871 9 6 5 0.2439 0.1607 100 100
r-s Initial 0.5738 11.4757 2.56 0 4 5 11 0.4977 4.3987 100 100
Optimised 0.6890 13.7805 1.4377 0 4 9 7 0.3614 3.4553 100 99.9
s-p-d Initial 0.7789 15.5771 1.6617 0.0556 3 13 4 0.3634 4.2355 100 99.99
Optimised 0.6078 12.1565 0.9868 0.1698 5 8 7 0.1789 1.0869 100 100
s-p-r Initial 0.7311 14.621 1.9079 0.2133 1 9 10 0.3845 4.6182 100 100
Optimised 0.5987 11.9743 0.9159 0.3464 6 7 7 0.2304 0.7017 100 100
Sub p-a Initial 0.7190 74.7795 6.1566 0 5 39 60 0.5417 34.7877 99.84 99.86
Optimised 0.6652 69.1788 1.9030 0 13 50 41 0.3341 15.0138 99.84 99.84
r-s Initial 0.9006 93.6573 7.3916 0 4 41 59 0.8490 55.2576 99.67 99.63
Optimised 0.7889 82.0490 3.9630 0 8 50 46 0.4969 33.1673 98.78 98.69
s-p-d Initial 0.6325 65.7827 4.2682 0 5 38 61 0.5807 23.8688 99.92 99.84
Optimised 0.6067 63.0991 1.6757 0 25 40 39 0.2741 8.1878 99.84 99.81
s-p-r Initial 0.7114 73.9840 4.3744 0 7 37 60 0.5937 31.1012 100.00 99.96
Optimised 0.6175 64.2150 2.0602 0.0079 20 44 40 0.2918 9.8362 99.76 99.93
Urb p-a Initial 0.7097 153.2947 9.0195 0 7 70 139 0.7470 82.4835 99.82 99.89
Optimised 0.6859 148.1512 5.6656 0 10 83 123 0.5944 67.6985 99.55 99.60
r-s Initial 0.7809 168.6734 4.7699 0 8 85 123 0.7758 90.1752 98.82 98.98
Optimised 0.7037 152.0026 3.8292 0 11 87 118 0.5781 68.7445 99.05 99.26
s-p-d Initial 0.7028 151.8139 5.0690 0 12 76 128 0.6509 72.6788 98.8209 98.6600
Optimised 0.6531 141.0674 3.5747 0 12 78 126 0.5117 55.7456 98.9569 98.9823
s-p-r Initial 0.7094 153.2385 5.9262 0 11 71 134 0.6431 76.3596 99.09 99.18
Optimised 0.6601 142.5915 3.9135 0 12 74 130 0.5349 57.8429 98.68 98.62
Table 7.4: Downlink network statistics relating to optimisations performed on dimensioned network designs where each site
configured with an omnidirectional antenna
Ud Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m  +  d
Rur r-s Initial 0.4191 8.3827 1.5659 0 1 5 14 0.4717 4.3987
Optimised 0.4877 9.7547 1.0365 0 4 6 10 0.2966 3.4553
p-a Initial 0.417 8.3392 0.8496 0.1086 2 3 15 0.2036 2.4504
Optimised 0.3875 7.7506 0.6636 0.1469 1 1 18 0.1293 0.1607
s-p-d Initial 0.5029 10.0572 0.8971 0.0525 5 4 11 0.2278 4.2355
Optimised 0.474 9.4799 0.6734 0.2731 5 1 14 0.1148 1.0869
s-p-r Initial 0.4568 9.137 1.1314 0.1683 2 4 14 0.262 4.6182
Optimised 0.4175 8.3501 0.6336 0.162 4 0 16 0.1362 0.7017
Sub p-a Initial 0.3923 40.7989 2.1913 0.0000 2 19 83 0.4308 34.7877
Optimised 0.4238 44.0775 1.1176 0.0000 16 15 73 0.2298 15.0138
r-s Initial 0.4712 49.0012 4.9116 0.0000 7 21 76 0.7311 55.2576
Optimised 0.4315 44.8716 1.7660 0.0000 14 20 70 0.3434 33.1673
s-p-d Initial 0.4511 46.9158 4.0599 0.0000 9 22 73 0.5513 23.8688
Optimised 0.4284 44.5535 0.8975 0.0000 11 17 76 0.2074 8.1878
s-p-r Initial 0.4633 48.1872 3.6446 0.0000 10 20 74 0.5388 31.1012
Optimised 0.4308 44.7989 1.1735 0.0233 12 14 78 0.2235 9.8362
Urb p-a Initial 0.4331 93.5398 4.8976 0 8 41 167 0.6936 82.4835
Optimised 0.4264 92.1032 3.8412 0 14 45 157 0.5345 67.6985
r-s Initial 0.4769 103.0092 6.2658 0 13 47 156 0.7134 90.1752
Optimised 0.4375 94.5007 3.6301 0 17 45 154 0.5128 68.7445
s-p-d Initial 0.4551 98.3075 5.7452 0 11 55 150 0.6017 72.6788
s-p-d Initial 0.4285 92.5485 2.7239 0 12 51 153 0.4595 55.7456
s-p-r Initial 0.4711 101.7477 3.5624 0 7 54 155 0.5970 76.3596
Optimised 0.4591 99.1564 2.5010 0 10 52 154 0.4955 57.8429
Table 7.5: Uplink network statistics relating to optimisations performed on dimensioned network designs where each site
configured with an omnidirectional antenna
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Figure 7.4: Site selection is undertaken using pattern-approximation, service- 
potential-random, service-potential-deterministic and random-selection algorithms
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Figure 7.5: Illustration of downlink and uplink average cell load before and after 
optimisation (rural)
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Optimisations are performed for the remaining scenarios the following observa­
tions are made:
o In all cases the network designs containing sites selected by either pattern- 
approximation, service-potential-random  and service-potential deterministic 
algorithms produce network designs th a t are more effective in reducing the 
average cell load th an  random  selection.
o In 50% of the tests pattern-approxim ation produced the lowest average cell 
load before optimisation, bu t either service-potential-deterministic or service- 
potential-random produced the  best optimised results at the end of the pe­
riod.
o The service-potential-deterministic algorithm  produced the best optimised 
network designs in the m ajority  of tests and appears to  be more suitable as 
a site selection technique providing greater flexibility for adjustments at the 
optimisation stage as shown in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.7.
o In the remaining 50% of tests the  site selection algorithm th a t was deemed 
the best at the end of the site selection stage produced the best optimisations.
o Significant improvements in network quality can be made when sites are 
selected using random-selection highlighting the effectiveness of the optimi­
sation framework, bu t results are still of a lower quality than  the dimensioned 
network designs.
o Random-selection produces the  worst optimised cell plans in 100% of tests.
Table 7.6 provides a summ ary of results for the six scenarios. Appendix D contains 
the remaining graphs and optim isation results for these scenarios.
Summary
The dimensioned network designs produced from service-potential-random, service- 
potential-deterministic and pattern-approxim ation algorithms all produce optimi­
sations th a t are more effective than  any produced by random selection. In half the 
cases the algorithm th a t produced lowest average cell load after site selection also
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produced the most effective optimisations. In a number of situations the service- 
potential-deterministic algorithm produces did not produce the lowest average cost 
at the site selection stage optimisation, but it was capable of producing the best 
solutions at the end of the optimisation period.
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 Ser vice­
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Figure 7.6: Progression of the optimisation for a suburban scenario
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ud type Ak Alg Rank of mean 
at site selection
Rank at end 
of opt period
Rural Omni p-a 1 2
r-s 4 4
s-p-d 3 1
s-p-r 2 3
Rural Dir p-a 3 3
r-s 4 4
s-p-d 2 1
s-p-r 1 2
Suburban Omni p-a 1 3
r-s 4 4
s-p-d 3 1
s-p-r 2 2
Suburban Dir p-a 1 1
r-s 4 4
s-p-d 2 2
s-p-r 3 3
Urban Omni p-a 3 4
r-s 4 3
s-p-d 1 1
s-p-r 2 2
Urban Dir p-a 1 1
r-s 4 4
s-p-d 2 3
s-p-r 3 2
Table 7.6: Summary for uniformly distributed traffic
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7 . 2 .2  N o n - u n i f o r m l y  d i s t r i b u t e d  t r a f f i c
W hen considering non-uniformly distributed traffic, site selections made using 
service-potential-random and service-potential-deterministic algorithms produce 
cell plans th a t are more effective th an  site selections made randomly or using the 
pattern-approxim ation algorithm. This experiment is carried out for six different 
KORNET1 network design scenarios:
(a) A network design requiring 20 sites, each with a single omnidirectional an­
tenna, required to meet the  traffic dem and in a rural scenario;
(b) A network design requiring 104 sites, each with a single omnidirectional 
antenna, required to  meet the  traffic demand in a suburban scenario;
(c) A network design requiring 216 sites each, each with a single omnidirectional 
antenna, required to  meet the traffic dem and in a urban scenario;
(d) A network design requiring 7 sectorised sites for a rural traffic scenario;
(e) A network design requiring 34 sectorised sites for a suburban traffic scenario;
(f) A network design requiring 61 sectorised sites for a urban traffic scenario;
Each of the above network design scenarios are required to meet the traffic de­
mands of non-uniformly distributed mobile station users requiring a mix of voice 
and multimedia services. Results from a number of these scenarios are discussed 
specifically in the following paragraphs; the remainder of the results are presented 
in appendix D.
After site selection was performed considering non-uniform traffic scenarios it 
was concluded th a t the average cell load and to tal network over-loading cannot be 
used as a measure of performance for the network design alone. From this inves­
tigation it was proposed th a t the standard  deviation be considered along with the 
average cell load when evaluating site selection techniques. In fact the network de­
signs produced from service-potential-deterministic and service-potential-random 
algorithms had the lowest standard  deviation of cell loads and produced the lowest 
cost network designs during optimisation. Figure 7.8 provides an illustration of 
the optimisation progress for a suburban traffic scenario. The collection of results
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for non-uniform traffic scenarios indicates that the algorithm that produces a net­
work design with the lowest standard deviation of cell loads is likely to produce 
the network design with the lowest cost at the start of optimisation.
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Figure 7.8: Progress of optimisation for a suburban scenario.
From the results of optimisations performed for the remaining scenarios and the 
following observations can be made:
o Service-potential-deterministic and service-potential-random algorithms ap­
pear to be more suitable as site selection techniques providing greater flexi­
bility for adjustments at the optimisation stage as shown in Table 7.7.
o The algorithm with the lowest standard deviation measured at the network 
dimensioning stage provided the best start to optimisation and optimised 
solutions with the lowest cost.
o Random-selection produces the worst optimised cell plans in 100% of tests.
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ud type Ak Alg Rank of STDEV 
at site selection
Rank at end 
of opt period
Rural Omni p-a 3 3
r-s 4 4
s -p -d 1 1
s-p-r 2 2
Rural Dir p-a 3 3
r-s 4 4
s-p -d 2 1
s -p -r 1 2
Suburban Omni p-a 3 3
r-s 4 4
s-p-d 2 2
s -p -r 1 1
Suburban Dir p-a 3 3
r-s 4 4
s -p -d 1 1
s-p-r 2 2
Urban Omni p-a 4 4
r-s 3 3
s-p-d 2 2
s-p -r 1 1
Urban Dir p-a 3 3
r-s 4 4
s-p-d 2 2
s-p -r 1 1
Table 7.7: Summary for non-uniformly distributed traffic
Summary
Site selections made using service-potential-deterministic and service-potential- 
random algorithms produce the lowest cost network designs after an optimisation 
period of five hours. In general, the algorithm tha t produces the lowest standard 
deviation of cell loads produces the best s tart to optimisation when considering 
non-uniform traffic. Optim isation results obtained when non-uniformly distributed 
traffic and sites are considered have similar results from which the same conclusions 
are drawn. Optimisation results produced for scenarios concerning non-uniformly 
distributed traffic scenarios are presented in appendix D.
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7 . 2 .3  R e a l  w o r l d  n e t w o r k  d a t a  s e t
This experiment provides an example of the application of the site selection tech­
niques and optimisation framework on a real world data  set. The data set has the 
following characteristics:
o a candidate set containing 244 sites;
o 50225 STP, th a t is a service area 205 by 245 with a mesh increment of 50 
metres;
o 244 sites each configured w ith an omnidirectional antenna.
A rural traffic scenario is considered and the network is dimensioned using 
each of the site selection algorithm s and results are presented in Table 7.8. The 
service-potential-deterministic algorithm  produces the lowest average cell load and 
network overloading at the dimensioning stage, closely followed by the service- 
potential-random algorithm.
Each of the dimensioned network designs is optimised for five hours producing 
the results in Figure 7.9. A set of benchmark tests is also produced for the best 
algorithm at the optimisation stage, results are displayed in Table 7.9. The mini­
mum cost obtained for the service-potential-deterministic optimisation (minimum 
cost 27.1053), was significantly lower th an  the minimum cost from a benchmark set 
containing 1185 randomly configured network evaluations (minimum cost 38.1458). 
This indicates the success of the tab u  search optimisation framework. The service- 
potential-random algorithm produces the lowest cost network design and reduces 
the cost by on average 49% by the end of the optimisation (see Table 7.10).
The improvements to the quality of the network design made by applying the 
service-potential-deterministic algorithm  are significant after five hours optimis­
ing. Although the mean downlink cell load is only slightly reduced from 0.6327 
at the dimensioning stage to 0.5639 at the end of the optimisation run-time, dur­
ing the optimisation significant reduction was made to the range of downlink cell 
loads. Although, the number of over-loaded cells in the downlink is increased 
slightly by the service-potential-deterministic algorithm (from 17 to 20), the max­
imum cell load was reduced from 4.0099 to 1.4091, due to the load being more 
evenly distributed amongst the cells in the network. Furthermore, the amount
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Figure 7.9: Optimisation results for real-world scenario
of network over-loading was significantly reduced from 14.2453 to 4.7254 by the 
service-potential-deterministic algorithm. These results can be compared to ran­
dom selection which only manages to reduce the load from 6.5253 to 2.1789. Over­
all, the service-potential-deterministic algorithm has the highest number of de­
sired cells at the end of the optimisation period. Downlink statistics and uplink 
statistics relating to these optimisations are listed in Table 7.11 and Table 7.12 
respectively. Figure 7.11 displays the uplink and downlink load plans for service- 
potential-deterministic, showing how the initial site selections make a significant 
difference to the improvements th a t can be achieved at the optimisation stage.
Further experimentation is carried out to determine where the service-potential- 
deterministic result lies in relation to a set containing 100 network designs pro­
duced using random site selection. The network designs produced when applying 
random site selection also have varying numbers of operational sites {i.e. 38 to 78). 
Figure 7.12 displays these results. In Figure 7.12 it can be seen that site selections 
made using service-potential-deterministic algorithm have a lower cost than any 
of the network designs produced using random site selection. Network configu­
ration optimisation is also performed on the lowest cost network design from the 
random site selection set; however the cost of the service-potential-deterministic, 
after network configuration optimisation, is lower.
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Alg ns flop Max
^DL(Cfc)
Min
Vd lM
Mean
VDL(Ck)
STDEV
lDL(Ck)
Network
^dl(c/c)
Des Over Under Total over 
d + m
p-a 244 58 3.7971 0.0000 0.7403 0.5019 42.9363 4 10 44 18.9079
s-p-d 244 58 3.9796 0.0000 0.6327 0.5084 36.6964 2 11 45 17.8289
s-p-r 244 58 2.3522 0.1084 0.7002 0.3823 40.6093 7 5 46 10.4982
r-s 244 58 4.8298 0.0000 0.8398 0.6464 48.7103 4 12 42 27.5196
Table 7.8: Dimensioning results for real world data set.
7.2 S it e  s e l e c t io n
Iterations Max e Min e Mean e STDEV
1185 77.4729 38.1458 56.7486 5.9229
Table 7.9: Benchmark results for real world data set.
(a) Random (b) Pattern
(c) Service-potential-deterministic (d) Service-potential-random
Figure 7.10: Real world data set best server maps
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(b) Optimised downlink load(a) Starting downlink load
(c) Starting uplink load (d) Optimised uplink load
Figure 7.11: Real world data set - initial and optimised cell plans for a rural 
scenario
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Alg Solution e 62 63 e4 es ee e7 60 ei
p-a Initial 74.1448 19.9528 15.2377 4.8538 26.5762 0.0050 0.0398 5.7820 1.6975
Optimised 46.4001 16.5856 9.8343 2.2247 12.9955 0.0317 0.0532 3.1389 1.5362
r-s Initial 75.7355 20.0147 18.1294 7.3248 21.0385 0.0017 0.0349 6.5253 2.6661
Optimised 34.5962 15.0399 8.1338 0.5078 7.7312 0.0117 0.0477 2.1737 0.9506
s-p-d Initial 53.6048 17.5146 13.1584 2.9689 14.2453 0.0017 0.0356 4.0099 1.6703
Optimised 27.1053 13.4595 6.3451 0.3003 4.7254 0.0117 0.0408 1.3741 0.8483
s-p-r Initial 62.7190 18.3680 13.3816 3.5698 20.5452 0.0067 0.0372 4.8333 1.9773
Optimised 35.5619 14.5825 8.0777 0.1139 10.1553 0.0033 0.0387 1.8307 0.7598
Table 7.10: Optimisation results for a real world data set
Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over d + m
p-a Initial 0.2979 17.2793 1.6975 0.0000 1 8 49 0.4311 5.3721
Optimised 0.3031 17.5784 1.5362 0.0000 3 5 50 0.3143 2.5247
r-s Initial 0.3385 19.6321 2.6661 0.0000 2 8 48 0.5831 7.8048
Optimised 0.2988 17.3294 0.9618 0.0112 1 4 53 0.2038 0.7493
s-p-d Initial 0.3038 17.6213 1.6703 0.0000 2 6 50 0.3435 3.3531
Optimised 0.3198 18.5502 0.8872 0.0390 3 2 53 0.1736 0.4257
s-p-r Initial 0.3015 17.4845 1.9773 0.0000 1 8 49 0.3815 4.0498
Optimised 0.2968 17.2163 0.7598 0.0000 4 2 52 0.1988 0.2814
Table 7.11: Uplink network statistics relating to optimisations performed on dimensioned network designs from the real world 
data set
Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over d + m % STP % MS
p-a Initial 0.7740 44.8930 5.7820 0.0000 2 17 39 0.6454 26.5762 99.5000 96.0199
Optimised 0.6419 37.2317 3.1389 0.0000 6 19 33 0.4643 12.9955 96.8333 94.6819
r-s Initial 0.6190 35.9023 6.5253 0.0000 3 13 42 0.6481 21.0385 99.8333 96.5077
Optimised 0.5957 34.5525 2.1789 0.0052 2 29 27 0.3623 7.7312 98.8333 95.2334
s-p-d Initial 0.5953 34.5270 4.0099 0.0000 1 17 40 0.4522 14.2453 99.8333 96.4420
Optimised 0.5639 32.7086 1.4091 0.0350 10 20 28 0.3013 4.7254 98.8333 95.9184
s-p-r Initial 0.7093 41.1401 4.8333 0.0000 4 20 34 0.5611 20.5452 99.3333 96.2827
Optimised 0.6397 37.1006 1.8307 0.0000 7 27 24 0.3989 10.1553 99.6667 96.1294
Table 7.12: Downlink network statistics relating to optimisations performed on dimensioned network designs from the real 
world data set
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Figure 7.12: Comparison of service-potential-deterministic algorithm with random 
sample of network designs
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7 .3  O p t i m i s a t i o n  r e s u l t s  a n d  c e l l  p l a n s
This section looks more specifically a t the th ird  stage of the proposed cell planning 
process (network configuration optim isation) and assesses the optimisations made 
for a number of the network design scenarios. Consider firstly network design’s 
produced when considering a rural user density environment:
Uniform ly distributed traffic and sites: for this scenario the best optimised 
cell plan was produced by the  pattern-approxim ation algorithm. Initial and 
optimised cell plans are displayed in Figure 7.13 producing a cell plan with 
the following characteristics:
o desired cells were increased from 2/20 to 9/20;
o over-loaded cells were reduced from 9/20 to 6/20;
o over-loaded cells in the  optimised cell plan were 30% below the pole- 
capacity having initially been 10% above the pole capacity;
o the maximum cell load in the downlink was reduced from 1.3168 to 
0.7584;
o only one cell was over-loaded in the uplink with a load of 0.6636.
Non-uniform ly distributed traffic and uniform ly distributed sites: for this 
scenario the best optimised cell plan was produced by the service-potential- 
deterministic algorithm. Initial and optimised cell plans are displayed in 
Figure 7.14 producing a cell plan w ith the following characteristics:
o desired cells were increased from 0/20 to  6/20;
o even though the num ber of overloaded cells remained the same the 
maximum cell load was reduced from 3.0414 to 1.4951;
o average cell load was reduced from 0.7135 to  0.5980;
o only two cells in th a t group had a cell load over the pole capacity.
Uniform ly distributed traffic and non-uniform ly distributed sites: for this 
scenario the best optimised cell plan was produced by the service-potential- 
deterministic algorithm. Initial and optimised cell plans are displayed in 
Figure 7.15 producing a cell plan with the following characteristics:
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o cells with a desired downlink load were increased from 2/20 to 6/20;
o even though the number of over-loaded sites in the downlink remained 
the same the maximum cell load was reduced from 3.4528 to 0.7852;
o average downlink cell load was reduced from 0.5718 to 0.5746;
o all cell loads were under the pole capacity.
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Figure 7.13: Uniformly distributed traffic and sites - initial and optimised cell 
plans for a rural scenario
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(a) Starting downlink load (b) Optimised downlink load
(c) Starting uplink load (d) Optimised uplink load
Figure 7.14: Non-uniformly distributed traffic and uniformly distributed sites - 
initial and optimised cell plans for a rural scenario
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(a) Starting downlink load (b) Optimised downlink load
(c) Starting uplink load (d) Optimised uplink load
Figure 7.15: Uniformly distributed traffic and non-uniformly distributed sites - 
initial and optimised cell plans for a rural scenario
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The estimate of the number of sites required for selection seems highly suited to 
rural scenarios, even though the number of sites suggested for deployment at the 
network dimensioning stage was below th a t required to  meet the desired average 
cell load target. Through the application of effective site selection and optimisa­
tion techniques significant improvements were made to  the network design when 
optimising. The optim isation was halted  after a period of five hours for comparison 
purposes, but continuation is likely to  have involved more improvements.
W hen considering suburban and urban traffic scenarios the estimate used to 
determine the initial number of sites for deployment was also found to be lower 
than  th a t required to meet the average downlink target load (as highlighted in 
Chapter 4). Optimisations for suburban and urban traffic were run for seven hours 
each. This is a sufficient am ount of tim e to  determine the affect of applying site 
selection as a precursor to  optim isation. Figure 7.16 provides an example cell plan 
of the optimisation progress made for a suburban scenario, Figure 7.17 provides 
a cell plan of optimisations made for an urban scenario. From the progress of 
the optimisations made for the network in a suburban environment it is evident 
th a t the optimisation framework is suitable for optimising network and traffic 
scenarios with this model. Increased optim isation run-tim e is required to  produce 
further optimisations to  suburban and urban  scenarios. For example after seven 
hours optimising the suburban scenario as shown in Figure 7.16 the following 
improvements were made:
o downlink desired cells were increased from 15/104 to  25/104, whilst uplink 
desired cells were increased from 9/104 to  11/104;
o downlink over-loaded cells were reduced from 40/104 to  38/104, whilst uplink 
desired cells were reduced from 22/104 to  17/104;
o the maximum cell load in the downlink was reduced from 3.6549 to 1.6757;
o the downlink average cell load was 0.6067;
o the minimum cell load in the downlink remained the same with a zero load.
When optimising the same network for 24 hours the network quality is further 
improved. This can be seen in Figure 7.18 where the best network designs are
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compared after seven and 24 hours. Specifically, the following improvements are 
made to the network design after optimising for 24 hours:
o downlink desired cells were increased from 31/104 to  38/104, whilst uplink 
desired cells were increased from 9/104 to  15/104;
o downlink over-loaded cells were reduced from 40/104 to  34/104, whilst uplink 
desired cells were reduced from 22/104 to  9/104;
o Of the over-loaded cells in the  downlink and uplink only four were over the 
pole capacity;
o the maximum cell load in the downlink was reduced from 3.6549 to 1.4129;
o the downlink average cell load was 0.6089 which m et the target range;
o the minimum cell load in the downlink remained the same with a zero load.
Therefore an extension of the optim isation run-tim e is required to produce further 
improvements to suburban and urban  cell plans. Making the tuning recommen­
dations to the estim ated num ber of sites required is also likely to improve the 
estimate, but obviously involves increasing the  number of sites deployed.
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(b) Optimised downlink load(a) Starting downlink load
(c) Starting uplink load (d) Optimised uplink load
Figure 7.16: Uniformly distributed traffic and sites for a suburban scenario
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(a) Starting downlink load (b) Optimised downlink load
(c) Starting uplink load (d) Optimised uplink load
Figure 7.17: Uniformly distributed traffic and sites for an urban scenario
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(a) Downlink load - 7 hours (b) Downlink load - 24 hours
A
*
(c) Uplink load - 7 hours (d) Uplink load - 24 hours
Figure 7.18: Uniformly distributed traffic and sites for a suburban scenario. Op­
timisations are performed for 24 hours.
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7 .4  S u m m a r y
An investigation into the complexity of the underlying cost function showed th a t 
single snapshot evaluation and shared snapshot evaluation are suitable when the 
network is required to  serve one snapshot for traffic tha t was uniformly distributed. 
For example, this would be particularly suited to scenarios where the network de­
sign was being optimised considering peak hour traffic only. Shared snapshot eval­
uation was also particularly suited to  multiple evaluations for uniformly distributed 
traffic, whilst multiple snapshot evaluation was more suitable for optimisations of 
more than  one snapshot for non-uniformly distributed traffic.
Making effective site selections is an important stage of the cell planning pro­
cess and can be used to provide a  good initial start to optimisation. In general 
for uniformly distributed and non-uniformly distributed traffic the site selection 
algorithm tha t was deemed to  be the most effective at the optimisation stage was 
also the most effective at the optimisation period. In some cases selections made 
using the service-potential-deterministic algorithm were not the best at the site 
selection stage, but during the optimisation made significant improvements. Over­
all, the service-potential-deterministic algorithm seems to be the most effective site 
selection technique for use with this optimisation framework suggesting th a t mak­
ing site selections according to traffic demand can significantly enhance network 
quality.
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C h a p t e r  8
C o n c l u s i o n s
Network operators desire effective, pragmatic solutions to  instances of the cell 
planning problem to improve the quality of service they provide to their sub­
scribers, enhance their network’s coverage and capacity capabilities, and increase 
company profits. Previous solutions have been designed manually bu t these m eth­
ods do not produce the best network configuration. More reliance has since been 
placed on developing autom ated cell planning in order to produce more effective 
solutions to this computationally hard problem, and the introduction of UMTS 
technology emphasizes the need for high performance planning tools.
The literature review in Chapter 2 showed th a t many good models and auto­
m ated solution techniques have been developed and applied to cell planning for a 
variety of problem scenarios. Omissions in the literature include both  the lack of a 
UMTS model based on Reininger and Caminada’s [73] direct modelling approach 
and the lack of network and traffic data  sets for UMTS operational scenarios. This 
was addressed in Chapter 3 with the contribution of a new UMTS model based 
on the model developed for a general scenario by Reininger and Cam inada [73]. 
Due to the nature of the cell planning problem it is prudent to  investigate any 
findings in relation to a number of combinations of network and traffic d a ta  sets. 
As the availability of easily accessible data  sets is limited, careful consideration 
has been given to modelling and generating representative d a ta  sets based on in­
formed assumptions. It was noted in Chapter 2 th a t traffic modelling should focus 
on incorporating UMTS services for a range of user density environments and th a t 
methods for distribution should be considered in more detail for predicted data. 
A suite of data  sets was produced based on three addressable markets allowing a
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number of different traffic scenarios with differing site densities and site distribu­
tions to be considered.
Traditionally the cell planning problem has been seen purely as an optimisa­
tion problem; however, the pre-operational stage of the cell planning process also 
involves network dimensioning. Capacity dimensioning has received less attention 
in the literature than coverage dimensioning and this provided the motivation for 
incorporating network dimensioning into the solution framework as presented in 
chapters 4. The main contribution of this thesis is tha t it demonstrates the possi­
ble benefits of applying network dimensioning and site selection optimisation as a 
precursor to network configuration optimisation and it considers cell planning for 
the first time in three distinct stages. These stages (consisting of network dimen­
sioning, site selection optimisation and network configuration optimisation), have 
a versatile application and can be applied separately or as part of a three stage 
solution framework. Alternatively, the first two stages can be combined as a stand­
alone site estimation tool th a t provides a rough guide of a network’s infrastructure 
requirements for budgetary purposes.
The first stage of the proposed network dimensioning process was presented in 
Chapter 4. For the first time a lower bounding technique was utilised to provide an 
estimate of the number of sites required to meet capacity targets in both the uplink 
and the downlink. This technique proved to be capable of producing a reasonable 
estimate of the number of sites required for selection. Certain algorithms can be 
applied which allow either the best estimate to be selected or one or both  of the 
estimates to be improved upon.
The process for identifying useful sites for deployment in a network is time 
consuming and can sometimes result in a delay in the network’s launch. This 
issue was addressed in Chapter 5 which concluded the network dimensioning 
process by investigating a number of methods for performing effective site selec­
tions. Three algorithms were presented called service-potential-random, service- 
potential-deterministic and pattern-approximation with the aim of making effec­
tive selections from the set of candidate sites to improve network quality. Overall, 
results indicated that the proposed selection algorithms produce cell plans th a t 
are significantly more effective in improving network quality than  selections made 
at random. Recommendations were made specifying the most appropriate algo­
rithm  to apply in a number of measurable operational situations. In particular,
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service-potential-random and service-potential deterministic algorithms produced 
cell plans tha t improved network quality for both uniform and non-uniform traffic 
scenarios highlighting their the suitability to a variety of traffic scenarios.
To allow an investigation into applying network dimensioning as a precursor to 
optimisation, an optimisation framework was proposed and presented in Chapter 
6. Methods for customising the optimisation framework were provided to  allow 
easy application to a wide range of cell planning scenarios. At this optim isa­
tion stage it was determined th a t effective site selection techniques can provide 
a good starting network design from which optimisation can s ta rt and progress, 
with the service-potential-deterministic algorithm making the most significant im­
provements during the optimisation. The three stage solution framework is highly 
suitable for optimising rural and suburban traffic scenarios for a variety of tra f ­
fic distribution scenarios, although increased optimisation run-tim e or estim ate 
tuning is required to produce similar results, to th a t of rural and suburban, for 
urban scenarios. Although the automation of cell planning has been well studied 
the approach employed here is novel, utilising the network dimensioning process 
to have a positive impact on the network design and optimisation phases of the 
network planning process. The work presented provides analysis and recommen­
dations th a t can be adopted to assist the network planning process. The network 
dimensioning and optimisation algorithms are straightforward and can be imple­
mented in a computationally economic way subject to the size of the network da ta  
set under consideration.
8 .1  F u t u r e  w o r k
Future work has been discussed briefly in chapters 5 to  6. In general all the 
techniques described in this thesis can be further developed and employed using 
models of the operational criteria which are more realistic. This includes using 
real network data  and traffic instances. Application of the network dimensioning 
process presented in this thesis can be applied, with few adjustm ents, to  a number 
of different technologies such as GSM networks.
The possibility of improving the assumptions concerning interference in the load 
factor equations used in network dimensioning should be considered. Also, adding 
correction factors for dealing with non-uniform traffic and mixed antenna type
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network designs. Further research into the site selection stage of the presented 
dimensioning process should concentrate on determining a minimum size of can­
didate set tha t should be available, specifying the requirement in terms of site 
density, from which effective network dimensioning can be performed. Considera­
tion could also be given to using operator specified patterns for experim entation 
with the pattern-approximation site selection algorithm.
An extension of the optimisation run-time is required to produce further im­
provements to suburban and urban cell plans. Making the tuning recommendations 
to  the estim ated required number of sites is also likely to  improve the estim ate, 
but obviously involves increasing the number of sites deployed. The future devel­
opment of the solution framework could include a final optimisation repair stage 
to  introduce extra sites in any areas of network tha t are over-loaded.
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A p p e n d i x  A
S i g n a l , C a r r i e r s  a n d  P o w e r
Electromagnetic waves are capable of travelling long distances and this property 
makes them  suitable for use in a communication system. Information th a t can be 
conveyed through such a system is called a signal A carrier is a radio wave with 
a set frequency th a t can be modulated in order to  transm it a signal.
The power of a signal is often measured in W atts (W) where
1 W att =  1 joule per second
The decibel (dB) is the unit used to express relative signal strength. It is
\
expressed as the base ten logarithm of the ratio of the powers of two signals. For 
two quantities P0 and Pi their ratio in terms of decibels is defined as
101oglo( g )
Logarithms are useful as the unit of measurement as signal power tends to  span 
several orders of magnitude and signal losses and gains can be expressed in term s 
of subtraction and addition. To convert x  W atts into decibels, consider the ratio  
of x  W atts relative to  1 W att
x  W atts =  10 log10 x  dB
Often dB ratios are expressed using a th ird  letter (or more), i.e. dBm, dBi. The
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extra letters are a reference level for the log operation. For instance, dBm is used 
to define dB levels w ith respect to  a  milliwatt. This can be used for representing 
the power setting of an antenna
x  W atts =  10 log10 103x  dBm
A p p e n d i x  B
E x t r a  S i t e  S e l e c t i o n  A l g o r i t h m
W hen selecting sites using the  service-potential-random algorithm, after the 
square has been positioned correctly over the site the number of mobile station 
users tha t fall w ithin the boundaries of the  square can be counted and recorded. 
It is im portant at this point to  remove the  mobile station users th a t are covered 
by the site from the set of all mobile station  users. If this step is not performed 
network designs are produced, which normally involve the majority of sites being 
clustered in the same area producing network designs w ith high network overload­
ing and higher average cell loads th an  those generated when random site selection 
is performed. The table B .l includes the site selection results attained when the 
mobile stations are not removed.
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Data
1
A-k Ud n sn op flop Max
*7 D t(C f c )
Min
V D L ( C k )
Mean
^ D L (C fc)
STDEV
V D L ( C k )
Network
r }DL(Ck)
Des Over Under Total over 
d + m
Stepping-up
Rur 20 20 6.7406 0.0000 1.2753 1.0409 25.5064 1 6 13 15.6830
K1 Omni Sub 104 104 4.5268 0.0000 1.3773 0.8621 143.2366 15 40 49 85.2681
Urb 216 216 5.0120 0.0000 1.1557 0.7241 249.6337 38 59 119 137.8622
Rur 7 21 6.1623 0.0000 1.5868 1.2940 33.3232 1 8 12 24.7334
K1 Dir Sub 38 114 7.3907 0.0000 1.1461 2.9246 130.6512 10 24 80 81.9929
Urb 67 201 11.3666 0.0000 1.2100 0.8459 243.2079 15 59 127 143.1796
Rur 42 42 5.1599 0.0000 1.2772 0.8507 53.6438 2 16 24 31.9440
K2 Omni Sub 216 216 8.4996 0.0000 1.4023 0.9111 302.9023 28 85 103 179.4164
Urban 460 460 5.1950 0.0000 1.1139 0.8572 512.3927 65 120 275 272.1742
Rur 14 42 23.9575 0.0000 1.8257 2.5570 76.6791 0 8 34 66.0972
K2 Dir Sub 80 240 21.9002 0.0000 1.1310 2.3584 271.4516 14 50 176 170.9021
Urb 143 429 12.3651 0.0000 1.1627 1.1467 498.7892 37 115 277 296.1736
Stepping-down
Rur 20 20 6.7406 0.0000 1.2753 1.0409 25.5064 1 6 13 15.6830
K1 Omni Sub 85 85 6.9237 0.0000 1.6961 1.1406 144.1701 11 37 37 96.7129
Urb 168 168 7.7205 0.0000 1.5285 0.9633 256.7858 25 75 68 161.7581
Rur 7 21 6.1623 0.0000 1.5868 1.2940 33.3232 1 8 12 24.7334
K1 Dir Sub 33 99 12.6329 0.0000 1.3414 0.9494 132.7968 7 28 64 87.3746
Urb 56 168 3.5240 0.0000 1.1290 0.6026 189.6770 17 72 79 92.0814
Rur 38 38 13.7800 0.0635 1.5869 1.2905 60.3023 2 18 18 40.0784
K2 Omni Sub 168 168 13.7948 0.0000 1.8096 1.2162 304.0077 17 85 66 204.0096
Urb 340 340 5.5830 0.0000 1.5362 1.0645 522.3195 56 153 131 323.5638
Rur 700 14 23.9575 0.0000 1.8257 2.5570 76.6791 0 8 34 66.0972
K2 Dir Sub 67 201 21.1647 0.0000 1.3513 1.0672 271.6065 10 44 147 183.0815
Urb 120 360 12.0716 0.0000 1.2982 0.8975 467.3683 24 130 206 281.4437
Table B.l: Site selection results obtained when the mobile stations are not removed.
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A p p e n d i x  C
H e x a g o n a l  P a t t e r n  G e n e r a t i o n
In a hexagon all six sides have the  same length u  th a t meet at an angle of 120°. 
All other dimensions of the hexagon can be calculated from knowing u  or so 
by setting u  or x  ah the missing inform ation can be calculated. Given distance 
X as shown in figure C .l, the height h  and side u  can be calculated by use of the 
following formulae
=  x  
U cos 30
h = u  sin 30
If the row is an even row (assuming zero is even) then the following formula is 
used to calculate the x coordinate of the desired site:
x coordinate for even row =  xIndex x — X
However, if the row is odd the formula is changed to
x coordinate for odd row =  xIndex x 2% -  2%
The y coordinate of the desired point is defined as:
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y coordinate =  h +  s x yIndex
If xIndex =  1 and y Index  =  0 then  the point labelled D l  in the graph in figure 
5.7 is obtained. The point is added to  a list of desired site locations and xlndex 
is incremented. This process is repeated until x lndex is greater than  the width of 
the service area x D ire c tio n ) , a t which point x lndex  is reset to 0. Next, y lndex 
is incremented producing a new point, which is added to the list of desired site 
locations. This process is repeated  until x lndex  is greater than  the height of the 
service area y D irec tio n ).
120 '
>-4
X
Figure C .l: Generating a hexagonal pattern. In a hexagon all six sides have the 
same length s th a t meet in an angle of 120°. All other dimensions of the hexagon 
can be calculated from knowing u  or x, so setting u or x  all the missing 
information can be calculated
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A p p e n d i x  D
P r e c u r s o r
This appendix contains optim isation results and network statistics for the sce­
narios th a t were summ arised in chapter 7.
Optimisation results for network designs where all the sites have associated 
omnidirectional antenna and consider uniformly distributed traffic are displayed 
in table D .l. Network statistics associated with these optimisation results can be 
found in table for the downlink D.2 and table D.3 for the uplink.
o a graph showing the progress of the optim isation for a rural scenario can be 
seen in figure D .l;
o a graph showing the  progress of the optim isation for a suburban scenario can 
be seen in figure D.2;
o a graph showing the progress of the  optim isation for a suburban scenario can 
be seen in figure D.3.
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Ud Alg Solution e e2 e3 e4 es ee e7 es eg
Rur r-s Initial 26.9552 0.0000 0.0000 3.0443 4.5144 6.9269 6.9379 2.3547 3.1770
Optimised 17.2056 0.0000 0.0000 2.3523 3.4483 4.0025 4.5111 1.3880 1.5035
p-a Initial 20.9622 0.0000 0.0000 0.9549 6.9320 5.2193 4.8026 0.9940 2.0593
Optimised 8.1000 0.0041 0.0021 0.6706 0.9035 3.0703 1.5152 0.9438 0.9903
s-p-d Initial 22.2339 0 0 1.6739 5.2289 5.5858 5.0040 1.5430 3.1983
Optimised 5.9923 0 0 0.0251 0.9314 2.6748 1.1025 0.5790 0.6796
s-p-r Initial 23.3304 0.0000 0.0000 2.0815 4.0458 6.4907 5.6953 2.3115 2.7055
Optimised 7.3479 0.0000 0.0000 0.0940 1.3359 2.8892 1.3524 0.6804 0.9960
Sub p-a Initial 102.0535 0 0 9.9801 26.8334 29.7349 24.7695 6.9033 3.8322
Optimised 67.3576 0 0.0001 3.3987 14.2255 27.0174 19.7905 1.7769 1.1484
r-s Initial 167.8841 0 0.0001 28.2724 49.3775 36.9263 33.1279 10.2 9.9799
Optimised 110.873 0 0.0005 10.5007 31.2646 32.8127 28.584 4.7724 2.9381
s-p-d Initial 114.9075 0 0.0001 12.0197 34.8733 32.9855 27.0169 5.0553 2.9568
Optimised 69.9747 0 0.0007 3.5682 19.1382 25.68 17.8347 2.6623 1.0905
s-p-r Initial 122.5059 0.0016 0.001 9.9565 46.1451 31.9643 26.6799 5.6748 2.0826
optimised 77.2629 0 0.0001 4.7167 18.7101 27.774 22.0457 2.4171 1.5991
Urb r-s Initial 234.1975 0.0009 0.0016 27.8836 80.3059 60.9254 52.4399 4.4120 8.2282
Optimised 282.3504 0.0005 0.0001 48.8774 94.7131 62.3754 55.7716 7.6333 12.9791
p-a Initial 191.2016 0.0027 0.0023 18.2184 61.6948 55.7274 44.7914 3.7418 7.0228
Optimised 162.9753 0.0005 0.0008 13.2778 51.5405 51.8318 40.5168 2.0607 3.7465
s-p-d Initial 202.6891 0.0009 0.0027 26.1781 63.8442 53.6061 44.5204 6.4746 8.0621
Optimised 187.7094 0.0009 0.0025 23.2972 60.6634 50.6892 39.7728 6.4746 6.8088
s-p-r Initial 239.0732 0.0018 0.0012 49.7461 65.0424 52.6421 42.4086 24.2050 5.0260
Optimised 169.0618 0.0023 0.0031 16.2859 57.6131 49.5169 39.5264 2.2575 3.8567
D.l: Optimisation results for network designs where each site is sectorized (uniformly distributed traffic and sites)
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Ud Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m  +  d %STP % MS
Rural* r-s Initial 0.4550 9.5559 3.1770 0.0000 2 4 15 0.6446 4.5144 100 100
Optimised 0.5294 11.1172 1.5035 0.0000 0 7 14 0.4377 3.4483 100 100
p-a Initial 0.6931 14.5550 2.0593 0.0000 1 9 11 0.4683 6.9320 100 100
Optimised 0.5601 11.7630 1.1023 0.1119 3 7 11 0.2646 0.9035 99.59 99.79
s-p-d Initial 0.5831 12.2444 3.1983 0 3 4 14 0.4739 5.2289 100 100
s-p-r Initial 0.4943 10.3798 2.7055 0.0000 2 5 14 0.5480 4.0458 100 100
Optimised 0.5972 12.5405 1.0611 0.0650 7 7 7 0.2483 1.3359 100 100
p-a Initial 0.6016 68.5820 6.9033 0 3 40 71 0.5617 26.8334 100.00 100.00
Optimised 0.5378 61.3077 1.7769 0 17 36 61 0.3330 14.2255 100.00 99.99
r-s Initial 0.7143 81.4254 10.2000 0 5 28 81 1.1597 49.3775 100.00 99.99
Optimised 0.6040 68.8590 4.7724 0 5 36 73 0.5352 31.2646 100.00 99.95
s-p-r Initial 0.7515 85.6736 5.6748 0 6 36 72 0.5853 46.1451 99.84 99.90
Optimised 0.5555 63.3255 2.4171 0 9 38 67 0.3764 18.7101 100.00 99.99
s-p-d Initial 0.6481 73.8874 5.0553 0 8 32 74 0.5831 34.8733 100.00 99.99
Optimised 0.6083 69.3455 2.6623 0 13 47 54 0.3694 19.1382 100.00 99.93
Urban r-s Initial 0.7152 143.7526 8.2282 0 10 56 135 0.7219 80.3059 99.91 99.84
Optimised 0.7697 154.7053 12.9791 0 9 56 136 1.0944 94.7131 99.95 99.99
p-a Initial 0.6653 133.7236 7.0228 0 12 65 124 0.5606 61.6948 99.73 99.77
Optimised 0.6415 128.9458 3.7465 0 14 70 117 0.4638 51.5405 99.95 99.92
s-p-d Initial 0.6789 136.4539 8.0621 0 10 65 126 0.7103 63.8442 99.91 99.73
Optimised 0.6887 138.4194 6.8088 0 12 68 121 0.6545 60.6634 99.91 99.75
s-p-r Initial 0.6975 140.2032 5.0260 0 11 68 122 1.7834 65.0424 99.82 99.88
Optimised 0.6791 136.5073 3.8567 0 8 77 116 0.4942 57.6131 99.77 99.69
Table D.2: Downlink network statistics relating to optimisations performed on dimensioned network designs where each site is
sectorized (uniformly distributed traffic and sites)
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ud type Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m  + d
Rural r-s Initial 0.3735 7.8443 2.3547 0.0000 1 3 17 0.6392 4.5144
Optimised 0.5063 10.6327 1.3880 0.0000 3 7 11 0.4370 3.4483
p-a Initial 0.3617 7.5966 0.9940 0.0000 1 4 16 0.3225 6.9320
Optimised 0.4548 9.5508 1.0562 0.1124 3 3 15 0.2416 0.9035
s-p-d Initial 0.382392767 8.030248117 1.543014866 0 2 4 15 0.4269 5.2289
Optimised 0.429179764 9.012775051 0.685086938 0.1061 3 1 17 0.1521 0.9314
s-p-r Initial 0.3585 7.5287 2.3115 0.0000 1 4 16 0.5301 4.0458
Optimised 0.4252 8.9286 0.7213 0.0409 3 2 16 0.1749 1.3359
Suburban p-a Initial 0.3887 44.3114 3.8322 0 5 18 91 0.5194 26.8334
Optimised 0.3561 40.5996 1.1484 0 8 17 89 0.2786 14.2255
r-s Initial 0.4866 55.4729 9.9799 0 1 21 92 1.1370 49.3775
Optimised 0.3654 41.6558 2.9381 0 6 17 91 0.4786 31.2646
s-p-d Initial 0.3759 42.8535 2.9568 0 5 17 92 0.5150 34.8733
Optimised 0.3709 42.2823 1.0905 0 13 18 83 0.2821 19.1382
s-p-r Initial 0.3710 42.2960 2.0826 0 8 19 87 0.4432 46.1451
Optimised 0.3607 41.1212 1.5991 0 16 14 84 0.3216 18.7101
Urban r-s Initial 0.4001 80.4267 4.4120 0 14 33 154 0.6492 80.3059
Optimised 0.4976 100.0176 7.6333 0 14 34 153 1.0599 94.7131
p-a Initial 0.3793 76.2417 3.7418 0 10 38 153 0.4818 61.6948
Optimised 0.3756 75.4910 2.0607 0 17 37 147 0.3795 51.5405
s-p-d Initial 0.4315 86.7234 6.4746 0 12 41 148 0.6656 63.8442
Optimised 0.4316 86.7518 6.4746 0 11 41 149 0.6017 60.6634
s-p-r Initial 0.5508 110.7122 24.2050 0 8 38 155 1.7773 65.0424
Optimised 0.4041 81.2151 2.2575 0 8 45 148 0.4100 57.6131
Table D.3: Uplink network statistics relating to optimisations performed on dimensioned network designs where each site is
configured with a single omnidirectional antenna (uniformly distributed traffic and sites)
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Figure D.l: Progress of optimisation for a rural scenario (uniformly distributed 
traffic and sites)
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Figure D.2: Progress of optimisation for a suburban scenario (uniformly dis­
tributed “traffic and sites)
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Optimisation results obtained when considering non-uniformly distributed traf­
fic and sites are displayed in table D.4. Network statistics associated with these 
optimisation results can be found in table for the downlink D.5 and table D.6 for 
the uplink.
o a graph showing the progress of the optimisation for a rural scenario can be 
seen in figure D.4 (all sites have a single omnidirectional antenna);
o a graph showing the progress of the optimisation for a rural scenario can be 
seen in figure D.5 (all sites are sectorized).
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Figure D.4: Uniform traffic non-uniform sites (omnidirectional, rural)
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M Alg Solution e e4 5^ 6^ ei e2 e3 es eg
Dir p-a Initial 30.9956 5.9311 5.0043 2.8239 9.7675 0.0000 0.0000 5.7569 1.7118
Optimised 9.8210 2.9749 2.4633 0.4869 1.7808 0.0000 0.0000 1.1876 0.9275
r-s Initial 59.2457 7.0507 6.5304 16.3775 8.7515 0.0000 0.0000 6.3187 14.2168
Optimised 17.2995 3.9544 4.3403 1.4481 4.4365 0.0000 0.0000 1.7665 1.3537
s-p-d Initial 22.0666 5.4205 4.5456 2.5095 5.2938 0.0000 0.0000 2.5403 1.7570
Optimised 5.1483 2.7333 1.1618 0.0000 0.1874 0.0000 0.0000 0.5493 0.5165
s-p-r Initial 29.3617 5.6416 4.7209 5.1627 6.6072 0.0000 0.0000 3.1806 4.0487
Optimised 10.6457 3.3865 1.7705 0.8015 2.1745 0.0000 0.0000 1.4089 1.1038
Omni p-a Initial 15.8772 4.8811 3.3470 0.5852 4.0615 0.0000 0.0000 2.1119 0.8905
Optimised 5.9068 3.1797 1.1077 0.0000 0.3766 0.0000 0.0000 0.7697 0.4731
r-s Initial 26.5231 5.4927 4.9384 1.3539 10.2526 0.0000 0.0000 3.1245 1.3610
Optimised 12.2980 2.6850 2.2219 0.3412 4.9398 0.0000 0.0000 1.3666 0.7436
s-p-d Initial 15.8228 4.5952 3.6341 0.6141 3.7122 0.0000 0.0012 2.2166 1.0493
Optimised 5.5336 2.7273 0.9713 0.0000 0.4940 0.0000 0.0000 0.7591 0.5819
s-p-r Initial 20.9656 5.5255 4.2853 1.5157 4.1639 0.0000 0.0000 3.4528 2.0222
Optimised 5.4880 3.1327 0.9445 0.0000 0.3213 0.0041 0.0043 0.5970 0.4842
Table D.4: Optimisation results (uniformly distributed traffic and non-uniformly distributed sites)
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Ak Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m + d %STP %MS
Dir p-a Initial 0.8011 16.8232 5.7569 0.0000 0 6 15 0.6516 9.7675 100 100
Optimised 0.5616 11.7943 1.3104 0.1228 5 7 9 0.2433 1.7808 100 100
r-s Initial 0.6686 14.0411 6.3187 0.0000 0 4 17 3.1301 8.7515 100 100
Optimised 0.5960 12.5161 1.7665 0.0000 0 9 12 0.3810 4.4365 100 100
s-p-d Initial 0.6184 12.9868 2.5403 0.0000 1 7 13 0.5247 5.2938 100 100
Optimised 0.5457 11.4600 0.7775 0.2281 11 3 7 0.2044 0.1874 100 100
s-p-r Initial 0.6675 14.0168 3.1806 0.0000 2 5 14 0.9121 6.6072 100 100
Optimised 0.6078 12.7628 1.4089 0.0000 9 5 7 0.3255 2.1745 100 100
Omni p-a Initial 0.6130 12.2608 2.1543 0.0424 1 6 13 0.3795 4.0615 100.0000 100.00
Optimised 0.5632 11.2631 0.7932 0.0235 10 6 4 0.2118 0.3766 100.0000 100.00
r-s Initial 0.8511 17.0219 3.1245 0.0000 1 7 12 0.6316 10.2526 100.0000 100.00
Optimised 0.7383 14.7663 1.4606 0.0940 2 9 9 0.3619 4.9398 100.0000 100.00
s-p-d Initial 0.5933 11.8668 2.2166 0.0000 2 7 11 0.3697 3.7122 100.0000 99.88
Optimised 0.5842 11.6843 0.7980 0.0389 10 6 4 0.2385 0.4940 100.0000 100.00
s-p-r Initial 0.5719 11.4377 3.4528 0.0000 2 5 13 0.5015 4.1639 100.0000 100.00
Optimised 0.5746 11.4921 0.7853 0.1883 6 7 7 0.2331 0.3213 99.5918 99.57
Table D.5: Downlink network statistics for a rural scenario (uniformly distributed traffic and non-uniform distributed sites)
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Dir p-a Initial 0.4206 8.8329 1.7118 0 0 5 16 0.5221 9.7675
Optimised 0.4391 9.2221 1.0767 0.1494 4 2 15 0.2084 1.7808
r-s Initial 1.0013 21.0268 14.2168 0 0 3 18 3.1114 8.7515
Optimised 0.4474 9.3953 1.3537 0 2 4 15 0.3493 4.4365
s-p-d Initial 0.4301 9.0311 1.7570 0 2 4 15 0.4879 5.2938
Optimised 0.4198 8.8157 0.5997 0.0832 8 0 13 0.1585 0.1874
s-p-r Initial 0.5461 11.4681 4.0487 0 1 5 15 0.9036 6.6072
Optimised 0.4492 9.4325 1.1038 0 5 3 13 0.2820 2.1745
Omni p-a Initial 0.3547 7.0946 0.9115 0.0210 1 4 15 0.2716 4.0615
Optimised 0.3896 7.7923 0.6297 0.1567 2 0 18 0.1147 0.3766
r-s Initial 0.3681 7.3622 1.3610 0.0000 1 5 14 0.3916 10.2526
Optimised 0.4505 9.0100 0.8388 0.0952 4 3 13 0.2092 4.9398
s-p-d Initial 0.3674 7.3475 1.0493 0.0000 3 3 14 0.2880 3.7122
Optimised 0.4154 8.3074 0.6437 0.0617 4 0 16 0.1639 0.4940
s-p-r Initial 0.3596 7.1917 2.0222 0.0000 3 2 15 0.4517 4.1639
Optimised 0.3880 7.7591 0.6058 0.1217 2 0 18 0.1328 0.3213
Table D.6: Uplink network statistics for a rural scenario (uniformly distributed traffic and non-uniformly distributed sites)
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Figure D.5: Uniform traffic non-uniform sites (directional, rural)
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Optim isation results for network designs where all the sites are sectorized con­
sidering non-uniformly distributed traffic are displayed in table D.7 and uniformly 
distributed sites. Network statistics associated with these optimisation results can 
be found in table for the downlink D.8 and table D.9 for the uplink.
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Ud  type Alg Solution e e4 65 66 e7 e2 e3 eg eg
Rur p-a Initial 43.7630 8.2091 7.8439 4.7044 10.7808 0.0000 0.0000 8.2024 4.0225
Optimised 26.7709 5.4694 6.0595 3.5248 5.7558 0.0000 0.0000 3.4593 2.5021
r-s Initial 45.6714 9.2489 9.0992 5.6697 8.8960 0.0000 0.0000 7.7005 5.0572
Optimised 32.9872 6.7207 6.6031 5.3056 3.9024 0.0000 0.0000 4.5624 5.8930
s-p-d Initial 28.6367 6.4901 5.6331 3.9265 7.1492 0.0000 0.0000 3.2515 2.1864
Optimised 8.9404 3.4963 1.7618 0.4061 1.5169 0.0000 0.0000 0.9094 0.8499
s-p-r Initial 30.7745 6.7221 5.6502 3.7996 7.3366 0.0000 0.0000 4.1249 3.1412
Optimised 7.6419 2.8998 1.5317 0.4280 1.0257 0.0000 0.0000 0.8814 0.8753
Sub p-a Initial 175.7753 46.0365 43.3781 26.6533 41.2694 0.0065 0.0000 12.1715 6.2599
Optimised 156.7077 42.5595 39.3950 24.8986 33.7112 0.0065 0.0001 9.2996 6.8371
r-s Initial 245.3846 48.9012 46.8543 37.9862 66.0723 0.0065 0.0001 26.8317 18.7324
Optimised 211.3853 49.2874 46.5831 26.8555 42.4507 0.0065 0.0007 26.7095 19.4918
s-p-d Initial 151.3919 34.0675 29.7729 25.7387 44.5850 0.0139 0.0360 9.6990 7.4790
Optimised 111.3529 33.5105 25.6366 12.8772 31.5889 0.0155 0.0254 4.6268 3.0721
s-p-r Initial 173.0729 34.4085 31.5677 24.3767 55.1787 0.0065 0.0000 18.3950 9.1397
Optimised 122.9766 31.7751 29.4924 15.2054 35.4467 0.0114 0.0327 6.3688 4.6440
Table D.7: Optimisation results (uniformly distributed sites and non-uniformly distributed traffic)
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Ud  type Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m  +  d %STP %MS
Rur r-s Initial 0.5475 11.4968 7.7005 0 0 3 18 1.1650 8.8960 100 100
Optimised 0.4181 8.7795 4.5624 0 2 1 18 1.2646 3.9024 100 100
p-a Initial 0.6970 14.6369 8.2024 0 0 3 18 0.9935 10.7808 100 100
Optimised 0.5484 11.5163 3.4593 0 0 4 17 0.6911 5.7558 100 100
s-p-d Initial 0.6470 13.5875 3.2515 0 1 6 14 0.6695 7.1492 100 100
Optimised 0.5818 12.2170 1.0831 0.1737 5 7 9 0.2855 1.5169 100 100
s-p-r Initial 0.6565 13.7875 4.1249 0 1 6 14 0.7946 7.3366 100 100
Optimised 0.5791 12.1607 1.0105 0.129 8 6 7 0.2468 1.0257 100 100
Sub p-a Initial 0.5347 60.9578 12.1715 0 2 12 100 1.0644 41.2694 99.3469 99.9964
Optimised 0.5027 57.3128 9.2996 0 2 11 101 1.0782 33.7112 99.3469 99.9909
r-s Initial 0.7243 82.5729 26.8317 0 2 13 99 2.2184 66.0723 99.3469 99.9928
Optimised 0.5166 58.8939 26.7095 0 1 12 101 1.8731 42.4507 99.3469 99.9312
s-p-d Initial 0.7052 80.3971 9.6990 0 6 30 78 0.9722 44.5850 98.6122 96.4020
Optimised 0.6296 71.7740 4.6268 0 10 30 74 0.6003 31.5889 98.4490 97.4559
s-p-r Initial 0.7872 89.7438 18.3950 0 4 37 73 1.0990 55.1787 99.3469 99.9982
Optimised 0.6292 71.7294 6.3688 0 7 33 74 0.7024 35.4467 98.8571 96.7261
Table D.8: Downlink network statistics for uniformly distributed sites and non-uniformly distributed traffic (directional)
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Ud  type Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m  +  d
Rur p-a Initial 0.3892 8.1738 4.0225 0.0000 1 2 18 0.9421 10.7808
Optimised 0.4693 9.8557 2.5021 0.0000 5 2 14 0.6863 5.7558
r-s Initial 0.3810 8.0007 5.0572 0.0000 0 2 19 1.1525 8.8960
Optimised 0.4935 10.3640 5.8930 0.0000 3 2 16 1.2623 3.9024
s-p-d Initial 0.4500 9.4502 2.1864 0.0000 2 4 15 0.6384 7.1492
Optimised 0.4238 8.9004 0.8889 0.0391 3 4 14 0.2352 1.5169
s-p-r Initial 0.4186 8.7915 3.1412 0.0000 1 3 17 0.7563 7.3366
0.4446 Optimised 9.3374 1.0033 0.1279 4 2 15 0.2048 1.0257
Sub p-a Initial 0.3828 43.6405 6.2599 0 1 12 101 1.0535 41.2694
Optimised 0.3984 45.4220 6.8371 0 4 11 99 1.0731 33.7112
s-p-r Initial 0.4763 54.2930 9.1397 0 5 22 87 1.0537 55.1787
Optimised 0.4200 47.8754 4.6440 0 11 19 84 0.6703 35.4467
s-p-d Initial 0.4906 55.9281 7.4790 0 7 20 87 0.9480 44.5850
Optimised 0.3788 43.1866 3.0721 0 7 15 92 0.5449 31.5889
r-s Initial 0.4546 51.8281 18.7324 0 2 9 103 2.2018 66.0723
Optimised 0.3526 40.1912 19.4918 0 2 8 104 1.8658 42.4507
Table D.9: Uplink network statistics for uniformly distributed sites and non-uniformly distributed traffic (directional)
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O ptim isation results for network designs where all sites are sectorized and con­
sidering non-uniformly d istributed traffic are displayed in table D.10 and uniformly 
distributed sites. Network statistics associated with these optimisation results can 
be found in table for the downlink D .l l  and table D.12 for the uplink.
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udtype Alg Solution e e4 5^ 66 e7 e2 e3 eg eg
Rur p-a Initial 36.4963 0 0 4.6954 4.4471 8.5991 8.2923 5.3554 5.1071
Optimised 26.1345 0 0.0016 3.4092 3.9888 6.4655 4.6066 3.8374 3.8255
r-s Initial 40.1865 0 0 7.9047 4.4999 8.3153 8.4838 5.8228 5.1599
Optimised 32.2704 0 0.0033 4.9642 4.1576 7.1573 5.6641 5.5926 4.7314
s-p-d Initial 30.7716 0 0 3.819 8.4667 5.387 4.9235 3.1734 5.002
Optimised 9.0532 0 0.0001 0.4431 2.8063 2.3266 1.1038 0.8728 1.5006
s-p-r Initial 53.0256 0 0 19.495 8.8872 6.1383 6.0172 9.4465 3.0414
Optimised 9.9727 0 0 0.943 2.0641 2.6885 1.8557 1.0862 1.3351
Sub p-a Initial 238.6402 49.1606 48.9915 31.2423 66.6866 0.0000 0.0014 28.3621 14.1956
Optimised 188.6805 48.0460 48.2883 28.5837 41.8664 0.0000 0.0014 12.5072 9.3875
r-s Initial 241.8647 50.3657 50.6012 41.5833 60.0628 0.0000 0.0037 23.5117 15.7362
Optimised 214.3670 50.7600 50.3714 33.5905 42.6742 0.0000 0.0041 20.4876 16.4792
s-p-d Initial 208.9708 43.7098 43.1921 40.1234 57.7439 0.0000 0.0065 14.8920 9.3031
Optimised 171.7438 41.8435 41.4806 27.6946 38.4737 0.0000 0.0083 12.6796 9.5635
s-p-r Initial 235.9198 41.4604 41.7930 49.6060 73.7372 0.0008 0.0057 17.3649 11.9517
Optimised 159.9486 41.4257 40.6604 23.8699 35.8825 0.0000 0.0116 10.3512 7.7474
Table D.10: Optimisation results for omnidirectional (Uniform sites and non-uniform traffic)
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Ud Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m  + d %STP %MS
Rur p-a Initial 0.3537 7.0748 5.1071 0 0 1 19 1.1803 4.4471 100 100
Optimised 0.5331 10.6622 3.8366 0.0111 0 4 16 0.855 3.9888 100 100
r-s Initial 0.3483 6.9669 5.1599 0 1 1 18 1.4432 4.4999 100 100
Optimised 0.4767 9.5335 4.7314 0 0 2 18 1.2298 4.1576 100 100
s-p-d Initial 0.7532 15.063 5.002 0 1 5 14 0.8012 8.4667 100 100
Optimised 0.6755 13.5101 1.6128 0.1122 2 8 10 0.3009 2.8063 100 100
s-p-r Initial 0.7135 14.2701 3.0414 0 0 5 15 2.7584 8.8872 100 100
Optimised 0.5980 11.9607 1.4951 0.16 6 5 9 0.2979 2.0641 100 100
Sub p-a Initial 0.7233 75.2257 28.3621 0 1 11 92 1.8059 66.6866 100.00 99.86
Optimised 0.4924 51.2116 12.5072 0 1 12 91 1.5428 41.8664 100.00 99.86
r-s Initial 0.6414 66.7016 23.5117 0 0 9 95 2.2771 60.0628 100.00 99.63
Optimised 0.4741 49.3028 20.4876 0 0 7 97 2.1003 42.6742 100.00 99.50
s-p-d Initial 0.7010 72.9072 14.8920 0 1 18 85 1.4941 57.7439 100.00 99.35
Optimised 0.5334 55.4784 12.6796 0 1 19 84 1.2083 38.4737 100.00 99.17
s-p-r Initial 0.8692 90.3932 17.3649 0 2 18 84 1.8392 73.7372 99.92 99.43
Optimised 0.5190 53.9802 10.3512 0 3 20 81 1.0997 35.8825 100.00 98.84
Table D .ll: Downlink network statistics for uniformly distributed sites and non-uniformly distributed traffic (omnidirectional)
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Ud Alg Solution Mean Network Max Min Des Over Under STDEV Total over m +  d
Rur p-a Initial 0.3508 7.0162 5.3554 0 0 1 19 1.1803 4.4471
Optimised 0.4013 8.0251 3.8494 0.012 2 2 16 0.8442 3.9888
r-s Initial 0.5375 10.7494 5.8228 0 0 3 17 1.4301 4.4999
Optimised 0.4456 8.9126 5.5926 0 2 2 16 1.2294 4.1576
s-p-d Initial 0.489 9.7802 3.1734 0 1 4 15 0.754 8.4667
Optimised 0.4837 9.6745 0.9809 0.1081 6 4 10 0.2277 2.8063
s-p-r Initial 1.2438 24.8767 9.4465 0 0 6 14 2.7042 8.8872
Optimised 0.4796 9.5912 1.184 0.0979 4 3 13 0.272 2.0641
Sub p-a Initial 0.3800 39.5152 14.1956 0 1 10 93 1.7726 66.6866
Optimised 0.3643 37.8837 9.3875 0 2 9 93 1.5374 41.8664 -
r-s Initial 0.4640 48.2608 15.7362 0 1 7 96 2.2701 60.0628
Optimised 0.3826 39.7883 16.4792 0 3 5 96 2.0983 42.6742
s-p-d Initial 0.5230 54.3923 9.3031 0 1 15 88 1.4834 57.7439
Optimised 0.4247 44.1711 9.5635 0 0 18 86 1.2033 38.4737
s-p-r Initial 0.6374 66.2945 11.9517 0 2 16 86 1.8244 73.7372
Optimised 0.3930 40.8757 7.7474 0 1 18 85 1.0924 35.8825
Table D.12: Uplink network statistics for uniformly distributed sites and non-uniformly distributed traffic (omnidirectional)
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